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The purpose of the HEPCAT (Houston Engine Performance Calculation and 
Transient) computer program is to provide an engineering tool which can perform 
automatic data reduction and test data analysis in support of rocket engine test 
programs conducted at the MSC Thermochemical Test Area (TTA). This document 
describes the program and provides both the user's and programmer's manuals. 
HEPCAT is functionally divided into three areas: data acquisition and 
reduction, steady state engine performance analysis and the reduction of data, 
to standard conditions for run-to-run test correlation. All of these functional 
areas of the program can be user specified 'to both read and output the test 
data in a sequential converted format. Data reduction takes place automatically 
when the user utilizes the steady-state engine performance and the engine 
standarization options. The program has the flexibility to provide the user 
with the option to output any parameters available from calculations or meas­
ured data. Included in the user's manual is the engineering formulation, pro­
gram operating instructions, validation sample case and the data tape for­
mat of the TTA SEL 600 Computer operating in mode 3. 
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1. 	 PROGRAt~ DESCRIPTION 
A data reduction program for evaluating engine performance parameters 
from ground tests conducted in the MSC Thermochemical Test Facilities has been 
developed in support of the MSC Auxiliary Propulsion and Pyrotechnics Branch. 
This program provides a rapid sCnn of large quantities of data recorded on 
magnetic tape at the test facilities, computes steady-state engine performance 
parameters based on the test data and reduces the performance parameters to 
standardized test conditions. In addition, the program provides the capability 
for plotting all calculated or measured parameters. The program was developed 
to process test data regardless of the errors encountered on the data tape. 
1.1.0 	 THERMOCHEMICAL TEST FACILITIES 
The propulsion test setup for the gas/gas system is located in Bld9. 353 at 
the MSC Thermochemical Test Area (TTA) and in general consists of supply tanks for 
both hydrogen and oxygen gases, main shutoff valves, two pressure regulators in 
series, orifices, main and ignitor lines, engine and ignitor shutoff valves and 
facilities for a multipe configuration test engine. Distributed throu9hout the 
test system are pressure and temperature sensing devices which provide the data 
measurements recorded during an engine test firing. A simplified schematic of 
the installation and location of measurements is presented in Fi~ure 1-1. 
During a test firing the data parameters are permanently recorded on mag­
netic tape by a SEL Digital Data System Computer. This computer multiplexes 
the data in a unique non-sequential cyclic manner as illustrated in Figure 1 -2. 
The cyclic channel sampling presented in Figure 1 -2 conforms to the r~ode 3 
(normal operating mode) multiplex sequence by the SEL 600 in this test facility. 
As shown on the figure, the sample rate for channels 1 through 39 (500 SIS) 
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are twice that of Channels 31 through 50 (250 SIS). The magnetic tape gen­
erally contains data from one day's testing whJch can be up to approximately 
25 engine pulse test runs. Figures 1 -3 through 1 -15 present possible 
configurations for measuring temperature, pressure, force and flows for both 
gas or liquid systems using the TTA SEL 600 Digital Data System. 
Table 1 -1 presents typical SEL 600 Computer Test Channel Assignments with 
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TABLE 1 -1 
Typical SEL 600 Computer Test Channel Assi~nments 




























Fi re Yo ltage 
Fuel Injection Pressure 
Oxidizer Injection Pressure 
Fuel Ignition Injection Pressure 
Oxidizer I~nitor Injection Pressure 
Fuel Orifice Total Pressure 
Oxidi~er Orifice Total Pressure 
Fue1 . Ori fi ce LIP 
Oxidizer Orifice LIP 
Injector Fuel Cavity Pressure #1 
Injector Oxidizer Cavity Pressure 
Injector Fuel Cavity Pressure #2 
Spark Signal 
.Turbine Flowmeter Fuel Inlet Pressure 
Turbine Flowmeter Oxidizer Inlet Pressure 
Fuel Injection Temperature 
Oxidizer Injection Temperature 
Chamber Temperature #1 
Chamber Temperature #2 
Chamber Temperature #3 
Chamber Temperature #4 
Chamber Temperature #5 





































TABLE 1 -1 (Continued) 
Test Variable Name Variable Symbol 
Not Ass i gned 
Fuel Orifi ce Inlet Temperatilre TFOI 
Oxidizer Orifice Inlet TeMperature TOOl 
Turbine Flowmeter Fuel Inlet Temoerature TFTI 
Turbine Flowmeter Oxidizer Inlet Temperature TOTI 
Not Ass i gnerl 
Turbine Flowmeter Fuel Flowrate WFT 
Turbine Flowmeter Oxi di zer Flowrate WOT 
Not Assi qned 
Run Annotati on RUNNO 
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1.2 Method of Solution 
The HEPCAT (Houston Engine Performance Calculations and Transients) Compu­
ter Program has been developed based on the TTA data processing requirements 
and the engine performance parameters required by NASAjMSC to perform engine 
tradeoff studies. 
1.2.1 HEPCAT Functional Requirements 
The functional requirements of the HEPCAT Computer Program are to read 
the SEL 600 data tape, demultiplex the data, time align the data, reduce the 
number of data points~ perform engineering performance evaluations and math­
ematically reduce the test engine parameters. to a set of standardized con­
ditions so that run to run test comparisions can be accurately evaluated by 
the user. The functional output of the program is a history tape, microfilm 
data tape, printed output and a demultiplexed printed raw data dump. Function­
ally the card input required to operate the program is divided into the follow­
ing four categories: 
1. Measurement parameters 
2. Tables of calibration curves 
3. Program constants 
4. Flag control card 
An overall layout presenting HEPCAT's functional categories which comprise 
the data reduction, performance computation and output is presented in Figure 1-16. 
1.2.2 Analytical Formulations 
In order to perform engine performance analysis, it is necessary to have 
the values of parameters measured during one sample (channels 1 through 50 
as shown in Figure 1.-2) aligned to a common time. The time alignment of data 
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FIGURE 1-16 "HEPCAT PROGRAM 

rate of 250 samples per second, values of parameters which are recorded twice 
within one sample are arithmetically averaged. Parameters ,whicli are recorded 
once within one sample are transferred together with the averaged values to 
correspond to the time associated with the midpoint of the sample. This time 
alignment of the data produces a maximum time error within one sample of 2 
milliseconds and since the "true" data can only be assumed between samples, any 
errors due to this time shifting are negligible. This relatively high sample 
rate is not used directly in the program at present, but will be important for 
future analysis of engine transients. 
The high sample rate data from FILTRl is fed directly into subroutine 
FILTR2. FILTR2 reduces the sample rate by arithmetically averaging sequential 
blocks of five samples into one sample and time aligning the resulting average 
sample to correspond with the time of the middle sample in the original block. 
To avoid biasing the time of the average sample at the beginning and end of a 
engine pulse, the center of the five sample average is translated forward or 
backward in time to coincide with the beginning of the start and shutdown tran­
sients. The recentering logic is activated at a threshold value of 3300 counts 
on the fire voltage. A fire voltage of 3300 counts signals the beginning and 
end of a fire pulse. A sample rate of 50 samples per second is output from 
FILTR2 and is more than adequate for engine performance analysis. Output from 
FILTR2 is converted to engineering units and the appropriate scales and instru­
mentation biases applied in the Subroutine JHYDE prior to use with program con­
stants and/or card input variables by the engine performance evaluation Sub­
routines SWAGER and RATED. 
1.2.2.1 - SWAGER (Engineering Formulations) 
The general flow diagram presented in Figure 1-17 shows the computational 
order of'the equations in the Subroutine SWAGER. This subroutine computes 
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terms shown in Figure 1-17 and in the following equations is presented in 
Appendix 1. 
The following equations for the compressibility and ratio of specific 
heat for gaseous oxygen and hydrogen, including standard deviations, are the 
result of polynominal curve fits of NBS dat_a and data from other sources. The 
equations presented are valid for pressures up to 100 atmospheres and temperatures 
ranging between 100 and 400 0 Kelvin. 
COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR FOR GASEOUS OXYGEN: Z0X 
Z0X = 1 + B*P + c*p2 + D*p3 Eq. (1) 
Where: 
P = Pressure in atmospheres-
B,C,D = Functions_of Temperature in Degrees Kelvin 




B = -8. 7136945E-06 + 4.606507E-Ol* (~) - 1. 3795294E+02* (~ ) 
3 4 5 -2.1663662E+04*(~) + 2.2765597E+06*(~) - 2.2174297E+08*(~) 
6 7 
-+ 1.05808l9E+lO*(¥) - 2.1920552E+ll*(¥}-
C = 6.753855E-06 - 1.0277l66E-02*(¥r+ 6.5537055*(¥t 
-2.1384872E+03*(¥)3 + 4.2428099E+05*(¥): 





2 3D = -1.767ll08E-10 - 6. 3527586E-06*B + 1.56l0387E-02*B + 4.6457575*B




COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR OF GASEOUS HYDROGEN: ZH 
2 
ZH = 1. - 5.3350829E+03*(¥) + 1. 8336324E+02*(¥) - 2.6772676 
+ 2.1605597E-02*T - 1.0357253E-04*T2 + 2.9241458E-07*T3 
- 4.4684258E-10*T4 + 2.8380505E-13*T5 - 3.9254562E-03*P 
+ 2. 5326543E-05*p2 + 4.572284E-10*p3 	+ 6.1928900E-05*T*P 








P = Pressure in atmospheres 

T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin 
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO FOR GASEOUS OXYGEN: GAMMA~ 
2GAMMA~ = 1.4 -	 1.7457824E-02 + 1.9357917E-04*T - 7.2588636E-07*T
+ 1.0841843E-09*T3 - 1. 2549120E-12*T4 + O.1634301*P 
2 3
+ 1.4833429E-03*p	 - 5.3033020E-08*p
2 2
-12.2332967E-03*T*P + 1.1615558E-05*T *P - 1.3824483E-05*T*p
- 2.665282E-08*T3*P +4.2607112E-08*T2*p 2 
3 2
+ 2.2589584E-ll*T4*P - 4.3236307E-11*T *p Eq. (3) 
Where: 
P = Pressure in atmospheres 
T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin 
SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO OF GASEOUS HYDROGEN: GAMMAH 
GAMMAH = 	 1.4 + 1.7916552 - 9.3494600E+Ol* l/T + 3.4401J52E+03*(1/T)2 
- 1.5811495E-02*T + 7.3710370E-05*T2 - 1.9032770E-07*T3 
+ 2.5607340E-10*T4 - 1.3934965E-13*T5 




---9.8875463E-05*T*P + 3.9974179E-07*T2*P - 3.3917970E-08*T*p
- 7.3903897E-IO*T3*P + 3.0774794E-IO*T2*p2 
3 2+ 5.2240539E-13*T4*P - 4.6828l43E-13*T *p Eq. (4) 
Where: 

P = Pressure in atmospheres 

T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin 

The engine test data is used to compute parameters for use in evaluating 
the test engine performance. These parameters include the flow rate for both 
the fuel and oxidizer, the total flow rate, specific impulse, engine mixture 
ratio, thrust coefficients, characteristic exhaust velocity, efficiency and 
total impulse. In addition, the nozzle stagnation pressure and total oxidizer 
.nd fuel consumption is integrated over the length of the firing pulse. 
The equations for computing these parameters follow. 
To compute mass flow rates from />'P measurements 
A. 	 Oxygen 

(PT(il(il) (PD(il(il) (MW(il)





Y(il = 1.0 - [0.41 + 0.35(BETA(il) 1 ~ 	 Eq. (6)(GAMM¢)) 

x(il 
 Eq. (7) 
D(il(ilBETM = 	 Eq. (8)DP(il 

z(ilx = Eq. (1) 

GAMM(il = Eq. (3) 

K(il = Orifice Coefficient (CIV) 

PT(il(il (psia) measured value 

PD(il(il = (psid) measured value 

D¢)(il = (in) orifice diameter (CIV) 

DP(il = (in) PIPE diameter (CIV) 

26 
T¢¢F = (OR) measured value +459.7 
MW¢ = 32.00 Molecular Weight of Oxygen 
Unit conversion factor for flow rate = 0.16028 
HD~T¢ = Oxidizer flowrate - lb/sec 
B. Hydrogen 
WDYlTF = (Y,F)(KF)(0.16028)(DH~)2 (PTFYl) (PDF~) (MIilH) ZHTF¢I Eq. (9) 
where: 
PDFYl 
XF = PTF¢ Eq. 
YF = 1.0 - [0.41 + 0.35(BETAF)4] XF(GAl1MAH) 
BETAF = DHYl
DPH 
ZH = Eq. (2) 
GAMMAH = Eq. (4) 
KF = Orifice Coefficient (CIV) 
Unit conversion factor for flow rate = 0.16028 
DH~·'= Diameter of Hydrogen Fuel Orifice (IN) (CIV) 
DPH = Diameter of Hydrogen Pipe (IN)(CIV) 
PTFYl = (PSIA) Measured Value 
PDF¢ = (PSIA) Measured Value 
TF¢I (OR) Measured Value +459.7 





Compute Total Fowrate (HDYlTT-) 
\ID¢TT = \ID¢T¢ + HDYlTF Eq. (13) 
Compute Specific Impulse (ISP) 
ISP F WD¢TT Eq. (14) 
27 
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Compute Mixture R~tio (MR) 
WD0T0 Eq. (15)MR = WD0TF 

Compute Thrust Coefficient (CSUBF) 

CSUBF F (AT) (PNS) Eq. (16) 
Where: 
F = Measured Value 
PC = Measured Value 
AT = Area of throat (IN2)(CIV) 
PNS PC(K) . Eq. (17) 
K = Function of the Contraction Ratio 
Compute Characteristic Exhaust Velocity CSTAR 
(32.174) (PC) (AT)CSTAR = Eq. (18)IID0TT 
CSTAR = CSTAR + ~CSTAR where: ~CSTAR is currently assumed = 0 
Compute Theoretical CSTAR from MSC/EP4 Supplied Equation 
See Figure 1-18 
CSTAT = 6428.561 + 2233.567(MR) - 885.0861(MR)2 + 143.8467(MR)3 
- 11.13366(MR)4 + .3348754(MR)5 Eq. (19) 
Derived from a frozen composition at a pressure of 30 psia and 
an ambient temperature of 298.15°K. 
Compute CSTAR Efficiency 
CSTARETAC = Eq. (20)CSTAT 
Compute Theoretical Vacuum Thrust Coefficient from Msc/EP4 Supplied 
Equation 
See Figure 1-19 
CFSV = 1.477818 + .003907214(MR) - .0005934259(MR)2 
+ .00002873259(MR)3 Eq. (21) 
Derived from a frozen composition. at a pressure.of,30 psia and 
an ambient temperature_"f...298.• 15~ILand. an. expanSion .ratio of 5. 
2.8 
Compute CF Efficiency 
CSUBFECFS = Eq. (22)CFSV 
Total Impulse (IT) 
IT = Jc/o Eq. (23)FliT 
st 
where: 
st = Engine start command 
c/o = Engine cutoff command plus time constant 
Where time constant = 50 data points 
liT Computed time interval 
The program uses the trapezoidal rule for integration. 
Pressure integral (INPNS) 
INPNS PNS />,T Eq. (24) 
st 
Same integration technique as used to solve Eq. (23). 
Total Oxidizer Consumed (MW) 
Jc / o MW = Eq. (25) 
st 
Same integration technique as Eq. (23) 
Total Fuel Consumed (MF) 
c/o 
MF = (WDWTF) liT Eq. (26)J 
st 

Same integration technique as used- to solve Eq. (23) 

Plots of theoretical values for the characteristic exhaust velocity (CSTAR) 
and the coefficient of force CF are presented in Figures 1-18 and 1-19, 
respectively. The values presented in these Figures are valid for both 
the measured mixture ratio data and the calculated rated mixture ratios. 
29 
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1.2.2.2 RATED (Engjne Performance) 
The purpose of this subroutine is to reduce the performance parameters to 
a set of standardized conditions to allow an accurate comparison of test engine 
performance on a run-to-run basis. Since standard engine performance is only 
applicable to steady state portions of this run, this subroutine is not entered 
until the engine start command has been exceeded by 200 milliseconds. Although 
this time delay is sufficient for the present test program, it may have to be 
lengthened for future tests. The performance standardization calculations are 
completed when the engine shutdown signal is received. The results of this 
subroutine are output in Block IV of the printout in a format which permits 
easy comparision with measured performance. 
Basically, the computations in this subroutine reduce the measured test 
data to values which correspond to a set of standard conditions«pressure, 
temperature, etc.} at the engine interface for a given chamber pressure. 
Although, the standard values may be user specific a typical set of appropriate 
va1ues <for the standard conditi ons are bui It into the program. Ali st of the 
standardization parameters follow. 
RATED Subroutine Eguations 
TFD = TFIH 
T{ilD = T{il{ilI 
PFD = PTF{il - (PDF{il) 
P{ilD PT{il{il - PD{il{il 
PC PC 
TFDS = CIV or PV 
T{ilDS = CIV or PV 
PFDS CIV or PV 
P{ilDS = CIV or PV 
PCS = CIV or 30 ps ia 










CIV - card input value 
Eq. (10) 
PV - program value 
Eq. (11) 
32 
The following equations are used to reduce both the measured data and 
the engine evaluation parameters (computed in the SHAGER subroutine) to 
correspond to the standardized engine values. 
















_ (P¢DS) (MW¢) Eq. (15)R¢DS - (10.73) (Z¢X) (T¢DS + 459.7) 
DPF PFD - PC 	 -'Eq. (16)_ 
PD¢ = P~D - PC Eq. (17) 
Start of loop 
Assume 
PCCI = PCS Eq. (18) 
DPFS = PFDS - PCCI Eq. (19) 
WD¢TFS = _(JDPFS ~ Eq. (20)DPF x RFD 
New adjusted oxidizer flowrate to et~dard conditions 
DP¢S = P¢DS - PCCI 	 Eq. (21) 
33 

WD-"S _ (DPfS R¢DS ) x WD¢T¢ Eq. (22) 
""" PW x R¢D 

Adjusted standard mixture ratio 





Adjusted'standard total propellant flow 

WD¢TTS = IID¢T(ilS + WD(ilTFS Eq. (24) 

Standard nozzle stagnation pressure 
PNSS = (PCCI) x (K) Eq. (25) 
K = PNSwhere: table lookup value in SWAGERPC 
Theoretical:frozen.C~star.obtaiued·from NASA at.PCS of 30 psia.and ambient 
temperature._", .298.15~K (6rF) 
CSTATS 6428.561 + 2233.567(MRS) - 885.0861(MRS)2 + 143.8467(MRS)3 
- 11.13366(111<S)4 + .3348754(MRS)5 Eq. (26) 
ATTC = AT + f(T) where f(T) presently = .0. and is the increase 
in the nozzle throat area due.to thermal expansion. Eq. (27) 
AEEPS Eq. (28)ATTC 
CSTASD (CSTATS) (ETAC) Eq. (29) 
(CSTASD) (WD(ilTTS)PCCIA = Eq. (30)(G) (ATTC) 
Convergence Criteria 

PCE = PCCI - PCCIA Eq. (31) 

I = I + 1 Eq. (32) 
, 
if 1 PCE 1$·1 go to CF theoretical (Equation 36) Eq. (33) 
34 

if I > 10 print all numbers and flag PCCI did not converge; go to (42) 
PCCI = PCCIA Eq. (34) 
Go to Equation 19 for loop 	 Eq. (35) 
Theoretical vacuum thrust coefficient at PNSS, MRS, and E = 5 
CFNSV = 1.477818 + . 003907214 (MRS) - • 0005934259 (MRS) 2 + .00002873259(MRS)3 
where: MRS is last converged value of standard mixture ratio 
Note: 	 In general, CF is a function of MR, PNS, and E; but the effect 
of PC on vacuum CF functions is small and is assumed to be negligib:e 
This equation was derived for a frozen composition,. a~ressure 
of 30 psia and an ambient temperature _of 29S.l5°K. 
Standard thrust coefficient efficiency 
Assume nCFSTD = 
ECFSTD = ECFS Eq. (37) 
Standard thrust coefficient at-vacuum 
CFSTDV = ECFSTD x CFNSV Eq. (38) 
CFSTD CFSTDV _ PAR x EPS PCS Eq. (39) 
(PCS) (ATTC) (CFSTD) Eq. (40) 
ISPS = FSTD/WD~TTS 	 Eq. (41) 
This statement ends the standardization for a particular data slice. All 
parameters are printed into Block IV format or a diagnostic of no conver­
gence is flagged. The program than moves to the next data slice. 
35 
2. PROGRAM USER'S GUIDE 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The ~rogram User's Guide has been written to give the user detailed 
instructions on the operation of the HEPCAT (HDOllC) program. With the 
exception of Section 2.2.2, this portion of the document is completely 
self-contained. 
2.2 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
2.2.1 Program Definition 
This program was designed for the acquisition, reduction and 
engineering analysis of data recorded on magnetic tape by an SEL 600 
computer. The SEL 600 is a 12 bit, 50 channel analog/digital converter. 
The data was produced by the Thermochemical Test Facility at MSC in 
the testing of experimental gas-gas reacti on control system (RCS) tlets. 
It is a stand-alone program which. generates data for plotting by use of a 
separate program. 
2.2.2 Method of Solution 
The method of data reduction and the mathematics of the program 
are described in Section 1. 
2.3 USER'S INFORMATION 
2.3.1 Input Description 
The program has two types of inputs, cards and magnetic tape. 
Both are required inputs and are described in the next two subsections 
together with the pertinent restrictions on program usage. 
2.3.1.1 Card Input 
Card input for the program is d~vided into the following four 
categories: 
A. Measurement parameters 
B. Tables of calibration curves 
C. Program constants 
D. Flag control card 
Nomenclature for the input and output variables is presented in Appendix 1. 
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A. Measurement Parameters 
The definition of the measurement parameters requiring a user 
load sheet assignment in terms of the SEL 600 channel assignments, scale 
factors, biases, and engineering units is presented as an example in 
Appendix 3. The load sheet format which consists of one card for each 
parameter (channel assignment) is defined for each BO-column card as fol­
lows: 
Column No. Description 
1 and 2 Channel number on SEL tape, right justified (1 to 50) 
3 Blank 
4 to 9 Alphanumeric name of channel, left justified 
10 Blank 
11 Bias flag; 1 for bias, a "blank" for no bias 
12 Blank 
13 Scale factor flag; 1 for scale factor, a "blank" for 
no scale factor 
14 Blank 
15 Calibration curve flag; 1 for calibration curve, a 
"blank" for no calibration curve 
16 Blank 
17 to 25 Channel bias value, if any 
26 Bl ank 
27 to 35 Scale factor value. 
36 Blank 
37 to 39 Table number for calibration curve required to con­
vert counts to millivolts. The number is between 
101 to 150; i.e., a count to millivolt table is 
required for each paramete~ wh).ch. utiJizes a -table. 
40 Blank 
41 to 43 Table number for calibration curve required to con­
vert millivolts to engineering units. The number 
is between 201 and 250; i.e., a millivolt to engi­
neering unit calibration curve is required for each 





45 to 48 
49 to 80 
Description 
Blank 
Units to which the measurement is to be converted 
Not used 
B. Tables of Calibration Curves 
The second category of required user inputs are the tables of 
cal,ibration curves for the test instrumentation, shown by example in 
Section 2'.3.3. There are two sets of input tables: the first, defined 
as the 100 series is designed to convert the value of the parameter on 
the SEL 600 tape from counts into millivolts. The normal number of 
points is expected to be two (linear fit), but a maximum of 10 points 
is permissable to provide for higher order curve fits if desired. 
The format of the cards making up the 100 series per individual 






2 and 3 
4 
5 and 6 
1 to 10 
11 to 20 
21 to 30 
31 to 40 
41 to 50 
51 to 60 
61 to 70 
71 to 80 
Description and Value 
A "1" defining it as the 100 series 
The channel assignment number to correspond with 
the table., same ,tilble may ,be..use.d,_mor:e, than once. 
Blank 
The number of sets of points in the table 
The starting floating point value of counts; Xl 
The corresponding floating point value of the 
counts Xl in millivolts; Yl 
The 2nd floating point value of counts; X2 
The corresponding floating point value of the 
counts X2 in millivolts; Y2 
The 3rd floating point value of counts; X3 
The corresponding floating point value of the 
counts X3 in millivolts; Y3 
The 4th floating point value of counts; X4 
The corresponding floating point value of the 




Card No. Column No. Description and Value 
3 
{ 
1 to 10 
11 ~o 20 
The 5th floating point value of counts; X5 
The corresponding floating point value of the 
counts X5 in millivolts; Y5 
etc. 
The entry process of cards is repeated sequentially until the user designated 
number of points is reached. The second table, defined as the 200 series, 
is designed to convert values of the parameter in millivolts into engineering 
units. The maximum number of sets of points allowed is 20. The format of 
the cards making up the 200 series is the, same as the 100 series, the only 
exception is the number "2" inserted in Column 1 of card number 1. 
C. Program Constants 
In the present program, 'the user is required to input nine constants. 
In addition, there are six constants which the user mayor may not change at 
his discretion. If the user does not input a value, then the value stored in 
the program will be used. These constants are identified in the following 
descri pti on: 
Engr.
Card No. Column No. Description and Value Units 
1 to 15 Value of nozzle throat area (IN2) AT 
,16 to 30 Value of the oxidizer orifice coefficient K\3 
31 to 45 Value of oxidizer orifice diameter (IN) D\3\3 
46 to 60 Value of oxidizer pipe diameter (IN) DP\3 
61 to 75 Value of fuel orifice coefficient KF 
1 to 15 Value of fuel orifice diameter (IN) DH\3 
16 to 30 Value of fuel pipe diameter (IN) DPH 
31 to 45 Combustion chamber area (IN2) AC 
46 to 60 Area of nozzle exit (IN2) AE 
61 to 75 Pressure ambient (PSIA). If not input, a value of PAB 





Card No. Column No. Description and Value Units 
1 to 15 Standard temperature of fuel at interface (oF).. TFDS 
If not input, a value of 67°F is used. 
16<. to130 Standard temperature of oxidizer at interface (OF). T0DS 
If not input, a value of 67°F is used. 
3~ to liS Standard pressure of fuel at interface (PSIA). If PFDS3 
not input, a value of 40 PSIA is used.3 
46 to 60 Standard pressure of oxidizer at interface (PSIA). P0DS 
If not input, a value of 40 PSIA is used. 
6ffi to :fB Standard chamber pressure (PSIA). If not input, a PC 
value of 30 PSIA is used. 
D. Flag Control Card 
A single program control card input enables the user to select the 
various outputs by flag options. These options are illustrated in Section 
2.3.4 and described below: 
Column No. Description and Value 
1 A "1" implies a data dump is required. A "blank" or 0 
implies no dump is required. 
2 Blank 
3 and 4 The number of the pulse to be dumped. The number 
should be right adjusted, e.g., pulse No.9 is 
written as 0 or blank in Column 3 and 9 in Column 
4. Only one pulse in a run can be dumped. 
5 Blank 
6 Print option flag location: 
o = no print 
1 = every 5th point printed 
2 =every lOth point printed 
The value 2 is recommended in general as it will 
produce the least amount of output per pulse 
(about 40 pages) and will also be at a sufficient 
sample rate (5 times per second) for most purposes 
7 Blank 
8 A "1" indicates that 4020 plots are desired. A "blank" 
implies no plots are desired. 
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Column No. Description and Value 
9 Blank 
10 and 11 
12 
13 
The total number of pulses to be processed. 
number is right adjusted, e.g., 08 implie
pulses to be processed. 
Blank 




o = no microfilm 
14 Blank 
15 Engine performance standardization option flag. 
1 = perform engine standardization 
o = no engine standardization 
16 to 80 Blank 
2.3.1.2 Tape Input 
The program requires one data tape to operate. The tape is generated 
by a SEL 600 computer which utilizes a 12-bit word. The SEL is a 50 
channel analog/digital converter. Each recor9 contains 801 words 
of data. Each word contains 36 bits and therefore represents three 
channels of information from the SEL 600. The SEL 600 multiplexes the 
data in a unique non-sequential cyclic manner. Figure 1-2 presents the 
multiplex sequence used. Each record contains 120 milliseconds of data. 
The SEL 600 does not write time on the data tape, thus the first record 
is assumed to be time zero and all subsequent timing is referenced to this 
point. Each record is demu1tip1exed into 2403. words. The first wor~ of 
each data record is an identification word and is ignored. 
2.3.1.3 Input Restrictions 
The following is a set of restrictions applicable to the operation of the 
program: 
A. In regard to Section 2.3.1.1, Part A, a program stop is generated by 
the following misassignments: 
i) A "1" in Columns 13 and 15 
ii) A "1" in Column 15 and zeros in Columns 37 to 39 and/or 
Columns 41 to 43, inclusively 
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iii) A "0" in Columns 13 and 15 when an alphanumeric name appears 
in Columns 4 to 9 
iv) If 	the user does not assign an alphanumeric name between 
Columns 4 and 9 inclusively, the measured digitized values 
contained on the data channel is zeroed out. The user must 
assign an alphanumeric name for those channels required for 
the engineering evaluation in the engineering subroutine. 
Otherwise a program stop will occur. Required alpha­
numeric names are: F, PC, PTF0, PT00 , PDF0, PD00,"TF0I, 
T00I. Their meaning is explained in Appendix 1. 
B. The input constants described in Section 2.3.1.1, Part C, must be 
input as floating point numbers. Also, if the user chooses to use the program 
values for the six discretionary constants (Card #3) a blank card must 
be present in their place. 
C. At the end of the data deck, a card containing 'CASEND' in Columns 
1 to 6 must be present. 
2.3.2 Output Description 
The program has three possible means of output, anyone of which may be 
used either separately or concurrently. 
2.3.2.1 	 Printed Output 
With the print flag set, the program will produce paper output. Each 
phase of the program has its own particular output. as defined below. 
A. All inputs are printed out. This includes all card images, scales 
for each channel, biases for each channel, calibration curves for each channel 
and all program constants. These are all grouped under the heading of BLOCK I 
printout. 
B. BLOCK II printout is the final result of the filtering of the data 
from the SEL 600 magnetic tape. Each channel is identified by its input 
alphanumeric name followed by its filtered value. 
C. A BLOCK III printout is the result of the calculations made by the 
engineering subroutine. 
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D. The engine performance standardization routine produces the results 
output in a BLOCK IV printout. The standardized value is printed next to the 
original test value. 
E. The final type of printed output is a BLOCK V printout. This is 
produced only when the data tape is dumped. 
2.3.2.2 Microfilm Tape Output 
Each type of output that is produced in the printed output is available 
with the microfilm option. The difference between the two options is the 
type of final output and the fact that every computed point is' output on 
microfilm, not just every fifth or tenth point. 
2.3.2.3 History Tape Output 
The history tape is generated whenever 4020 plots are desired. It is 
then used as an input tape to the plot program TRWPLT (see Appendix 2 for 
documentation on the use of TRWPLT). The format of the tape is explained in 
Appendix 2. 
2.3.3 Sample Case 
A sample run is presented in Appendix 3 including the load sheets, listing 
of input, and the output generated by the program. In the case presented, all 
output option flags were set. More extensive data setups can be found in 
Appendix 2. 
2.3.4 Diagnostics 
The program has built in checks to insure correct operation. The follow­
ing error messages can be generated by program. Also indicated is the corrective 
action to be taken by the user. 
A. 	 Error Message - CHANNEL N~. 'XX' HAS SCALING AND CURVE FLAG 
SET 
Corrective Action - Remove scaling flag or curve flag from card. 
B. 	 Error Message - TABLE NO. 'XXX' N~T FOUND. CHANNEL N~. 
REQUESTING CAL TABLE WAS 'XX' 
Corrective Action 	- Check to insure table ID number is in correct 




C. 	 Error Message - CHANNEL N0. 'XX' HAS N0 SCALING 0R CURVE 
FLAG SETJ .. .q'-' 
Corrective 	Action - Insert a scaling flag or curve flag on 
channel parameter card. 
D. 	 Error Message - DATA CHANNEL CARD WAS N0T INPUT F0R VARIABLE 
'XXXXXX' AND IS REQUIRED IF THE ENGINEER­
ING SUBROUTINE IS TO PRODUCE VALID RESULTS. 
Correction 	Action - If all eight required parameters were defined, 
check keypunching for errors and insure 
the alphanumeric name is left justified. 
If not present, the offending parameters 
must be defined. 
E. Error Message - ERR0RS IN CARD INPUT HAVE CAUSED CANCELLATI0N 
0F RUN. 

Corrective Action - Correct all errors' in data deck. 

F. 	 Diagnostic Message - BAD REC0RD ENC0UNTERED IN FILE 'XX' -
REC0RD NUMBER 'XXX' - REC0RD LENGTH 
IS 'XXX' ... SKIP AND READ NEXT REC0RD. 
Corrective 	Action - None to be taken by user. Program has 
encountered bad data on the input data 
tape. 
G. 	 Diagnostic Message - DEVICE ERR0R AND/0R TRANSMISSI0N AB0RT WHILE 
READING FILE 'XX' - REC0RD NUMBER 'XXX' 
SKIP AND READ NEXT REC0RD. 
Corrective 	Action - None by user. Data tape is bad at that 
particular point. 
H. Diagnostic Message - PCCI DID N0T C0NVERGE AFTER 'XXX' ITERATI0NS. 
Corrective 	Action - User should insure all input constants are 
correct. Otherwise, the message indicates 
the data may be bad. This is followed by 




I. Diagnostic Message -
Corrective Action -
J. Diagnostic Message -
Corrective Action -
K. Error Message -
Corrective Action ­
2.4 OPERATING PROCEDURES 
0NE·0R M0RE 0F THE F0LL0WING PARAMETERS HAS 
G0NE NEGATIVE INDICATING A CHAMBER PRESSURE 
GREATER THAN LINE PRESSURE. STANDARDIZA­
TI0N WILL BE DISC0NTINUED F0R THIS TIME 
SLICE. DPFS = 'XXX', RFDS = 'XXX', 
DPF = 'XXX', RFD = 'XXX' 
Verify all input constants are correct, 
otherwise tape input data may be 'err.oneous. 
The four parameters printed out are ex­
plained in Appendix 1. 
THE STANDARDIZED MIXTURE RATI0 HAS G0NE 
BEY0ND THE ALL0WABLE LIMITS WHICH ARE 1.0 
T0 10.0. N0 STANDARDIZATION WILL BE 
ATTEMPTED F0R THIS PULSE. MRS = 'XXX' 
Verify all input constants are correct, 
otherwise tape input data may be erroneous. 
THE RATI0 0F C0MBUSTI0N CHAMBER AREA T0 
THR0AT AREA IS 'XXX.X'. THIS IS AN 0UT-
0F-RANGE VALUE F0R THE INTERP0LATI0N 
TABLES USED T0 C0MPUTE THE C0NTRACTI0N 
RATI0. THE LIMITS 0F THE INTERP0LATI0N 
TABLES ARE 'XXX.X' T0 'XXX.X'. 
Check the two constant inputs for chamber 
areas and throat area. If these are 
correct, the interpolation tables will 
have to be changed. 
This section is a description of the deck setup and operating procedures. 
2.4.1 System Requirements 
The program is written in FORTRAN IV. At present, it is operative on 
the UNIVAC 1108 using the EXEC II system. HDOllC utilizes 6;e-input;d~ta tape and 
one scratch file. the input tape must be assigned to logical unit G, physical 
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unit 9. The internal scratch file is usually a drum file, although it is 
possible to assign it to a tape unit. In this situation, logical unit B, 
physical unit 2 would be used. If the user has not requested 4020 plots or 
microfilm output, the program requires no additional output files other than 
the system output tape. If 4020 plots are needed, an additional output file 
is necessary. This would be for~ logical unit F, physical unit 8. If micro­
film is requested, no additional output file is necessary. The file is gen­
erated by the machine operator. $eetion 2.4.3 gives an annotated description 
of the data deck. 
2.4.2 	 Program Operations 

Although the prograin,HDOllC,is designed for execution of a single data case, it 

will process multiple engine firings on one data tape._ ,If 4020 plots are 

desired immediately, the program tape (PCF) contains the plot program, TRWPLT, 

in the second file. Therefore, a double execution is possible. The program 

run time is approximately 30 seconds for each pulse processed from the data 

tape. If plots are made, an additional factor of 5 minutes for each pU$se 

should be added. Print requirements can be estimated by the following: 100 

pages per pulse if every fifth point is being printed, 50 pages per pulse if 

every tenth point is being output. If a pulse is being dumped, approximately 

1800 pages of output is produced. Approximately 100 pages of output is gen­

erated by the plot program, TRWPLT. It is recommended that the plot portion 

of the program not be run until the output of HDOllC has been inspected for 

va 1 i d answers. 

2.4.3 Illustrations and Explanations of the Deck Setup 
_\ 
Table 2.-1 is an annotated listing of the--data deck'used in the sample case. 








~Z RUN 59368,TRW,XXXX,1079L,A025,P,6,3 PRINGLE,R.W. -RUN 10ENTIFICATI~N CARD 
~ PLT -C~NTR~L CARD NECESSARY F~R MICR~FILM AND 4020 ~UTPUT 
~ ASG F -PHYSICAL UNIT 8, ~UTPUT FILE F~R PL~T DATA 
~ ASG G=71107 -PHYSICAL UNIT 9, INPUT DATA TAPE T~ HD011C 
~ ASG Y=72287 -PHYSICAL UNIT 28, PR~GRAM PCF TAPE 
~ XQT CUR -BRING IN TAPE HANDLER R~UTINES 
TRW Y -REWIND PCF TAPE T~ L~AD P~INT 
IN Y -READ PCF TAPE ~NT~ DRUM FILE 
~ XQT HD011C -EXECUTE PR0GRAM 
01 F 1 0.01 LBF -THRUST, REQUIRED PARAMETER, SCALED, FACT~R, UNITS 
02 PC 1 0.1 PSIA -CHAMBER PRESSURE, REQUIRED PARAMETER 
03 FV 1 1.0 CNTS -FIRE V~LTAGE, REQUIRED PARAMETER, 
04 PFI 1 0.1 PSIA -FUEL INJECTI~N PRESSURE, SCALED, SCALE FACT~R, UNITS 
05 P~I 1 0.1 PSIA -~XIDIZER INJECTIj!)N PRESSURE, SCALED, SCALE FACTOR, UNITS 
06 PFII 1 0.1 PSIA -FUEL IGNIT0R INJECTIj!)N PRESSURE, SCALED, FACTj!)R, UNITS 
07 Pj!)II 1 0.1 PSIA -~XIDIZER IGNIT~R INJECTI~N PRESSURE, SCALED, FACT~R, UNITS 
08 PTF~ 1 0.1 PSIA -FUEL ~RIFICE T0TAL PRESSURE, REQUIRED PARAMETER 
09 PT00 1 0.1 PSIA -~XIDIZER l!)RIFICE T~TAL PRESSURE, REQUIRED PARAMETER 
10 PDF0 1 0.01 PSID -FUEL ~RIFICE DELTA PRESSURE, REQUIRED PARAMETER 
:!;j 11 PD0l!) 1 0.01 PSID -0XIDIZER l!)RIFICE DELTA PRESSURE, REQUIRED PARAMETER 
12 PFIC1 1 0.1 PSIA -INJECTl!)R FUEL CAVITY PRESSURE #1, SCALED, FACT0R, UNITS 
13 P~IC 1 0.1 PSIA -0XIDIZER INJECT0R CAVITY PRESSURE, SCALED, FACT~R, UNITS 
14 PFlC2 1 0.1 PSIA -INJECT~R FUEL CAVITY PRESSURE #2, SCALED, FACT~R, UNITS 
15 SS 1 1.0 CNTS -SPARK SIGNAL, SCALED, SCALE FACTl!)R, UNITS 
16 PFTI 1 0.1 PSIA -FUEL TURBINE INLET PRESSURE, SCALED, SCALE FACT0R, UNITS 
17 P0TI 1 0.1 PSIA -~XIDIZER TURBINE INLET PRESSURE, SCALED, FACT~R, UNITS 
18 TFI 118218 DEGF -FUEL INJECTI~N TEMP., CAL TABLE, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
19 T01 118218 DEGF -0XIDIZER INJECTION TEMP., CAL TABLE, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
20 TC1 120 220 DEGF -THERMj!)Cj!)UPLE #1, CAL TABLE FLAG, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
21 TC2 120220 DEGF -THERM0C0UPLE #2, CAL TABLE FLAG, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
22 TC3 120 220 DEGF -THERMj!)C0UPLE #3, CAL TABLE FLAG, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
23 TC4 120 220 DEGF -THERMj!)C0UPLE #4, CAL TABLE FLAG, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
24 TC5 120 220 DEGF -THERM~Cj!)UPLE #5, CAL TABLE FLAG, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
25 TC6 120 220 DEGF -THERMl!)C0UPLE #6, CAL TABLE FLAG, CAL TABLE ID'S, UNITS 
26 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
27 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
28 - THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
29 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
30 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
31 - THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
32 TF01 118 218 DEGF -FUEL 0RIFICE INLET TEMPERATURE, REQUIRED PARAMETER 
TABLE 2.-1 Annotated Data Deck 
Card Column Data Card Explanation 
I ' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
33 T001 1 118 218 OEGF -0XIOIZE 0RIFICE INLET TEMPERATURE, REQUIRED PARAMETERS 
34 TFTI 1 118218 OEGF -FUEL TUR81NE INLET TEMP., CAL TABLE, CAL TABLE IO'S, UNITS 
35 T0T! 1 118218 OEGF -0XIOIZER TURBINE INLET TEMP., CAL TABLE, CAL TABLE 10'S, UNITS 
36 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE . 
37 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
38 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
39 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
40 WFT 0.02 CFM -FUEL FL0WRATE TURBINE, SCALE FLAG, FACT0R, UNITS 
41 W0T 0.01 CFM -0XIOIZER FL0WRATE TURBINE, SCALE FLAG, FACT0R, UNITS 
42 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
43 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
44 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
45 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
46 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
47 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
48 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
49 -THIS CHANNEL N0T IN USE 
50 RUNN0 1.0 -RUN ANN0TAT!0N 
118 2 -CAL TABLE 10 CARD, TABLE N0., N0. 0F P0INTS, 100 SERIES
... 
co O. O. 5000. 5000. -P0INTS Xl, Yl X2, Y2 
21820 -CAL TABLE 10 CARO, TABLE N0., N0. 0F P0INTS, 200 SERIES 
O. -302. 662. O. 725. 30. 735. 35. -P0INTS Xl, Yl X2, Y2 X3, Y3 X4, Y4 
746. 40. 757. 45. 768. 50. 779. 55. X5, Y5 X6, Y6 X7, Y7 XB, Y8 
790. 60. 801. 65. 812. 70. 823. 75. X9, Y9 Xl0, Yl0 X11, Y11 X12, Y12 
835. 80. 846. ,85. B58. 90. 869. 95. X13, Y13 X14, Y14 X15, Y15 X16, Y16 
881. 100. 892. 105. 904. 110. 4095. 1137. X17, Y17 X18, Y18 X19, Y19 X20, Y20 
120 2 -CAL TABLE 10 CARD, TABLE N0., N0. 0F P0INTS, 100 SERIES 
O. "302. 5000. 5000. -P0INTS Xl, Yl X2, Y2 
22020 -CAL TABLE 10 CARD, TABLE N0., N0. 0F P0INTS, 200 SERIES 
O. -302. 768. 50. B81. 100. 1000. 150. -POINTS Xl, Yl X2, Y2 X3, Y3 X4, Y4 
1126. 200. 1257. 250. 1394. 300. 1464. 325. X5, Y5 X6, Y6 X7, Y7 X8, Y8 
1535. 350. 1608. 375. 1681. 400. 1756. 425. X9, Y9 Xl0, Yl0 X11, Y11 X12, Y12 
1832. 450. 1909. 475. 1986. 500. 2145. 550. X13, Y13 X14, Y14 X15, Y15 X16, Y16 
2306. 600. 2471. 650. 2639. 700. 4095. 1137. X17, Y17 X18, Y18 X19, Y19 X20, Y20 
.4255 .655 .46 1.0 .624 -PR0GRAM C0NSTANTS - AT, K0, 000, OP0, KF 
.42 1.0 7.9173 2.1275 0.0 -PRilGRAM C0NSTANTS - OH0, OPH, AC, AE, PAB 
67.0 67.0 40.0 40.0 30.0 -PR0GRAM C0NSTANTS - TFOS, T00S, PFDS, P00S, PCS 
o 00 1 1 1 1 1 -PR0GRAM L0Glc FLAGS 

CAS END -DATA DECK TERMINATI0N CARD 

TABLE 2.-1 Annotated Data Deck (continued) 
Data Card ExplanationCard Column 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 














XLABEL=ID= C~PUTER TIME SEC 






YLABEL=ID= CHAMBER PRESSURE PSIAI·. 
TITLE=ID= CHAMBER PRESSURE (PSIA)




YLABEL=ID= ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE SEC 







XLABEL=ID= T0TAL IMPULSE 
YLABEL=ID= CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VEL0CITY FT/SEC
TITLE=ID= CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VEL0CITY .VS. T0TAL IMPULSE 
PL0T=IT,2,CSTAR,2,ENDLST
ENDPLT 
XLABEL=ID= C0MPUTER TIME SEC 
YLABEL=ID= STANDARDIZED ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE SEC 
TITLE=ID= STANDARDIZED ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE '~SEC)
PL0T=TC,2,ISPS,3,ENDLST 
-BRING IN TAPE HANDLING R0UTINES 
-CLEAR USER PCF AREA 
-READ IN SEC0ND FILE 0N TAPE, PL0TTING PR0GRAM 
-REWIND TAPE AND INTERL0CK 
-EXECUTE PL0TTING PR0GRAM 
-USER WILL SCALE X-AXIS 
-L0WER LIMIT 0N X-AXIS 
-UPPER LIMIT 0N X-AXIS 
-USER WILL SCALE Y-AXIS 
-L0WER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-UPPER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N f0R X-AXIS 
-AN~!0TATI0~1 F0R Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R PL0T 
-PL0T THRUST AS A FUNCTI~N ~F TIME 
~E~ID 0F PL0T 1 ' 
-L0WER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-UPPER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R PL0T 
-PL0T CHAMBER PRESSURE AS A FUNCTl0N 0F TIME 
-END 0F PL0T 2 
-L0WER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-UPPER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R PL0T 
-PL0T SPECIFIC IMPULSE AS A FUNCTI0N 0F TIME 
-END 0F PL0T 3 
-L0WER LIMIT 0N X-AXIS 
-UPPER LIMIT 0N X-AXIS 
-L0WER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-UPBER LIMIT 0N Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R X-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R PL0T 
-PL0T CSTAR AS A FUNCTI0N 0F T0TAL IMPULSE 
-END 0F PL0T 4 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R X-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R Y-AXIS 
-ANN0TATI0N F0R PL0T 
-PL0T STANDARDIZED ISP AS A FUNCTI0N 0F TIME 
TABLE 2.-1 Annotated Data Deck (continued) 
Data Card Explanation
Card Column 




ENDPLT -ENQ ~F PL~T 5 

ENDFIL -END 0F PL0TS F~R THIS FILE 0F DATA 

END RUN -END 0F THIS RUN 





TA8LE 2.-1 Annotated Data Deck (continued) 
3. PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 
3.1 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
Data Reduction Program - HCOllC 
This program has been designed to perform data acquisition, reduction, and 
analysis information· recorded on magnetic tape by a SEL 600 12-bit; 50-channel 
analog/digital converter. The converter multiplexes the data in a unique non­
sequential cyclic manner. One cycle or sample consists of sampling channels 
1-40, channels 1-30, and channels 41-50. The sampling rate for channels 1-30 
(500 5/5) is double that of channels 31-50 (2505/5). Each 36-bit word in the 
data stream consists of 'three 12-bit packed words. 
The program reads the SEL·600 data tape with NT RAN in 801-word records. 
Each word is then unpacked into three words and placed in a storage array of 
dimension 2403. Data in this array is demultiplexed into 50 channels and placed 
in another array of dimension 60 X50, e~ch column representing one channel of 
data. In order to produce a uniform sample rate of 250 samples per second, 
those parameters which are recorded twice within one sample are simply arith­
metically averaged. The parameters which are recorded once within one sample 
are transferred along with the averaged values to correspond with the time 
associated with the midpoint of the sample. The quantity of data is further 
reduced by combining 5 samples into one by simple averaging with the associated 
time of the center sample. One channel of the fifty contains a square pulse 
which recenters the averaging window and triggers analysis of the reduced data. 
Based on a threshold-crossing criterion, the begi~ning and end of the pulses 
are determined. This activates a recentering of the averaging window to coin­
cide with the beginning of the start and shutdown transients. The subset of 
data defined by the pulse start and stop-time is then reordered (since there 
is no unique relationship between channel number and type of data) and is 
input to the engineering routines. Results are then output according to the 
user's specifications (paper, historical tape, microfilm). 
The historical tape format is compatab1e with the input format required 
by the plotting prggram, TRWPLT. To create plots, TRWPLT is used in a double 
execution with HD011C. The user also has the option to simply obtain a dump 
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of raw data which has been demultiplexed and converted into engineering units. 
A complete listing of the program 'is presented in,Appendix IV. 
3.2 PROGRAM INTERFACES 
This section presents cross references of the following nature; 1) entry 
poiht cross reference, 2) common block cross reference, 3) intermediate storage 
on drum and fastrand files. Section 3.2.4"provides a complete description of 




Entry Point Cross Reference 
Table 3-1 gives a cross reference of calling and called subroutines. $\\ 
Also included in the cross reference are system library functions. 
CALLING ROUTINE 
HDOllC CHEWER FILTRl FILTR2 JHYDE OUTPUT RATED SWAGER 
AVRGR X 



















0UTPUT X X 


























SQRT X X 

TaolGu3el1" Entry Point Cross Reference 
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3.2.2 	 Common Block Cross Reference 
Table, 3-2 s'hows the usage of the common blocks and blank common by each 
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Table' 3~2 Global Storage Cross Reference 
3.2.3 Use of Intermediate Storage Devices 
As presently constructed the program uses one drum file on every run: 
Its physical unit desigDation is 2; its logical unit designation is B; it 
is referenced in the program· through the variable 10TAPE. All card images 
which pertain only to HDOllC are stored in this file. In this manner, the 
program has ready access to the input data for each pulse. 
When plots are required and a double execution is performed, the logical 
.unit F, physical unit·8 is utilized as a fastrand file. This allows HDOllG 
to store the plot data on this file where it will still be available for 
TRWPLT to use when it is executed. A drum file is not permissable,as data 
.53. 

stored on drum files is not available from one execution to the next. It 
would be possible to assign this file to a working tape if the user 
desires. However, using a fastrand file relieves the user of the necessity 
of keeping track of tapes. 
3.2.4 	 Description of Blank and Block Common 
This section describes each variable stored in blank or block common. 
52 have time stored in them. Column 53 is not in 
3.2.4.1 Blank Common 
Storage: 7137 cells 
Variable ~ Dimension Units Description 
ENGDAT Real 9,100 Contains data calculated in 
the engineering routines. 
ENGRAT Real 9,50 Contains data calculated by
the engine performance stan­
dardization routines. 
FILTl Real 40,51* Contains the SEL 600 data after 
the first filtering process, a 
simple arithmetical averaging. 
FILT2 Real 9,53** Results of the second compression 
or filtering are stored here. 
Also, computed time is stored in 
thi s array. 
S:U~RE . Real 60,53*** When the SEL 600 data tape is 
de-multiplexed so that each 
channel is identifiable, it is 
stored in this array. 
* 
** 
Each column in the array corresponds 
is not being used. 







The 51st column 
Columns 51 and 
use. 
*** Each column in the array corresponds to one channel. Each row corre­
sponds to one sample (one cycle) om forty channels. 
















































































Area of nozzle exit 
Area of nozzle throat thermally 
compensated
Standard theoretical vacuum 
thrust coefficient. 
Standard thrust coefficient 
Standard thrust coefficient at 
vacuum 
Theoretical thrust coefficient 
at vacuum 
Standard characteristic exhaust 
velocity (C*)
Site theoretical C* at 30 psia
nozzle stagnation pressure 
Standard theoretical C* at 30 
psia nozzle stagnation pressure. 
Pressure differential from inter­
face to combustion chamber for fuel 
Pressure differential standard 
interface to calculated chamber 
pressure for fuel 
Pressure differential standard 
interface to calculated chamber 
pressure for oxidizer. 
Standard thrust efficiency coef­
ficient 
Site thrust efficiency coefficient 
Ratio of exit area to thermal 
corrected throat area of nozzle 
Site C* efficiency
Standareldthrust 
Logic flag used to indicate use of 
engine performance standardization 
routine 
=0 - do not use routine 
=1 - use routine 
Standard specific impulse 
Standard mixture ratio 
Pressure ambient 
Calculated chamber pressure at 
injector face 
Adjusted calcualted chamber pressure 
at injector face 
Chamber pressure convergence criteria 
Standard chamber pressure
Pressure differential from interface 
to combustion chamber for oxidizer 
Pressure of the fuel at interface 
Standard pressure of the fuel at 
interface 

























































Standard nozzle stagnation pressure 
Pressure of the oxidizer at interface 
Standard,pressure of the oxidizer 
at interface, 
Density of the fuel at interface 
Standard density of the fuel at 
interface 
Density of the oxidizer at interface 
Standard density of the oxidizer at 
interface 
Temperature of fuel at interface 
Standard temperature of fuel at 
interface 
Temperature of oxidizer at interface 
Standard temperature of oxidizer at 
interface 
Adjusted fuel flowrate to standard 
values 
Adjusted oxidizer flowrate to standard 
val ues 
Total adjusted propellant flowrate 
to standard values 
3.2.4.3 Block Common C.0MRTl 
Storage: 6 cells 

























Value of pressu~ ambient used if 
not changed by in'put
Value of standard chamber pressure
used if not changed by input
Value of standard pressure of fuel 
at interface used if not changed
by input
Value of standard pressure of oxi­
dizer at interface used if not 
changed by input
Value of standard temperature of 
the fuel at interface used if not 
changed by input
Value of standard temperature of 
the oxidizer at interface used if 
not changed by input 
3.2.4.4 Block Common ENG 



















































Storage: 3418 cells 





















Constant used to compute fuel and 
oxidizer flowrates 
Constant used to compute oxidizer 
gas compressibility factor 
Same as CF2 
Same as CF2 
Constant additive factor to C* 
Fuel orifice diameter 
Oxidizer orifice diameter 
Fuel upstream pipe diameter 
Oxidizer upstream pipe diam!ter 
Earth's gravitational acceleration 
(local)
Ratio of specific heats of oxidizer 
and fuel 
Coefficient used in computing nozzle 
stagnation pressure 
Coefficient of discharge of fuel 
orifice 
Coefficient of discharge'of oxidizer 
orifice 
Molecular weight of hydrogen
Molecular weight of oxygen 
Descri Eti on 
Contains input biases for each channel 
Input logic flag for use of bias 
=0 - do not use bias 
=1 - use input bias 
Input logic flag for use of cali­
bration curves 
=0 - no ca1 curve~· 
=1 - use input cal curves 
Contains run ID stored in it. IDD 
comes from data tape. 
Input logic flag for use of scale 
factor 
=0 - no scale factor 
=1 - use input scale factor 
Array containing number of points 
in 100 series cal curves. 
Array containing number of points 
in 200 series cal curves. 






























Common Block FILES 















Descri pti on 
Contains abscissa values for 100 
series cal curves 
Contains abscissa values for 200 
series cal curves 
Contains ordinate values for 100 
series cal curves 
Contains ordinate values for 200 
series cal curves 
Description 
Starting file on data tape 
Flag which indicates 'BLI'lCK I' 
output is to be produced·
=0 - do not output 'BLI'lCK I' 
report
=1 - report· 'BLI'lCK I' output
Logic flag used to dump a pulse on 
data tape 
=0 - do not dump pulse
=1 - dump data pulse 
Line counter for printed output 
Logic flag data tape initialization 
has been done 
=0 - data tape not initialized 
=1 - data tape positioned 
properly
Printer control flag
=0 - do not produce printed 
output
=1 - print every 5th computed
point
=2 - print every 10th computed
point
Logic flag to control creation of a 
data plot tape
=0 - do not create a plot tape
=1 - create a plot data tape 
Maximum number of consecutive end­
of-file marks allowed on data tape 
before stopping run 
Number of pulse on data tape to be 
dumped
Maximum number of lines on a page
Number of pulses to process 
·.58. 

3.2.4.7 Block Common FLAGS 
Storage: 5 cells 
Variable Dimension~ 
ISCAN Integer 1 
ISEND Integer 1 
IT0N Integer 1 
LAST Integer 1 
L00K Integer 1 
3.2.4.8 Block Common FUNCTN 
Storage: 200 cells 
Variable Di mensi on~ 
CX Real 100 




Flag used to indicate the program 
has scanned the next record for 
detection of an engine off or engine 
on command ' 
=0 - next record not yet scanned 
=1 - next record has been scanned 
Flag to indicate to the main routine 
to use the previous record in engi­
neering logic 
=0 - not ready to use previous 
record 
=1 - ready to use previous record 
Logic flag to keep the program from 
detecting an engine off command before 
ancengine on command due to noise in 
the data 
=0 - no noise mn data 
=1 - noise in the data has 
caused engine off before an 
engine on to be detected 
Last record on data tape has been 
read and needs to be processed
=0 - last record has not been 
read 
=1 - last record has been read 
Logic flag to indicate program is 
ready to read ahead one record to 
scan it for engine off or engine on 
command 
=0 - not ready to read ahead 
=1 - program ready to read ahead 
Description 
Data points along abscissa for compu­
tation of contraction ratio which 
is area of combustion chamber to 
area of throat. 
Data points along ordinate for compu­
tation of contraction ratio which 




3.2.4.9 Block Common ICT 
Storage: 2 cells 
Variable Dimension~ 
ICTl Integer 1 
N0C0NV Integer 1 
3.2.4.10 Block Common LABELS 
Storage: 208 cells 
Vari able Dimension 
IP0INT Integer 8 
LABELS Integer 50 
LAB ENS Integer 100 
LAB RAT Integer 50 
3.2.4.11 Block Common R0WS 
Storage: 13 cells 
Variable Dimension~ 
IBEGIN Integer 1 
IFV Integer 1 





Counter used to determine when output
shoul d be reported . 
Logic flag which ipdicates that the 
engine performance standardization 
routine did not converge on an answer 
=0 - convergence was obtained 
=1 - convergence was not obtained 
Description 
Contains the location of the eight 
variables, located in the FILT2 array',
which are mandatory for the engineer­
ing routine 
Contains the alphanumeric name of each 
channel in BCD. Used for output and 
.as identifiers on the plot tape. 
Contains the alphanumeric name of each 
engineering output parameter in BCD. 
Used for output and as identifiers on 
the plot tape. 
Contains the alphanumeric name of each 
engine performance standardization 
parameter in BCD. Used for output
and as identifiers on the plot tape. 
Description 
Flag used,to give starting location 





Identifies the channel the fire 

voltage is in 

Logic flag to indicate an initiali­

zation pass through a subroutine 

=0 - not an initialization pass
=1 - initialize all variables 
in the subroutine 
. 60 




























Block Common TIME 




Logic flag that gives the status of 
the engi ne _ , 
=-1 - firing has terminated 
=0 - engfne has not been fi red 
=1 - engine is on 
Flag, which when set, will not allow 
any engineering calculations to take 
place until the 'next pulse, 
<99999 - use engineering routines 
~99999 - do not use engineering
routines until next pulse 
Flag giving the row in the FILT2 array
in which the engine on command was 
sensed in some data record 
Flag used to indicate the engine is 
definitely off and that the sensed-off 
command was not a data dropout 
=0 - status indeterminate from 
this flag alone 
=1 - engine has definitely gone off 
Flag used to indicate the engine is 
definitely on and that the senBe~hengine 
on command was not a data dropout 
';0' - status i ndetermi nate from 
this flag alone 
=1 - engine is definitely on 
Flag giving the row in the FILT2 array
where the engine off command was sensed 
in some data record 
Row in FILT1 array where engine on 
command was first detected 
Row in FILT1 array where engine off 
command was first detected. 
Used to save the value of the subscript 
of the' last row of the FILTl array which 
was averaged in the FILTR2 subroutine 
Number of points in the integration 
scheme after the engine-off command 
is sensed -
Descri pti on 
Number of rows of the FILT1 array that 
have been averaged. Used to calculate 
the time of that average. 
3.2.4.13 Block Common TIMLST 
Storage: 1 ce11 
Variable 	 Dimensi on Units Description~ 
TIMLST Real 1 sec 	 Contains the length of the pulse in 
seconds 
3.2.4.14 Block Common UNITS 
Storage: 4 cells 
Variable 	 Dimension Units Descripti on~ 
I0TAPE Integer 1 	 Intermediate input far the storage of 
the input card images
MICR0T Integer 1 	 When microfilm output is requested,
this references the tape drive the 
microfilm output tape is mounted on 
PLTAPE Integer 1 	 When 4020 plots are desired, this is 
the unit, fastrand or tape, on which 
is stored t~e plot data 
UNIT Integer 1 	 References the tape drive that has the 
data tape mounted on it 
3.3 SUBROUTINE DOCUMENTATION 
This section presents detailed descriptions of each subprogram in 
the HEPCAT (HDOllC) program. The descriptions include the function of 
each subprogram, its entry points, core requirements, external references, 
the common blocks used and internal symbols used. A basic logic diagram 
is also included to show the logic of each subprogram. 
3.3.1 MAIN PROGRAM HDOllC 
3.3.1.1 Introduction 
HDOllC is the master logic routine of the program. Its function is 
to keep the three basic portions of the prQgram, input, calculations and 
output, in the proper sequence. 
3.3.1.2 Method 
When execution of the program begins, the first function under­
taken is to put the input card images in an intermediate data file. Upon 
completion of this task, the data cards are read in and checked for errors. 
A loop is then defined which consists of reading the data tape, checking 
for errors, demultiplexing the data, filtering the data, performing 
engQneering calculations if the engine is on, and reporting the results. 
This loop is redefined for each pulse processed. 
3.3.1.3 Entry Points 
This routine has one entry pOint, the execution name of HDOllC. 
3.3.1.4 Core Requirements 
86 cells 
















3.3.1.6 Common Cross Reference 
Reference Section Common Vari ab1es Used 
3.2.4.6 	 FILES IDUMP, INT, IPL~T 
3.2.4.7 	 FLAGS ISEND, LAST, L~~K 
3.2.4.11 	 R~WS I~N, IQUIT, J~N 
3.2.4.14 	 UNITS PLTAPE . 
3.3.1.7 	 Internal Symbol Table 
There are no internal variables in this routine. 
3.3.1.8 	 Logic Diagram 


































11 FI LTR2" 













Figure 3-1 Main Program (HD011C) Logic Diagram (continued) 
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3.3.2 SUBPROGRAM AVRGR 
3.3.2.1 Introduction 
This subprogram has one purpose - to filter five samples of the FILTl 
array into one sample of the FILT2 array giving a smoother data base. 
3.3.2.2 Method 
Given five samples of one channel measurement, the subroutine filters 
these samples producing one sample. 
3.3.2.3 	 Entry Points. 
This subroutine has one entry point, AVRGR. There are three arguments. 







Channel being averaged, row 
subscript in the FILTl array.
Start column in ~he FILTl array
for the averaging technique 
Stop column in the FILTl array
for the averaging technique 
3.3.2.4 Core Reguirements 
70 cells 
3.3.2.5 Common Cross Reference 
Reference Section Common Variables Used 
3.2.4.1 Blank FILTl, FILT2 
3.3.2.6 Internal Symbol Definition 
Symbol ~ Dimension Units Description 
I Integer 1 Subscript controlling the channel 
of the FILTl array which is being
fil tered 
MM Integer 1 Subscript co~trolling the sample
of the FILTl array being filtered. 
Also used to store the filtered 
samples into the correct column 
of the FILT2 array. 
3.3.2.7 Logic Diagram 
A diagram depicting the logic of Subpr9gram AVRGR is presented
in Fi gure 3-2. 
SUBPROGRAM 
AVRGR 
AVERAGE FIVE SAMPLES 
OF DATA FROM ONE 
CHANNEL INTO ONE 








This is a block data routine used to initialize the arrays and different 
logic flags to some preset value until changed by input or program calculation. 



























ENGDAT, ENGRAT, FILT1, FILT2, 
ST0RE 





CF1, CF2, CF3, CF4, DCSTAR, 

G,-GAMMA, K, MWH, MW0 

BIAS, IB, IC, IS, NP1, NP2, 














LABELS~LABENS, LAB RAT 
IFV, 10N, J0N, LSTPTS 
N 
10TAPE, MICR0T, PLTAPE, UNIT 












F.igure 3.3 Subprogram BLKDTA Logic Diagram· 
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3.3.4 	 SUBPROGRAM CONPUT 
3.3.4.1 Introduction 
Subprogram CONPUT is the routine used to read and decode the user card 
input. 
3.3.4.2 	 Method 
As each channel data card is read, all appropriate error checks are made 
and reported if errors are detected. The rest of the channel cards will be 
scanned for errors but DO pulse will be processed. If no errors are found, 
the calibration curves will be read and assigned to the proper channel. The 
program constants are read, after \~hi ch the 1 ogi c fl ag card is read. If a 
plot tape is desired, the subroutine writes the identifyigg records at the 
beginning of the tape. 
3.3.4.3 	 Entry Points 
There is one entry point to this subprogram; it is through the name 
CONPUT. There are no calling argumemts. 
3.3.4.4 Core Requirements 
878 cell s. 
3.3.4.5 Common Cross Reference 
Reference Section Common Vari ab1es Used 
3.2.4.2 C0MRAT PAB, PCS, PFOS, P00S, TFOS, 
T00S 
3.2.4.3 C0MRTl PAB1, PCS1, PFOS1, P00S1, 
TFOS1, T00S1 
3.2.4.4 ENG AC, AT, OH0, 000, OPH, OP0, 
KF, K0 
3.2.4.5 FACHlR BIAS, IB, IC, IS, NP1, NP2,. 
SCALE, TAB~?, TABX2, TABY1, 
TABY2 
3.2.4.6 FILES !DUMP, IPC, IPLOT, NOP, NP 
3.2.4.10 LABEES IP0INT, BABELS, LABENS, 
LAB RAT 
3.2.4.11 R0WS IFV, INITL 

















































































Descri pti on 
Temporary storage for the 
bias factor input by user 
Do loop index variable 
Contains BCD blanks. Used 
to check for a channel card 
with no parameter name 
Number of 100 series cali­
bration tables that 'must 
be read 
Number of 200 series cali­
bration tables that must 
be read 
Input channel number 
Error condition flag 
=, 0 -No input error 
= 1 -Some error in input 
deck 
BCD word which contains FV. 
Used to search for fire 
voltage channel 
Temporary storage
Do loop index variable 
Contains the BCD names of 
the eight required engi" 
neering parameters 
Contains total number of 
distinct calibration tables 
that must be input
Temporary storage array con­
taining the 100 series 
curve ID 
Temporary storage to read 
100 series table 10 into 
Temporary storage to read 
200 series table 10 into 
Used to store 10 into for 
the 100 series table 
Used to store ID into for 
the ZOO series table. 
Used to identify record 
type on creation of plot 
tape
Temporary storage array 
containing the 200 series 
ca1 curve IDs 
Used to print the number of 
data words in a type two 
plot record 
Used to print the number 



















Used to print the number of 
data words in a type one 
plot record 
Do loop index variable 
Do loop index variable in 
an implied do loop
Do loop index variable 
Do loop index variable 
Variable containing BCD 
channel name 
Bias flag 
Calibration curve flag 
Scaling flag 
Flag containing calibration 
curve identification 
Temporary storage for abscissa 
values of cal tables 
Temporary storage tor orOl­
nate values of cal tables 
Contains BCD name for com­
puter time in plot tape
Contains BCD name for pulse 
reference time in plot tape 















































SET SCALE NO 
FLAG TO 2 
AND SCALE 
FACTOR TO 0.0 
IS 
















STORE BIASES AND 
SCALE FACTOR OR 





















STORE VALUE OF 
PROGRAM CONSTANTS 
IF USER DID 
NOT INPUT ONE 









Figure 3-4 Subprogram CDNPUT Logic Diagram (Continued) 
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3.3.5 SUBP.ROGRAM CHEWER 
3.3.5.1. lntroduction 
Subprogram CHEWER is responsible for reading and demultiplexing the 
data tape. 
3.3.5.2 Method 
Because the data tapes are not created ~y Fortran write statements, the 
~stems routine called NTRAN was used to process the,tape. After being posi­
tioned to the proper file, a record of 801 words is read in. Error checks are 
performed to ensure valid data. An error causes a message to be written and 
processing moves to the next record. When the first record of a file is read, 
all initialization·of the other routines takes place. Once the unpackipg is 
completed, the data is demultiplexed and identified with the proper channel. 
3.3.5.3 Entr.y Points 
The subprogram has one entry point through the name CHEWER. There are 
no calling arguments. 
3.3.5.4 Core Requirements 
3750 cells. 











3.3.5.6,~Common Cross Reference 
Reference Section Common 	 Variable Used 
3.2.4.1 BLANK 	 STI)'RE 
8.@.~.5 FACT~R 	 IRUNN~ 
3.2.4.6 	 FILES BEGFIL, IBL, IDUMP, IUNE, 
INT, MXFILE, NDP, NLINES, NP 
3.2.4.7 FLAGS 	 ISCAN, ISEND, IT~N, LAST, L00K 
3.2.4.11 R~WS 	 INITL, I0N, J0N 
3.2.4.12 TIME 	 N 
3.2.4.13 TIMLST 	 TIMLST 




































































Unpacked data is stored in this 
array 
Do loop index variable 
Flip-flop flag used in the demul­
tiplexing of the unpacked-data 
Array the data is read into before 
it is unpacked 
Flag which indicates a pulse has 
been completely processed 
= 0 -not finished with a pulse 
= 1 -finished processing a pulse 
Flag to indicate the first record 
of the file has just been read 
= 0 -first record has not been 
read 
= 1 -first record has just been 
read 
Flag used to show a record was 
skipped because of faulty data 
= 0 -record not skipped 
= 1 -record just read was skipped 
Index of a computed go to statement 
= 1 -initialization for all sub­
routines must take place 
= 2 -initialization has already
been done for this pulse 
Subscript used in unpacking data 
Subscript used in unpacking data 
Subscript used in unpacking data 
Subscript used in demultiplexing 
data 
Number of consecutive end-of-file 
mails encountered on the data tape 
Subscript used in demultiplexing 
data 
Subscript used in demultiplexing 
data 
Number of files passed on the data 
tape
Number of records processed in a 
file 
Number of pulses processed 






















RUN ID, PULSE 








A /-~_________-' NO 
RETURN 
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COMPUTE 















J ( RETURN) 
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Figure 3-5 Subprogram CHEWER Logic Diagram (Continued) 
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3.3.6 ... ,sUBPROGRAM CR2TAp·· 
3.3.6.1, .Introduction 
Subprogram CR2TAP is used to read card images from the system input 
tape and write them on an intermediate data file. 
3.3.6.2 	 Method . 
After rewinding the intermediate storage device, the routine defines a 
loop consisting of reading a card image from the system input tape, writing 
the card image on the intermediate storage device, and checking for the end 
of the data deck. When the end card is reached, an end-of-rile:mark is 
placed on the intermediate storage device and it is rewound in preparation 
to being used. 
3.3.6.3' Entry Points 
This routine has one entry point, CR2TAP, and has no calling arguments. 
3.3.6.4 	 Core Reguirements 
395 cells 
3.3.6.5 Common Cross Reference 
Reference Section Common Variables Used 
3.2.4.14 	 UNITS I¥)TAPE, MICR¥)T 
3.3.6.6 Interna 1 "Symbo1 Table 
Variable ~ Dimension Units Descri pti on 
I Integer 1 Subscript in read statement and 
write statement 
IDATA Integer 14 Gard images are read into this array 
and written out of it. 
lEND Integer 1 Read terminator. 
data, 'CASEND'. 
Contains the BCD 
When this word is 
encountered in the read statement, 
the data deck has been complete[y 
transferred from the system input 
tape to the intermediate data file. 
3.3.6.7 Logic Diagram 











































Figure 3-6 Subprogram CR2TAP Logic Diagram 
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3.3.7 SUBPROGRAM FILTRl 
3.3.7.1 Introducti on 
FILTRl has been designed to perform the' first fi1tering of data and to 
determine when the fir.e voltage crosses the'threshold value (3300 counts). 
3.3.7.2 Method 
Subroutine FILTRl is used to smooth data points by simple arithmetic 
averaging. Two points from the STORE array are combined into one and placed 
in the FILTl array. After this occurs, FILTRl searches for the point in time 
the fire voltage crosses the threshold or for the point the fire voltage drops 
below the threshold value. 
3.3.7.3 Entry Points 
There is one entry point through the name FILTR1. There are no calling 
arguments. 
3.3.7.4 	 Core Reguirements 
392 cells. 
3.3.7.5 	 Common Cross Reference 
Reference Section Common Variables Used 
3.2.4.1 	 BLANK FILTl, ST(ijRE 
3.2.4.7 	 FLAGS ISCAN, IT(ijN, L(ij(ijK 
3.2.4.11 	 R(ijWS IFV, I(ijN, KKPBEG, KKPEND 
3.3.7.6 Internal Symbol Table 

Variable Dimension Units Description,
~ 
I Integer 1 Do loop index variable 
IADD Integer 1 Starting point for storage into the 
FILTl array
IJ Integer 1 Row'subscript for the FILTl array
IMl Integer 1 Do loop index parameter 
J Integer 1 Do loop index variable 
KM Integer 1 Odd row subscript for ST(ijRE array
KMPl Integer 1 Even row subscript for ST(ijRE array
KPBEG Integer 1 Beginning row in the ST(ijRE array
containing the .fire'voltage signal 







3.3.7.6 Internal S~mbol Table (cont) 
Variable 	 "Dimension Units Description~ 
KPEND Integer 1 	 Last row in the ST0RE array con­
taining the fire voltage signal 
before it has dropped below the 
threshold 
M Integer 1 	 Do loop index variable 
THMAX Real 1 	 Maximum threshold - fire voltage 
must exceed this value for engine 
to be considered "on" 
THMIN Real 1 	 Minimum threshold"- fire voltage 
less than or equal to this value 
imp1 i es an engi ne "off" conditi on 
3.3.7.7" Logic Diagram 










DO SlMPLE AVERAG1NG 
OF TWO SAMPLES 
1NTO ONE FOR 
CHANNELS 1-30. 
CARRY OVER THE 




F1RE VOLTAGE NO 

















OFF' FLAG AND 
CALCULATE SUB­
SCRIPT OF ROW. 
IN FILTl ARRAY 







SET 'ENGINE ON' 
FLAG AND CALCULATE 
SUBSCRIPT OF ROW 
IN FILTl ARRAY 




COMMAND BEEN SENSED 
LONG ENOUGH YES ( )








SET NOISE FLAG 
AND TURN OFF 
ALL FLAGS THAT 
SAY ENGINE IS 
ON 
Figure 3-7 Subprogram FILTRl Logic Diagram (Continued) 
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3.3.8 SUBPROGRAM FILTR2 
3.3.8.1 	 "Introduction 
FILTR2 is designed to provide the second filtering process-aver.aging five 
samples to form a single sample value. It also recenters the averaging window 
when the fire voltage rises above or goes below the threshold. 
3.3.8.2 	 Method 
Until the fire voltage rises above the threshold value, FILTR2 performs a 
simple averaging process. When the rise in fire voltage above the threshold 
value is detected, the filtering process stops until the next record is read. 
This is to provide sufficient data to detect a noise spike. If the detected 
'on' is not a noise spike the averaging is recentered around the time when 
the fire voltage crossed the threshold value. At this point the averaging 
process starts again. When the fire voltage drops below the threshold value, 
the averaging window is recentered again. Simple averaging is then continued 
to the end of the data file being processed. 
3.3.8.3 	 Entry Points 
The name FILTR2 is the only entry point to this subroutine. There are 
no calling arguments. 
3.3.8.4 Core Requirements 
1052 cells. 





















FILT1, FILT2, ST0RE 


































































Line interval between final 
filtered data points 
Do loop index variable 
Window' centering flag for beginn­
ing of engine' fire pulse 
= 0 -Initial value 
= 1 -Beginning of engine fire 
pulse detected and window center­
ing complete 
Counter used to sequence events 
Counter used to sequence events 
Counter. used to sequence events 
Counter. used to sequence events 
Row subscript of FILTl array con­
sidered to be the beginning of 
the engine fire pulse 
Flag used for branching after entry
into subroutine 
Starting row in the five element set 
of FILTl va'lues to be averaged 
Ending row in the five element set 
of FILTl values to be averaged
Do loop index varaable 
Same as ICENTR except used for end 
of engin~ fire pulse 
Do loop index variable 
Starting row in averaging process 
Row location of the engine fire 
pulse beginning or end in the five 
element set of numbers in the filter 
frame in which the change occurred 
Flaa used to screen out noise 
pulses, i.e., pulses which begin
and end in one physical record, 
= ~ -no noise encountered 
= -noise in this record, treat 
as engine off 
Pulse reference time. Use to cal­
culate length of engine burn 
Time reference initialized to zero 
at beginning of each file and reset 
for referencing at first and second 
window centerings at the beginning 
and end of each engine fire pulse 
respectively 
Temporary storage for the last time 
saved 
Initial time reference 
3.3.8.8 Logic Diagram 
A logic diagram showing the major functions of subprogram 
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Figure 3-8 Subprogram FILTR2 Logic Diagram (Continued} 
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3.3.9 SUBPROGRAM HGAMMA 
3.3.9.1 	 Introduction 
HGAMMA calculates the specific heat ratio of gaseous hydrogen. 
3.3.9.2 	 Method 
The following equation is used to calculate the specific heat 
ratio of gaseous hydrogen. The equation was developed from polynomial 
curve fits of data available from the National Bureau of Standards 
and other sources on gaseous hydrogen. The equation presented is valid 
for pressures up to 100 atmospheres and temperatures between 1000 and 
400 0 Kelvin. 
. . 
GAMMAH = 1.4 + 1.7916552 - 9.3494600E+Ol* l/T + 3.440ll52E+03*(1/T)2 
-1.58ll495E-02*T + 7.3710370E-05*T2 - 1.9032770E-07*T3 
+2.5607340E-l0*T4 - 1.3934965E-13*T5 
-9.5212948E-03*P - 9.4796595E-06*p2 + 4.7574l51E-08*p3 
-9.8875463E-05*T*P + 3.9974l79E-07*T2*P - 3.39l7970E-08*T*p2 
-7.3903897E-10*T3*P + 3.0774794E-10*T2*p2 
+5.2240539E-13*T4*P - 4.6828l43E-13*T3*p2 
where: 
P:= Pressure in atmospheres 
T:= Temperature in degrees Kelvin 
.3.3.9.3 Entry'Points 
There is one entry point to this subprogram, HGAMMA. The routine has 
three calling arguments. 












Fuel injection temperature 
Fuel ignitor injector pressure 
Specific heat ratio for gaseous 
hydrogen 




3.3.9.5 Inter.nal Symbol Table 
Variable Dimension Units Descri pti on~ 
PATM Real 1 ATM Fuel ignitor injector pressure 
converted to atmospheres. 
T Real 1 oK Fuel injection temperature con­
verted to °Kelvin 
3.3.9.6 	 Logic Diagram 



















Figure 3-9 Subprogram HGAMMA Logic Diagram 
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3.3.10 SUBPROGRAM HZH 
3.3.10.1· Introduction 
Subprogram HZH calculates the compressibility factor for gaseous hydrogen. 
3.3.10.2 Method 
The following equation is used to compute the compressibility factor. 
The equation was developed from polynomial curve fits of data available from 
the National Bureau of Standards and other sources on gaseous hydrogen. The 
equation presented is valid for pressures up to 100 atmospheres and temper­
atures between 100 0 and 400 0 Kelvin. 
ZH = 1. - 5.3350829E+03*(+)2 + 1.8336324E+02*(+) - 2.6772676 
+ 2.1605597E-02*T - 1.0357253E-04*T2 + 2.9241458E-07*T3 
- 4.4684258E-10*T4 + 2.8380505E-f3*T5 - 3.9254562E-03*P 
+ 2.5326543E-05*p2 + 4.572284E-10*p3 + 6.1928900E-05*T*P 
- 2.9497530E-07*T2*P - 2.5910804E-07*T*p2 
+ 5.8954277E-10*T3*P + 8.7135669E-10*T2*p2 
- 4.247153E-13*T4*P - 9.5916114E-13*T3*p2 
where: 
P = Pressure in atmospheres 
T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin 
3.3.10.3 	 Entry Points 
This subprogram has one entry point, HZH. There are three arguments. 












Fuel injection temperature 
Fuel ignitor injection pressure 
Compressibility factor for hydrogen 




3.3.10.4 Internal Stmbol Table 









Fuel ignitor injection pressure 
converted to atmospheres 
Fuel injection temperature con­
verted to °Kelvin 
3.3.10.5 Logic Diagram 





















Figure 3-10 Subprogram HZH Logic Diagram 
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3.3.11 SUBPROGRAM JHYDE 
3.3.11.1 Introduction 
The function of subprogram JHYDE is to provide all the scaling, 
biasing, and conversions from counts to engineering units. 
3.3.11.2 Method 
Each channel must have either a scaling flag or a calibration 
curve flag set. The routine searches each table of flags until it 
finds one which is set. It then takes the appropriate action. The 
routine then checks to see if the channel has to be biased. If the 
calibration curves are used, a check is made to insure that there are 
no off-scale points .. If one is found, the program prints an error 
message and halts. 
3.3.11.3 Entry Points 
The only entry point is through the name JHYDE. There are no 
calling arguments. 
3.3.11.4 	 Core Requirements 
608 cells. 
3.3.11.5 Common Cross Reference 
Section Reference Common Variables Used 
3.2.4.1 BLANK FI LT2, ST0RE 
3.2.4.5 FACT0R BIAS, IB, IC, IS, NP1, NP2, SCALE, TABX1,
•TABX2, TABY1, TABY2 
3.2.4.6 FILES IDUMP 
3.2.4.11 R0WS KKSAVE 
3.3.11.6 Interna 1 Symbol Table 



















Factor used in the two point i nter­
polation of the cal curves 
Factor used in the two point inter­
polation of the cal curves 
Do loop index variable 
Do loop index variable 
Do loop index variable 




3.3.11.6 Internal S~mbo1 Table (Continued) 
Variable 	 Dimension Unit Description~ 
SMLX Real 1 Factor used in the two point inter­
polation of the cal curves 
S~1Ly Real 1 Factor used in the two point inter­
po1atfon of the cal curves 
3.3.11.7 	 Logic Diagram 












































( RETURN ) 
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Fi gure 3-11 Subprogram JHYDE Logi c Di agram (Continued) 
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3.3.12 SUBPROGRAM 0GAMMA 
3.3.12.1 Introduction 
Subroutine 0GAMMA is used to calculate the specific heat ratio 
for gaseous oxygen. 
3.3.12.2 Method 
The following equation is used to compute the specific heat ratio. 
The equation was developed from polynomial curve fits of data available 
from the National Bureau of Standards and other sources on gaseous 
oxygen. The equation presented is valid for pressures up to 100 atmos­
pheres and temperatures between 100 0 and 400 0 Kelvin. 
GAMMA0 = 1.4-1.7457824E-02 + 1.9357917E-04*T - 7.2588636E-07*T2 
+1.0841843E-09*T3 - 1.2549120E-12*T4 + 0.1634301*P 
+1.4833429E-03*p2 - 5.3033020E-08*p3 
-2.2332967E-03*T*P + 1.1615558E-05*T2*P - 1.3824483E-05*T*p2 
-2.665282E-08*T3*P + 4.2607112E-08*T2*p2 
+2.2589584E-ll*T4*P - 4.3236307E-ll*T3*p2 
where: 

P = Pressure in atmospheres 

T = Temperature in degrees Kelvin 

3.3.12.3 Entry Points 
There is one entry point to this subprogram, 0GAMMA, and it has three 
arguments. 
Argument 	 Dimension Units Description~ 
T0I Real 1 of Oxidizer injection temperature 
P0II Real 1 psia Oxidizer ignitor injection pressure 
GAMMA0 Real 1 Specific heat ratio for gaseous 
oxygen 
3.3.12.4 	 Core Requirements 
102 cell s 
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3.3.12.5 Interna 1 S,ymbo1 Tab1 e 









Oxidizer ignitor injection pressure 
converted to atmospheres 
Oxidizer injection temperature 
converted to °Kelvin 
3.3.12.6 Logic Diagram 



















RATIO OF GASEOUS 
OXYGEN 
C RETURN 
Figure 3-12 Subprogram ",GAMMA Logic Diagram 
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3.3.13 SUBPROGRAM %UTPUT 
3.3.13.1 Introduction 
Subroutine OUTPUT is responsible for handling all reports generated 
by HDOllC. The error messages are the only exception to the above statement; 
they are produced in the routine where they occur. 
3.3.13.2 Method 
This subprogram controls the generation of all reports; printed, micro­
film and history tape. There are five types of written reports. Each type of 
printed output can be duplicated on microfilm. A type one report or a BLOCK 1 
report is a print out of all the input data. This includes card images, scale 
factors, biases, calibration curves and program constants. The BLOCK II 
print out is the report on each channel after it has been demultiplexed, 
scaled, biased or converted to engineering units. The BLOCK III report gives 
the results of the engine performance analysis. Closely associated with this 
is the BLOCK IV report in which engine performance standardization results are 
output. If a pulse on the data tape is to be dumped, a BLOCK V report is, 
generated. OUTPUT also generates the plot tape which is used as input data to 
the TRWPLT plotting program. 
3.3.13.3 Entry Points 
This routine's entry point is the 
arguments. 
name OUTPUT. There are no calling 
3.3.13.4 Core Reguirements 
2135 cells 
3.3.13.5 Common Cross Reference 









ENGDAT, ENGRAT, FILT2, STORE 
AE, IRATED, PAB, PCS, PODS, TFDS, TO
AC, AT, CF1, CF2, CF3, CF4, DCSTAR, 
DOO, DPH, DPO, G, GAMMA, K, KF, KO, MWH, 
MWO, 
BIAS, IB, IC, IRUNNO, IS, NP1, NP2, 





3.3.13.5 Common Cross Reference (Continued) 
Reference Section Common Variables Used 
3.2.4.6 FILES IBL, !DUMP, ILINE, IPC, IPL0T ,NDP, NLINES, NP 
3.2.4.9 ICT Ien, N0C0NV 
3.2.4.10 LABELS LABELS, LABENS, LABRAT 
3.2.4.11 R0WS IQUIT, IR0W, J0N, JR0W, KKSAVE, LSTPTS 
3.2.4.13 TIMLST TIMLST 
3.2.4.14 UNITS I0TAPE, MICR0T, PLTAPE 
3.3.13.6 Internal Symbol Table 
Variable Dimensi on Unit Description 
CIV Rea1 80 Used in the BL0CK I output process. 







here to make output easier. 
Do loop index variable 
Contains the integers 0-9 in BCD form. 
Used to translate SEL 600 BCD run 10 
into UNIVAC 1108 BCD. 
IBEGNl Integer 1 This flag causes the engine start up 
pOlnt to be printed independently 
IBEGN2 
IBLANK Integer 1 
of the print counter 
This flag causes the engine shut down 
point to be printed independently of 
the print counter. 
Used in masking operation in the trans­
















Array containing the channel numbers 
Array used to read card images into 
Used to create channel output labels, 
the channel parameter names' 
= 0 -names already stored 
= 1 -store names in proper output a~ray 
BCD data word containing rASEND in it. 
Used to stop card reading process. 
Contains the UNIVAC 1108 BCD translation 










Index on a computed go to statement. 
Controls page ejection and return to 
correct print statement 
Array containing the alphanumeric para­
meter name of each channel arranged in 
proper sequence for output 
Contains the alphanumeric names of the 
IREC Integer 1 
program constants 








Flag to keep engine startup point from 
being printed more than once. 
Used to determine when the BL0CK II, 
























































Des cri pti on 
Contains the integer 0-9 in SEL 600 
BCD notation 
Record identifier for' a type one record 
on the TRWPLT plot tape
Same as ITYPEl except for a type two 
record 
Same as ITYPEl except for a type three 
record 
Do loop index variable 
Flag to keep engine shutdown point from 
being printed more than once 
Subscript controlling print of ST0RE 
array
Do loop index parameter 
Do loop index parameter 
Do loop index parameter 
Flag used to determine if the BCD run 
ID needs to be shifted right or left 
Used as a power of two to cause the 
shift of the run ID 
Array used in the masking process of 
the translation of the run ID 
Number of data words in a type one 
record on the TR~JPLT plot tape 
Same as above except for a type two 
record 
Same as above except for a type three 
record 





















































Figure 3-13 Subprogram OUTPUT Logic Diagram 
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Figure 3-13 Subprogram OUTPUT Logic Diagram (Continued} 
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3.3.14 SUBPROGRAM ~XZ~X 
3.3.14. Introduction 
Subroutine ~XZ~X is used to calculate the compressibility factor 
of gaseous oxygen. 
3.3.14.2 Method 
The following equations are used to compute the compressibility 
factor for gaseous oxygen. The equations were developed from polynomial 
curve fits of the data available from the National Bureau of Standards 
and other sources on ~aseous exygen. The equations presented are valid 
for pressures up to 100 atmospheres and temperatures between 100 0 and 
4000 Kelvin. -
B = -8.7136945E-06 + 4.606507E-Ol*(t) - 1.3795294E+02*(t)2 
-2.1663662E+04*(t): + 2.2765597E+06*(t); - 2.2174297E+08*(t)5 
+1.0580819E+10*(t) - 2.1920552E+ll*(t) 
C = 	6.753855E-06 - 1.0277166E-02*(t) + 6.5537055*(t)2 
-2.1384872E+03* t): 	+ 4.2428099E+05*(tl: 
-5. 31 77903E+07* tl	 + 3.2860596E+09*(t 
7 
-1.1314356E+ll* t 
D = 	-1.7671108E-10 - 6.3527586E-06*B + 1.5610387E-02*B2 + 4.6457575*B3 
+4.3213223E+02*B4 + 7.8725193E+04*B5 + 2.8552410E+06*B6 
+1.4952967E+08*B7 
Z0X 	 = 1 + B*P + C*p2 + D*P3 
~ere: 
P = Pressur.e in atmospheres 

B,C,D = Functions of Temperature in degrees Kelvin 





3.3.14.3. 'Entry P.tiJnt 
The only entry point to this subprogram is through the name 0XZ0X. 
There are three calling arguments associated with the entry point. 
Argument ~ Dimensi on Units 	 Descri pti on 
T0I Real 1 of 	 Dxidizer injection temperature 
P0II Real 1 psia Oxidizer ignitor injection pressure 
Z0X Real 1 Compressibility ractor of gaseous 
.oxygen 
3.3.14.4 Core Requirements 
119 cells 
3.3.14.5 Internal Symbol Table 
Variable 	 Dimension Units Description~ 
B Real 1 	 Function of temperature in degrees 
Ke 1vi n 
C Real 1 	 Same as B 
D Real 1 	 Same as B 
PATM Real 1 ATM Oxidizer ignitor injection pressure
converted to atmospheres 
T Real 1 oK Oxidizer injection temperature
converted to degrees Kelvin 
3.3.14.6 	 Logic Di·aqram 


















Figure 3-14 Subprogram 0XZ0X Logic Diagram 
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3.3.15 SUBPROGRAM RATED 
3.3.15.1 Introduction 
Subprogram RATED was developed to perform engine performance 
standardization calculations. 
3.3.15.2 Method 
Basically the subroutine uses an iteration type scheme to standardize 
the engine's performance. All equations and assumptions are stated in 
Section 1. The convergence criteria is that the calculated chamber 
pressure at injector.face must be sufficiently close to the adjusted 
calculated chamber pressure at injection face. If this condition 
cann"Ot be met, the ite·ration is stopped for the particular time slice 
being examined and an error message is written. Several error checks 
are also made during the process. If any of the error conditions are 
encountered, an error message is written and the iteration is stopped 
for that time slice. 
3.3.15.3 	 Entry Points 
Only one entry point has been established for this subroutine. 
That entry is through the name RATED. There are six calling arguments: 
Argument ~ Dimension Units Description 
I Integer 1 Subscript specifying which row 
of the FILT2 array is being used. 
PNS Real 1 psi a Nozzle stagnation pressure. 
WDOTF Real 1 lbm/sec Fuel flowrate 
WDOTO Real 1 lbm/sec Oxidizer flowrate 
WDOTT Real 1 lbm/sec Tota 1 fl owra te 
INITL Integer 1 Initialization flag. 
= 0 - do not initialize routine 
= 1 - initialize routine 








3.3.15.6 Common Cross Reference 



















3.3.15.7 Internal Symbol Table 
Variable ~ Dimension Units Description 
FT Real 1 Function of thrust, presently set 
to zero. 
J Integer 1 Iteration counter. 
M2 Integer 1 Subscript giving location of PC 
parameter in FILT2 array. 
M3 Integer 1 Subscript giving location of 
PTF0 parameter in FILT2 array. 
M4 Integer 1 Subscript giving location of PTl!l.eJ 
parameter in FILT2 array. 
M5 Integer Subscript giving location of PDF0 
parameter in FILT2 array. 
M6 Integer 1 Subscript giving location of PDl!l0 
parameter in FILT2 array. 
M7 Integer 1 Subscript giving location of TFl!lI 
parameter in FILT2 array. 
M8 Integer 1 Subscript giving location of Tl!ll!lI 
parameter in FILT2 array. 
Non Integer 1 Maximum number of iterations 
allowed. Currently set to 10. 
PC Real 9 Chamber pressure. 
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3.3.15.7 Internal Sxmbol Table (Continued) 
Variable ~ Dimension Units Description 
~DF0 Real 9 psia Fuel orifice delta pressure. 
PD00 Real 9 psia Oxidizer orifice delta pressure. 
PTF0 Real 9 psia Fuel orifice total pressure. 
PT00 Real 9 psia Oxidizer orifice total pressure. 
TF0I Real 9 of Fuel orifice inlet temperature. 
T00I Real 9 of Oxidizer orifice inlet temperature. 
ZH Real 1 Compressibility factor of gaseous 
hydrogen. 
Z0X Real 1 Compressibility factor of gaseous 
oxygen. 
3.3.15.8 Logic Diagram 















































Figure 3-15 Subprogram RATED Logic Diagram (Continued) 
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3.3.16 SUBPROGRAM SHIFT 
3.3.16.1 Introduction 
This subprogram is used to shift data from one part of the FILTl 
array to another section of the same array. 
3.3.16.2 Method 
The first ten rows of the FILTl array are replaced by the last ten 
rows. This is done to insure that the averaging windo'l can be centered 
correctly when the fi re voltage exceeds the threshold value . 
.3.3.16.3 Entry Points 
The entry into this routine is through. the name SHIFT. There are 
no calling arguments. 
3.3.16.4 	 Core Requirements 
38 cells 
3.3.16.5 Common Cross Reference 
Section Reference Common Variables Used 
3.2.4.1 	 Blank FILTl 
3.3.16.6 Internal Symbol Table 
Variable I.!'.e§. Dimension Units 	 Description 
I Integer 1 	 Subscript controlling the rows 
of the FILTl array which correspond 
to the first filtered sample 
J 	 Integer 1 Subscript controlling the columns 
of the FILTl array which correspond 
to the channels 
3.3.16.7 	 Logic Diagram 






TEN ROWS OF 
'EILTl' ARRAY 
INTO FIRST TEN 
ROWS OF 'FILTl' 
RETURN 

Figure 3-16 Subprogram SHIFT Logic Diagram 
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3.3.17 SUBPROGRAM SWAGER 
3.3.17.1 Introduction 
This subprogram was developed to calculate the engineering data· 
required to analyze engine performance. 
3.3.17.2 t1ethod 
This routine is not called until the fire voltage has crossed the 
threshold value which indicates the engine is on. The equations used to 
calculate the engineering parameters are explained in detail in Section 1. 
The parameters are calculated until the fire voltage drops below the 
threshold value. At this point, the next fifty data points are included 
in the calculations to display the shutdown transients. The integration 
in the subroutine is done by the trapezoidal method. 
3.3.17.3 	 Entry Points 
This routine has only one entry point, through the name SWAGER. 
There are no calling parameters. 
3.3.17.4 Core Reguirements 
969 cells 







3.3.17.6 Common Cross Reference 























































































Ratio of fuel orifice diameter 
to upstream fuel pipe diameter. 
Ratio of oxidizer orifice diame­
ter to upstream oxidizer pipe 
diameter. 
Characteristic exhaust velocity 
Maximum value CSTAR can be. If 
it exceeds CSTRMX, it is set 
equal to zero. 
Thrust coefficient 
Equivalenced to the 12th position 
of the TENG array. Used to faci­
litate output procedures. Set 
equal to CSTAR. 
Increment time step in the 
integration section. 
Largest value DT may assume. 
Standardized CSTAR efficiency 
factor. 
Thrust 
Same as F. Equivalenced to 4th 
position of the TENG array for 
output purposes. 
Specific heat ratio of gaseous 
hydrogen. 
Specific heat ratio of gaseous 
oxygen. 
Do loop index. 
Logic flag used to indicate 
first pass through SWAGER is 
over. 
= 1 - first pass not finished 




3.3.17.7 Internal Symbol Table (Continued) 
Variable Dimension Units 	 Oescri pti on 
IBEGN2 Integer 1 	 Logic flag used to indicate fire 
voltage has dropped below thres­
hold, therefore start including
points of shutdown transients. 
= 1 - engine has not gone off 
= 2 - engine has gone off 
ICT2 Integer 1 	 Flag used to determine if the 
engine performance standardiza­
tion (EPS) should take place for 
a particular time slice. 
f 1 - EPS should not take place 
= 1 - EPS should take place 
IDUMl Integer 1 	 Dummy calling argument 
IF Integer 1 	 Flag used to initialize integra­
tion process 
= 1 - initialize integration 
parameters . 
= 2 - do not initialize integra­
tion parameters 
IFST Integer 1 	 Flag used to keep program from 
computing contraction ratio more 
than once. 
= 0 - compute contraction ratio 
= 1 - do not compute contraction 
ratio 
1NPNS Real 1 lbf- Inteoral of nozzle staonation 
sec/i n2 pressure. 	 " 
1SKIP Integer 1 	 Flag used in conjunction with the 
ICT2 flag. 
ISP Real 1 sec 	 Specific impulse 
IT Real 1 1b-sec 	 Total impulse 
J Integer 1 	 Do loop index variable 
LLL Integer 1 	 Do loop index variable 
LLLL Integer 1 	 Do loop index variable 
MF Real 1 lbm 	 Total fuel consumption of pulse 
M0 Real 1 lbm 	 Total oxidizer consumption. of pulse 
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3.3.17.7 Internal Stmbol Table (Continued) 











































































Subscript giving location of F 
parameter in the FILT2 array. 

Subscript giving location PC 

parameter in FILT2 array. 

Subscript giving location of PTFt)

parameter in FILT2 array. 

Subscript giving location of PTi1li1l 

parameter in FILT2 array. 

Subscript giving location of PDFi1l 

parameter in FILT2 array. 

Subscript giving location of PDi1li1l 

parameter in FILT2 array. 

Subscript giving location of TFi1lI 

parameter in FILT2 array. 

Subscript giving location of Ti1li1lI 





Equivalenced to 3rd position of 

TENG array for output purposes. 

Same meaning as PC. 

Fuel orifice delta pressure. 

Oxidizer orifice delta pressure. 

Nozzle stagnation pressure. 

Fuel orifice delta pressure. 

Oxidizer orifice delta pressure. 

Contraction area ratio which is 

combustion chamber area to throat 
area. 
Used to save the previous value 
of the I parameter for the 
integration process. 
Used to save the previous value 
of the PNS parameter for the 
integration process. 





























Used to save the previous DT 




Intermediate calculation of CSTAR. 

Used to save previous value of 

WD~TF parameter for integration 
process. 

Used to save previous value of 





Array used to facilitate output 





Fuel orifice inlet temperature. 









Fuel pressure ratio. 

Oxidizer pressure ratio. 
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Figure 3-17 Subprogram SWAGER Logic Diagram 
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Figure 3-17 Subprogram SWAGER Logic Diagram (Continued) 
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3.3.18 SUBPROGRAM ZER0 
3.3.18.1 	 Introduction 
This subprogram is used to clear the FILT2 array. 
3.3.18.2 Method 
Due to the frequency with which the FILT2 array must be zeroed out, 
this subroutine has been creqted specifically for this purpose. 
3.3.18.3 	 EntrY Points 
There is one entry point to this subprogram, ZER0. There are no 
calling arguments. 
3.3.18.4 Core Reguirements 
37 cells 
3.3.18.5 Common Cross Reference 
Reference Section Common Variables Used 
3.2.4.1 Blank FILT2 
3.3.18.6 Internal S,Ymbol Table 
Variable ~ Dimension Units Description 
I Integer 1 Row subscript of the FILT2 
array 
J Integer 1 Column subscript of the 
FILT2 array 
3.3.18.7 Logic Diagram 















Unless otherwise stated, card input value (CIV) adjacent to a variable indicates the 
user must input that variable. Numerical value indicates the internally set value 
of the variable. 
AE Nozzle exit area (sq in) (CIV) 
AT Throat area (sq in) (CIV) 
AC Chamber area, user's card input (sq in) (CIV) 
ATTC Area of nozzle throat corrected for thermal expansion 
BEGFIL Third file on SEL tape, =3 
CF~ Constant used to compute WD~T~ and WD~TF, = .1603 
CF2 Constant, used to compute Z~X, .9905 
CF3 Constant, used to compute Z~X, = .0031 
CF4 Constant, used to compute Z~X, = 74 
CF Thrust coefficient, computed 
CFNSV Standard theoretical vacuum coefficient of thrust at EPS 5 
CFSTD Standard thrust coefficient 
CFSTDV Standard thrust coefficient at vacuum 
CFSV Theoretical thrust coefficient at vacuum 
CSTAR Characteristic exhaust velocity, computed (ft/sec) 

CSTASD Standard CSTAR' 

CSTAT Site theoretical CSTAR at 30 psia nozzle stagnation pressure (ft/sec) 

CSTATS Standard theoretical CSTAR at 30 psia nozzle stagnation pressure (ft/sec) 

DCSTAR Change in CSTAR, not computed at present,= 0 (ft/sec) 

DH~ Fuel orifice diameter, user's card input (in) (CIV) 

Oxidizer orifice diameter, user's card input (in) optional (CIV) 
Pressure differential from interface to combustion chamber for fuel (psia)(CIV) 
DPH Fuel upstream pipe diameter, user's card input (in) (CIY) 


























APPENDIX 1 (Continued) 
Pressure differential from standard interface to calculated chamber pressure 
Standard thrust coefficient efficiency 
Site thrust coefficient efficiency 
Ratio of exit area to thermal corrected throat area of nozzle 
Site C-star efficiency 

Thrust, measured (lbf) 

Standard thrust (lbf) 

Fire voltage, measured (counts) 

Earth's gravitational acceleration (local), = 32.1302 (ft/sec2) 

Ratio of specific heats 

Dump flag, card input value = 0 for no dump, = 1 for dump (CIV) 

Time integral of PNS, computed (lbf-sec/in2) 

Assignment for intermediate output tape, = 2 

Print control flag (CIV) 

Calcomp output tape (CIV) 

Specific impulse, computed (secs) 

Standard specific impulse (secs) 

Coefficient used for computing PNS from PC, = .9999: to .5531 

dependent on Ac to At ratio and taken from a table 

Coefficient of discharge of fuel orifice, user's card input, (CIV) 

Coefficient of discharge oxidizer orifice, user's card input, (CIV) 

Number of points to be included in the integration scheme after the 

fire voltage goes below threshold value, = 50 

Total impulse, computed (lb-sec) 

Total fuel consumption of pulse, computed (Ibm) 

































Total oxidizer consumption of pulse, computed (Ibm) 
Mixture ratio, computed 
Standard mixture ratio 
Molecular weight of hydrogen, (lb/mole) 
Molecular weight of oxygen, (lb /mole) 
Execution terminated when maximum number of consecutive end of 
file marks on SEL tape 

Number of the pulse on data tape to be dumped. 

Number of lines to be printed per page = 41 

Number of pulses to be processed for each run; = 1 if a pulse 

is to be dumped (CIV) 

Pressure ambient (psia) optional (CIV) 

Chamber pressure, measured (psia) 

Calculated chamber pressure at injector face (psia) 

Adjusted calculated chamber pressure at injector face (psia) 

PC Convergence criteria (psia) 

Standard chamber pressure (psia) 

Fuel orifice delta pressure, measured, (psia) 





Oxidizer orifice delta pressure, measured il'sia) 
Pressure of the fuel at interface (psia) 
Standard pressure of the fuel at interface (psia) 
Fuel injection pressure, measured (psia) 
Injector fuel cavity pressure Ill, measured (psia) 
Injector fuel cavity pressure 112, measured (j:>sia) 
Fuel ignitor injection pressure, measured (psia) 






























APPENDIX 1 (Continued) 
Tape assignment of TRWPLT tape, i.e. HEPCAT output tape, = 8 
Nozzle stagnation pressure (psia) 

Standard nozzle stagnation pressure (psia) 

Pressure of the oxidizer at interface (psia) 

Standard pressure of oxidizer at interface (psia) 

Oxidizer injection pressure, measured (psia) 
Oxidizer injector cavity pressure, measured (psia) 
Oxidizer igniter injection pressure, measured (psia) 
Oxidizer··turbine inlet pressure, measured (psia) 
Fuel orifice total pressure, measured (psia) 
Oxidizer orifice total pressure, measured (psia) 
Contraction area ratio 
Density of the fuel at interface (lb/cu ft) 

Standard density of the fuel at interface (lb/cu ft) 

Density of the oxidizer at interface (lb/cu ft) 

Standard density of the oxidizer at interface (lb/cu ft) 

Run annotation, measured 
Spark signal, measured (counts) 
Thermocouple Ill, measured (oF) 
Thermocouple 112, measured (oF) 
Thermocouple 113, measured (OF) 
Thermocouple 114, measured (oF) 
Thermocouple lis , measured (OF) 
Thermocouple 116, measured (oF) 
(oF)Fuel injection temperature, measured. 
Temperature of the fuel at interface (OF) 
Standard temperature of the fuel at interface (OF) 
Fuel orifice inlet temperature, measured, (oF) 
Al-4 
APPENDIX (Continued) 
TFTI Fuel turbine inlet temperature, measured, (OF) 
T\ilD Temperature of the oxidizer at interface (OF) 
T\ilDS Standard temperature of the oxidizer at interface (OF) 
T\ilI Oxidizer injection temperature, measured, (OF) 
TijlijlI Oxidizer orifice inlet temperature, (OF) 
T\ilTI Oxidizer turbine inlet temperature, measured, (OF) 
UNIT Tape assignment of SEL tape, (oF) 
WDI!lTF Fuel flOT<rate, computed, (Ibm/sec) 
IID\ilTFS Adjusted fuel flowrate to standard values (lb/sec) 
WD\ilT\il Oxidizer flowrate, computed, (Ibm/sec) 
WD\ilT\ilS Adjusted oxidizer flowrate to standard values (lb/sec) 
T'ID\ilTT Total flowrate, computed,(lbm/sec) 
IID\ilTTS Total adjusted propellant flowrate to standard values (lb/sec) 
I;FT Fuel flowrate, turbine, rneasured,(c.f.m.) 
W\ilT Oxidizer flowrate, turbine, measured,(c.f.m.) 
YF Expansion factor used for computing fuel £lOT,rate WD\ilTF, computed 
Y\il Expansion factor used for computinr, oxidizer floTvrate HD¢T¢, computed 
ZF Fuel gas compressibility factor, computed 
ZH Fuel gas compressibility factor, computed 
z\ilx Oxidizer gas compressibility factor, computed 
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APPENDIX 2 
TRW Plot Packaqe 
This appendix is a condensed version of HCC Report No. 3141.20-10 dated 
May 1969 and is included as a user's guide for the plotting package of the 
HDOllC program. There are four sections which describe· the follow.ing: (1) Data 
tape format, (2) Data deck description, (3) control card description, and (4) 
Listings of data decks for specffic ~obs. 
Section I: DATA TAPE F0RMAT 
The data tape generated by HDOllC for use by the plotting program, TRWPLT, 
has three record format types. A Type One record contains time and channel 
data. A Type Two record contains time and engineering data. A Type Three 
record contains time and engine performance standardization data. The order 
of data in each record type is as follows: 
Type One Record -
Word 1 - record identifier. 

Word 2 - number of data words in record, =52 

Word 3 - computer time 

Word 4 - pulse reference time 

Words 5-54 - data from each channel 

Type Two Record -
Word 1 - record identifier 

Word 2 - number of data words in record, =23 

Word 3 - computer time 

Word 4 - pulse reference time 

Words 5-25 - engineering data 

Type Three Record -
Word 1 - record identifier 

Word 2 - number of data words in record, =42 

Word 3 - computer time 

Word 4 - pulse reference time 

Words 5-44 - engine performance standardization data 

All the data from the SEL 600 tape is put on the plot tape as well as 
all the data calculated in the engineering and engine performance standardiza­
tion routines. This is pointed out to the user because each point is not 
printed by the HDOllC program. 
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Section II: DATA DECK DESCRIPTION 
For one plot to be made, four cards are required. A description of the 
four required cards is followed by a description of some of the options 
available to the user. 
1.' PL0T - Specifies the variables to be plotted (must be input for 
each plot). 
The variables to be plotted may be specified either by BCD symbols 
or by the variable in the record. The BCD symbols correspond to the 
alphanumeric identification on the channel cards for the Type One 
record. The alphanumeric names of the variables in the Type Two record 
are WD0T0, PNS, PC, F, ISP, WD0TF, CSTAR, CF, MR, Z0X, WD0TT, DCSTAR, 
YF, Y0, ZF, IT, INPNS, M0, MF, GAMMA0, GAMMAF. The alphanumeric names 
of the variables in the Type Three record are F, FSTD, CF, CFSTD, ISP, 
ISPS, CFSV, CFNSV, WD0TT, WD0TTS, ECFS, ECFSTD, WD0T0, WD0T0S, T0D, 
T0DS, WD0TF, WD0TFS, TFD, TFDS, MR, MRS, P0D, P0DS, PC, PCS, PFD, PFDS, 
CSTAR, CSTASD, AE, PAB, CSTAT, CSTATS, AT, ATTC, ETAC, ETACS, PCCI, 
PCCIA. In addition, the two times used by the program are referenced 
by the BCD symbols of TC for computer time and TR for pulse reference 
time. 
A. 	 Specification by BCD symbols: 





XSYM denotes the BCD symbol for the abscissa variable, 
IRECX denotes the record type in whichtASYM will be found,
YSYMi denotes the BCD symbol for the i ordinate variable (i = 1, n where max n = 10),
IRECY denotes the record type in which YSYMi will be found, ENDLST terminates the list of symbols and record types. 
The 	 resultant graph will consist of n traces, XSYM vs. YSYM1, XSYM vs. YSYM2, ... , XSYM vs. YSYM . n 
B. 	 Specification by location of the variable in the record: Note 
that the physical location is determined from the first data 




PL0T = 	L0CX, IRECX, L0CY1, IRECY1, ... , L0CYn, IRECY , ENDLSTn
where: 
L0CX specifies L0CXth data word in the record as the abscissa 
variable, --
IRECX specifigs the record type in which the abscissa variable 
wi 11 be found, 
L0 CY i specifies the L0CYith data word in the record,as the ith 
ordinate variable \i = 1, n where max n'= 10), 
I RECY i specifies the record type in which the data for the ith 
ordinate variable will be found, 
ENDLST terminates the list of locations and record types. 
The resultant graph wi 11 consi st of n traces, DATAL0CX vs. DATAL,0CY l 
vs. ,DATAL0CY2' ... , vs.DATAL0CX DATAL0CX DATAL0CY 
1 

where the symbol DATA denotes the HDOll C processed output data 





PL0T = X, 1, Y, 3, Z, 4, ENDLST 

Two traces will be plotted on the graph, X vs Y and X vx Z 

where the data for X is in record type 1, 

where the data for Y is in record type 3, and 

where the data for Z is in record type 4. 

PL,0T = 4, 2, g, 7, 1, 2, 4, 3, ENDLST 

Three traces will be plotted on the graph, 

DATA4 (Record type 2) vs DATAg (Record type 7), 

DATA4 (Record type 2) vs DATAl (Record type 2), 

DATA4 (Record type 2) vs DATA4 (Record type 3). 

2. 	 ENDPLT - This card marks the termination of the inputs for one plot. 
3. 	 ENDFIL - The appearance of this card marks the termination of the 
inputs for one file and causes that file of data to be plotted. 
4. 	 END RUN - This card marks the termination of all inputs, causes a 
wrap-up to occur and control to exit the program. 
NOTE: 	 The, symbols ENDPLT, ENDFIL, and ENDRUN must appear 
on a separate card from other inputs. To creat more 
than one plot per file, cards 1 and 2 would be repeated
for as many plots as desired. 
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To create labels on the plots, the next three cards can be 
used. It should be noted that once these inputs are defined by 
the user they will be used on all subsequent plots until changed 
or deleted. All are 66 characters in length. Each symbol must 
be followed by = 10 = which indicates any combination of characters 
may follow and is legal. 
5. 	 TITLE - Graph title; printed at the top of the graph. 

EX: TITLE = 10 = USER'S SAt~PLE GRJl.PH TITLE 

6. XLABEL -	 X-'axis title; printed below the independent variable axis. 
EX: XLABEL = 10 = USER'S SAMPLE X-AXIS TITLE 
7. YLABEL -	 Y-axis title; printed to the left of the dependent variable axis. 
EX: YLABEL = 10 = USER'S SAMPLE Y-AXIS TITLE 
TRWPLT automatically scales plots and optimizes the limits to insure 
all points are included. Provision is made for the user to input his 
own scales instead of using TRWPLT automatic logic. If user scale 
inputs are used they will continue to be utilized for each plot until 
changed in some manner by the addition of the following cards. 
8. 	 ISCALX - abscissa scale selector 

= 0 TRWPLT will optimize scaling 

= 1 Input limits will be used 

NOTE: 	 If set = 1 in plot A, and set = 0 in plot B, the 
scales from plot A will be used in plot B also. 
9. 	 ISCALY - ordinate scale selector 

= 0 TRWPLT will do scaling 

= 1 input limits will be used 

NOTE: The -note about ISCALX al so applies to ISCALY. 
10. XL0 - lower 1 i mit for the X-axis 
11. XHI - upper limit for the X-axis 
12. YL0 - lower limit for the Y-axis 
13. YHI - upper limit for the Y-axis 
NOTE: 	 If both XL0 and XHI are zero, then the limits will 
be set equal to the minimum and the maximum of, the 
abscissa data points. If both YL0 and YHI are zero, 
then the limits will be set equal to the minimum snf 
maximum of the ordinate data points. If conjunction
with the note on card 8, the only way to return to 
automatic scaling is to set both limits, XL0 and XHI, 
YL0 and YHI to zero. 
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The next two options are very useful in multi-file and multi~ 
reel plotting. 
14. 	 REPEAT - The card causes the next file of the data tape (or a new 
data tape) to be read and processed with the'-same inputs 
as in the preceding file. 
NOTE: 	 The symbol REPEAT must appear on a separate card 
from other inputs. No new inputs may -be used ~Ii th 
this option except for the next card. 
15. 	 KUNIT - The number of the tape unit on which the input data taoe 
is mounted (initialized to 8). Units 2, 4, 12, and 13' are 
used for working storage and cannot be used. 
This description does not cover all the inputs to TRWPLT 
although, those described above will allow the user a fair degree of 
sophistication for plotting. 
Section III: 	 DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL CARDS 
Because of the possibility of a double execution of HDOllC and TRWPLT, 
control cards for both programs will be discussed. 
1. Control cards for HDOllC 
Card Column 
12345678 ... 61-74 
A. V P 4 RUN 6 Fl, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, FlO NAME_ 
B. V ASG X= aaaaa 
C. V ASG G = SBBBB 
D. V XQT CUR 
E. TRW X 
F. IN X 
G. TRW X 
H. V XQT HDO" C 
I. HDOll C DATA DECK 
J. V E0F 
Description: 
A. The fields for card A are as follows: 




a) 	 "A" - Special priority to be used only with approval 
of the MSC operations monitor of shift supervisor. 
b) 	 "P" - Standard pri ori ty to be used for EXPRESS jobs 
and for those groups that have been authorized priority
for specific jobs. 
c) 	 "z" - To be used for all nominal work. 
Fl - Six character badge number 
F2 - Division code 
F3 - Building, box number 
F4 - Project number (1-6 characters) 
F5 - Program number (-1-6 characters) 
F6 - Type run (1 character) 
F7 - Estimated time for run (min) 
Fa - Estimated hundreds of pages output for run 
F9 - -Pri nt channel 
FlO 	 - Punch channel 
Name - Programmer's name 
Fields Fl - F6 are always required. Fields F7 - FlO are optional.
System will use 3 minutes and 100 pages for F7 and Fa, respectively,
if not input. 
B. 	 aaaaa is the tape number of the program tape 
C. 	 88888 is the tape number of the data tape 
D. 	 Execute the complex utility routine to manipulate tapes 
E. 	 Rewind tape X to load point 
F. 	 Read program into PCF area 
G. 	 Rewind tape X to load point 
H. 	 Execute the program 
I. 	 Data deck 
J. 	 End of file card 
2. 	 Control card for microfilm output 
If any type of microfilm output is desired, either from HDOllC or 
TRWPLT, the following card must be put in the deck after card A. 
Card Column 
1 2 3 4 
'V PLT 
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3. Control cards for HDDllC and TRWPLT 
Card Column 

1 2 3 4 5 6 78. 61-74 

A. 'V P RUN Fl, F2, . . ., Fl D NAME 
B. 'V PLT 
C. 'V ASG X ='CLCLCLCLCL 
D. 'V ASG Y = TRWPLT 
E. 'V ASG F 
F. 'V ASG G = ililililil 
G. 'V XQT CUR 
H. TRW X 
1. IN X 
J. TRW X 
K. 'V XQT HOD" C 
L. HDDll C DATA DECK 
M. 'V XQT CUR 
N. ERS 
D. TRW Y 
P. IN Y 
Q. TRW Y 
R. 'V XQT TRWPLT 
S. PL0T DATA DECK 
T. 'V E0F 
Description: 
A,B,C. Discussed above 
D. Identifier to tell operator to hang TRWPLT tape on Unit Y 
E. Fastrand file that will contain the plot 'data for TRWPLT 
F-M. Discussed above 
N. Clear the PCF area 
D. Rewind tape Y to the load point 
P. Read TRWPLT into PCF area 
Q. Rewind tape Y to load point 
R. Execute TRWPLT 
S. TRWPLT data deck 
T. Discussed above 
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If the user wants to save the plot data on' a tape and plot it at 
a later time, the following change should be made. 
a) Remove card B, D 

b) Change card E to 

'lS ASG F=SAVE 

c) Remove cards M-S 

4. Control cards for TRWPLT 
Card Columns 

1 2 345 6 7 8 . 61-74 

A. '1 P RUN Fl, ., FlO NAME 
B. '1 PLT 
C. v ASG Y = TRWPLT 
D. v ASG F = CtCtCtCtCt 
E. v XQT CUR 
F. TRW Y 
G. IN Y 
H. TRW Y 
1. v XQT TRWPLT 
J. TRWPLT DATA DECK 
K. v E0F 
All cards have been explained previously except D. D contains the 
number of the data tape to be plotted. 
Section IV. LISTINGS OF DATA DECKS FOR SPECIFIC JOBS 
The listings in this section represent the deck setups necessary to carry 
out a specific function. The header on each deck gives the purpose of each 
deck. 
It shoul d be noted that the user has the abil i ty to use thi s plot 
package to cross plot, i.e., plot variable against variable, not just variable 
against time. It is also possible to plot one record type against another 
record type. The last listing gives an example of this cross plotting capability. 
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******* DECK SETUP FOR EXECUTION OF HDOIIC PROGRAM ONLY ******* 
'VZ RUN T59368,FM7,12,1135N,266310,P,3,1 PRINGLE,R.W. 
V ASG G=48921 
V ASG X=23856 




V XOT HDOllC 
01 F 1 0.04 LBF 
02 PC 1 0.1 PSIA 
03 FV 1 1.0 CNTS 
04 PFI 1 0.1 PSI A 
05 POI 1 0.1 PSIA 
06 PFIl -I 0.1 PSIA 













-J, 10 POFO 1 0.01 PSID 
11 PDOO 1 0.01 PSID 
12 PFICI 1 0.1 PSIA 
13 POlC 1 0.1 PSIA 
14 PFIC2 1 0.1 PSIA 
15 SS 1 1.0 CNTS 
16 PHI 1 0.1 PSIA 
17 POT! 1 0.1 PSIA 
18 TFI 1 118 218 OEGF 
19 TOI 1 118 218 DEGF 
20 TC1 1 120 220 DEGF 
21 TC2 1 120 220 DEGF 
22 TC3 1 120 220 DEGF 
23 TC4 1 120 220 DEGF 
24 TC5 1 120 220 DEGF 












































l>-	 SO RUNNON 

I-' 
I 118 2 










































































118 218 OEGF 

118 218 OEGF 

118 218 OEGF 



















































******* DECK SETUP FOR EXECUTION OF HOOllC PROGRAM WITH MICROFILM OUTPUT ******* 
VIZ RUN T59368,FM7,12,1135N,266310,P,3,1 PRINGLE,R.W. 
V PLT 
V ASG G=48921 









V XOT HOOllC 

01 F 1 0.04 LBF 

02 PC 1 0.1 PSIA 

03 FV 1 1.0 CNTS 

04 PFI 1 0.1 PSIA 

05 POI 1 0.1 PSIA 

06 PHI 1 0.1 PSIA 

N 
il> 07 POll 1 0.1 PSIA 
. 
.... 
I 08 PHD 1 0.1 PSIA 
.... PSIA09 PTOO 1 0.1 

10 POFO 1 0.01 PSIO 

11 POOO 1 0.01 PSIO 

12 PHCl 1 0.1 PSI A 

13 POIC 1 0.1 PSIA 

14 PFIC2 1 0.'1 PSIA 

15 SS 1 1.0 CNTS 

16 PFTI 1 0.1 PSIA 

17 POTI 1 0.1 PSlA 

18 TFI 1 118 218 OEGF 

19 TOI 1 118 218 OEGF 

20 TC1 1 120 220 DEGF 

21 Te2 1 120 220 OEGF 

22 TC3 1 120 220 OEGF 

23 TC4 1 120 220 OEGF 

24 TC5 1 120 220 OEGF 




























































































































118 218 DEGF 

118 218 DEGF 

118 218 DEGF 
























































******* DECK SETUP FOR EXECUTION OF HDOllC SAVING A DATA TAPE FOR TRWPLT ******* 
'ill RUN T59368,FM7,12,1135N,266310,P,3,1 PRINGLE,R.W,. 
'ilS ASG F=SAVE 
'iI ASG G=4892l 
'iI ASG X=23856 




'iI XQT HDOllC 
01 F 1 0.04 LBF 
02 PC I 0.1 PSI A 
03 FV 1 1.0 CNTS 
04 PFI 1 0.1 PSIA 
05 POI 1 0.1 PSIA 














.J>­ 09 PTOO 1 0.1 PSIA 
10 PDFO 1 0.01 PSID 
11 PDOO 1 0.01 PSID 
12 PFICI 1 0.1 PSI A 
13 POIC 1 0.1 PSIA 
14 PFIC2 1 0.1 PSIA 
15 SS 1 1.0 CNTS 
16 PFTI 1 0.1 PSIA 
17 POTI 1 0.1 PSIA 
18 TFI 1 118 218 DEGF 
19 TOI 1 118 218 DEGF, 
20 TCI 1 120 220 DEGF 
21 TC2 1 120 220 DEGF 
22 TC3 1 120 220 DEGF 
23 TC4 1 120 220 OEGF 
24 TC5 1 120 220 DEGF 


























































































































118 218 OEGF 

118 218 DEGF 

118 218 DEGF 





















































******* DECK SETUP FOR DOUBLE EXECUTION OF HD011C AND TRWPLT ******* 
'ill RUN T59368.FM7.12,1135N,266310,P,3,1 PRINGLE,R.W. 
'iI PLT 
'iI ASG F 
'iI ASG G=48921 
'iI ASG X=23856 
'iI ASG Y=TRWPLT 




'iI XCT HDOllC 
01 F 1 0.04 LBF 
02 PC 1 0.1 PSIA 
03 FV 1 1.0 CNTS 
04 PFI 1 0.1 PSIA po. 
N 05 POI 1 0.1 PSIA 
I 
I-' 06 PFII 1 0.1 PSI A 
"" 07 pall 1 0.1 PSIA 
08 PTFO 1 0.1 PSIA 
09 PTOO 1 0.1 PSIA 
10 PDFO 1 0.01 PSID 
11 PDOO 1 0.01 PSID 
12 PFIC 1 1 0.1 PSI A 
13 POIC 1 0.1 PSIA 
14 PFIC2 1 0.1 PSIA 
15 SS 1 1.0 CNTS 
16 PFTI 1 0.1 PSIA 
17 POT! 1 0.1 PSIA 
18 TFI 1 118 21B OEGF 
19 Tal 1 118 218 DEGF 
20 TC1 1 120 220 DEGF 
21 TC2 1 120 220 DEGF 
22 TC3 1 120 220 OEGF 
23 TC4 1 120 220 DEGF 
24 TC5 1 120 220 DEGF 












32 TFOI 1 118 218 DEGF 

33 TOOl 1 118 218 DEGF 

34 TFT! 1 118 218 DEGF 











40 WFT 1 0.02 CFM 











~ 	 46 
I'V 
I 	 47 
f-' 
00 	 48 
49 
50 RUNNO 1 1. 
118 2 




O. -302. 662. O. 725. 30. 735. 35. 
746. 40. 757. 45. 768. 50. . 779. 55. 
790. 60. 801. 65. 812. 70. 823. 75. 
835. 80. 846. 85. 858. 90. 869. 95. 
881. 100. 892. 105. 904. 110. 4095. 1137. 
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O. -302. 768. 50. 881. 100. 1000. 150. 
1126. 200. 1257. 250. 1394. 300. 1464. 325. 
1535. 350. 1608. 375. 1681. 400. 1756. 425. 
1832. 450. 1909. 475. 1986. 500. 2145. 550. 
2306. 600. 2471. 650. 2639. 700. 4095. 1137. 
1.9273 0.655 0.46 	 1.0 0.624 
0.42 1.0 7.9173 
C 00 1 1 1 0 
CASEND 












XLABEL=ID= COMPUTER TIME SEC 
YLABEL=ID= THRUST LBS 





YLABEL=ID= CHAMBER PRESSURE PSIA 





YLABEL=ID= FUEL INJECTION PRESSURE PSIA 








YLABEL=ID= OXIDIZER INJECTION PRESSURE PSIA 











YLABEL=ID= FUEL IGNITOR INJECTION PRESSURE PSI A 






YLABEL=ID= OXIDIZER IGNITOR INJECTION PRESSURE PSIA 














******* DECK SETUP FOR EXECUTION OF TRWPlT PROGRAM ONLY 




V ASG F=22222 

V ASG Y=TRWPlT 























II> XlABEL=ID= COMPUTER TIME SEC 
N 
I YlABEl=ID= FUEL ORFICE TOTAL PRESSURE PSIA 
N 





YlABEL=ID= OXIDIZER ORFICE TOTAL PRESSURE PSIA 





YLABEl=ID= FUEL ORFICE DELTA P PSIA 





YlABEL=ID= OXIDIZER ORFICE DELTA P PSIA 










YLABEL=IO= INJECTOR FUEL CAVITY PRESSURE NO. 1 PSIA 





YLABEL=ID= INJECTOR OXIDIZER CAVITY PRESSURE PSIA 





YLABEL=ID= INJECTOR FUEL CAVITY PRESSURE NO.2 PSIA 





YLABEL=ID= PRESSURE FUEL TURBINE INLET PSIA 





YLABEL=ID= PRESSURE OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET PSIA 





YLABEL=ID= FUEL INJECTION TEMPERATURE DEG F 
TITLE=ID=,FUEL INJECTION TEMPERATURE (DEG F) 




YLABEL=ID= OXIDIZER INJECTION TEMPERATURE DEG F 





YLABEL=IO= THERMO COUPLE 1 OEG F 





YLABEL=ID= THERMO COUPLE 2 OEG F 





YLABEL=ID= THERMO COUPLE 3 DEG F 






W 	 YHI=500. 
YlABEL=ID= THERMO COUPLE 4 OEG F 





YLABEL=ID= THERMO COUPLE 5 DEG f 






******* DECK SETUP FOR EXECUTION OF TRWPLT WITH MULTIPLE INPUT TAPES ******* 
v Z RUN T5936B, FM7, 12, 1135N,266310,P, 3, 1 PRINGLE,R.W. 
V PL T 
V ASG F=22222 
V ASG G=33333 
V ASG H=44444 
V AS G Y=TRWPLT 














XLABEL=ID= COMPUTER TIME SEC 
YLABEl=ID= THERMO COUPLE 6 DEG F 





YLABEl=ID= FUEL ORFICE IN TEMPERATURE DEG R 





YlABEl=ID= OXIOIZE ORFICE IN TEMPERATURE DEG R 





YLABEl=ID= TEMPERATURE FUEL TURBINE INLET OEG R 










YLABEL=ID= TEMPERATURE OXIDIZER TURBINE INLET DEG R 











YLABEL=ID= FUEL TUR8INE FLOW RATE CFM 











YLABEL=ID= OXIDIZER TURBINE FLOW RATE CFM 











YLABEL=ID=OXIOIZER FLOW RATE LBM SEC 











YLABEL=ID=NOZZLE STAGNATION PRESSURE PSIA 











YLABEL=ID=ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE SEC 











YLABEL=ID=FUEL FLOW RATE LBM/SEC





YLABEL=IO=CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY FT/SEC 





YLABEL=IO= C SUB F 





YLABEL=ID= ENGINE MIXTURE RATIO 





YLABEL=IO= TOTAL FLOW RATE LBM/SEC 





YLABEL=IO= TOTAL IMPULSE 





YLABEL=IO=NOZZLE STAGNATION PRESSURE INTEGRAL LBF SEC/IN2 
TITLE=ID= NOZZLE STAGNATION PRESSURE INTEGRAL (LBF-SEC/IN2) 




YLABEL=ID= TOTAL OXIDIZER CONSUMED LBM 





YLABEL=ID= TOTAL FUEL CONSUMED LBM 







TITLE=ID=CHARACTERISTIC EXHAUST VELOCITY .VS. TOTAL IMPULSE 










TITLE=ID=OXIDIZER FLOW RATE .VS. OXIDIZER ORFICE IN TEMPERATURE 
XLABEL=ID=OXIDIZER ORFICE IN TEMPERATURE DEG R 











This appendix presents the input and output for a sample run with the 
HEPCAT program. Included are the load sheets, a listing of the input and 
the output generated by the program. All option flags in the example pre­
sented in this appendix were set. Pages A3-2 to A3-8 are the load sheets 
used to generate the data deck. Pages A3-9 to A3-27 are a listing generated 
by the program of the input data. Pages A3-28 to A3-78 contain the output 
generated by the HDOllC program. 
A3-1 
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BLOCK I -- INP.UT DATfI -- LOAD SHEETS CARD INPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 
01 F 1 0.01 LBF 

02 PC 1 0.1 PSIA 

03 FV 1 1.0 CNTS 

04 PFI 1 0.1 PSIA 

POI 1 0.1 PSIA 

06 PFII 1 0.1 PSIA 

07 POll 1 0.1 PSIA 

DB PTFO 1 0.1 PSI A 

09 PTOO 1 0.1 PSIA 

POFO 1 0.01 PSID 

11 POOO 1 0.01 PSIO 

12 PFICI 1 0.1 PSIA 
13 POIC 1 0.1 PSIA 
14 PFIC2 1 0.1 PSIA 
SS 1 1.0 CNTS 
16 PFTI 1 0.1 PSIA 
:.> 17 pon 1 0.1 PSI Aw
.!- ,18 TFI 1 118 218 OEGF 
"" 19 TOI 1 118 218 OEGF 
TC1 1 12'0 220 OEGF 

21 TC2 1 120 220 DEGF 

22 TC3 1 120 220 DEGF 

23 TC4 1 120 220 DEGF 
24 TC5 1 120 220 DEGF 












32 TfOI 1 118 218 DEGF 

33 TOOl 1 118 218 DEGF 

34 TFT! 1 118 218 DEGF 









BLOCK I INPUT 
39 

40 WFT 1 
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-- RUN NO. -- 001501 
30. 735. 35. 
50. 779. 55. 
70. 823. 75. 
90. 869. 95. 
110. 4095. 1~37 • 
100. 1000. 150. 
300. 1464. 325. 
400. 1756. 425. 
500. 2145. 550. 






BLUCK I -- INPUT CONSTANTS -- CARO INPUT VARIABLES -- RUN NO. 00150 1 
AC 7.9173 AE 2.1275 AT .4255 CFl .1603 CF2 .9905 

CF3 .0031 CF4 74.0000 D:STAR .0000 DHO .4200 DOD .4600 

DPH 1.0000 OPD 1.0000 G 32.1302 GAMMA 1.4000 IDUMP .0000 

IPC 1.0000 IPLOT 1.0000 !RATED 1.0000 K .9993 KF .6240 

KO .6550 MICROT 17.0000 MWH 2.0160 MWO 32.0000 NDP .0000 

NP 1.0000 PAB .0000 P: S 30.0000 PFDS 40.0000 PODS 40.0000 

TFUS 67.0000 TODS 67.0000 

BLOCK I -- TABLES OF SCALES. CALIBRATION CURVES AND BIASES -- CARD INPUT VARIABLES RUN NO. -- 001501 
THE SCALING FACTORS FOR REQUESTED CHANNELS ARE 
CH PARAM FACTOR CH PARAM FAC TOR CH PARAM FACTOR CH PARAM FACTOR CH PARAM FACTOR 

1 F .0100 2 PC .1000 3 FV 1.0000 4 PFI .1000 5 POI .1000 

6 PF I I .1000 7 PO II .1000 8 PTFO .1000 9 PTOO .1000 10 POFO .0100 

". 11 PDOU .0100 12 PF IC 1 .1000 13 POI C .1000 14 PFIC2 .1000 15 SS 1.0000 
"' I 16 PFTI .1000 17 POT! .1000 40 WFT .0200 41 WOT .0100 50 RUNNO 1.0000 ~ 
COUNTS TO Mill I-VOL TS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 18 TFI CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ .0000 5COO.0000/ 5000.0000 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. U~ITS CALIBRATIUN CURVE FOR CHANNEL 1B TFI CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ -302.0000 662.0000/ .0000 725.0000/ 30.0000 735.0000/ 35.0000 746.0000/ 40.0000 
757.0000/ 45.0000 768.0000/ 50.0000 779.0000/ 55.0000 790.0000/ 60.0000 801.0000/ 65.0000 
812.0000/ 70.0000 823.0000/ 75.0000 835.0000/ 80.0000 846.0000/ 85.0000 858.0000/ 90.0000 
869.0000/ 95.0000 881.0000/ 100.0000 892.0000/ 105.0000 904.0000/ 110.0000 4095.0000/ 1137.0000 
BLUCK I -- TABLES OF SCALES. CALIHRATION CURVES AND BIASES CARD INPUT VARIABLES -- RUN NO. -- 001501 
COUNTS TO MILL I-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 19 TOI CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ .OCOO 5000.0000/ 5000.0000 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. UNITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 19 TOI CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS -­
ABSCISSA/ORDINAT E AB SC I SSA/ORDI NA TE AB SC I SSA/ORoI NATE ABSC ISSAlORDINAT E ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.OOJO/ -302.0000 662.0000/ .• 0000 725.0000/ 30.0000 735.0000/ 35.0000 746.0000/ 40.0000 
757.0000/ 45.0000 768.0000/ 50.0000 779.0000/ 55.0000 790.00~0/ 60.0000 801.0000/ 65.0000 
B12.0000/ 70.0000 823.0000/ 75.0000 835.0000/ 80.0000 846.0000/ 85.0000 858.0000/ 90.0000 
869.0000/ 95.0000 881.0000/ 1~0.0000 892.0000/ 105.0000 904.0000/ 110.0000 4095.0000/ 1137.0000 
COUNTS TO MILL I-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 20 TCI CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISS A/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ .0000 5000.0000/ 5000.0000 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. JNITS CALIBRATION CU~VE FOR CHANNEL 20 TCI CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ -302.0000 768.0000/ 50.0000 881.0000/ 10~.0000 1000.0000/ 150.0000 1126.0000/ 200.0000 
1257.0000/ 250.0000 1394.0000/ 300.0000 1464.0000/ 325.0000 1535.0000/ 350.0000 1608.0000/ 375.0000 
1681.0000/ 400.000~ 1756.0000/ 425.0000 1832.0000/ 450.0000 1909.0000/ 475.0000 1986.0000/ 500.0000 
2145.0000/ 550.0000 2306.0000/ 600.0000 2471.0000/ 650.0000 2639.0000/ 700.0000 4095.0000/ 1137.0000 
BLOCK I -- TABLES OF SCALES, CALIBRATION CURVES AND BIASES CARD INPUT VARIABLES -- RUN NO. 
CUUNTS TO MILL I-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 21 TC2 CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABSC ISS A/O RDI~ ATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE AS SC I SSAlORDI NAT E ABSCISSAlORDINAT E 

.00001 .0000 5000.0000/ 5000.0000 

MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. U~ITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 21 TC2 CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSC I SS AID RDI NAT E ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ -302.0000 768.00001 50.0000 881.0000/ 100.0000 1000.0000/ 150.0000 

1257.00001 250.0000 1394.0000/ 300.0000 1464.0000/ 325.0000 1535.0000/ 350.0000 

1681.0000/ 400.0000 1756.0000/ 425.0000 1832.0000/ 450.0000 1909.0000/ 475.0000 

2145.00001 550.0000 2306.0000/ 600.000) 2471.0000/ 650.0000 2639.0000/ 700.0000 

COUNTS TU MILL I-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 22 TC3 CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.00001 .0000 5000.00001 5000.0000 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. UNITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 22 TC3 CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.OOCO/ -302.0000 768.0000/ 50.0000 881.0000/ 100.0000 1000.0000/ 150.0000 

1257.0000/ 250.0000 1394.0000/ 300.0000 1464.0000/ 325.0000 1535.0000/ 350.0000 

1681.0000/ 400.0000 1756.0000/ 425.0000 1832.0000/ 450.0000 1909.0000/ 475.0000 
















BLOCK I -- TABLES OF SCALES. CALIBRATION CURVES AND BIASES CARD INPUT VARIABLES -- RUN NO. -- 001501 
COUNTS TO MILLI-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 23 TC4 CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABSCISS AlDRDINAT E ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE 
.00001 .0000 5000.00001 50eo.oooo 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. UNITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 23 TC4 CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE 
.00001 -302.0000 768.00001 50.0000 881.00001 100.0000 1000.00001 150.0000 1126.00001 200.0000 
1257.00001 250.0000 1394.00001 300.0000 1464.00001 325.0000 1535.00001 350.0000 1608.00001 375.0000 
1681.00001 400.0000 1756.00001 425.0000 1832.00001 450.0000 1909.00001 475.0000 1986.00001 500.0000 
2145.00001 550.0000 2306.00001 600.0000 2471.00001 650.0000 2639.00001 700.0000 4095.00001 1137.0000 
COUNTS TO MILLI-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 24 TCS CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS -­
~ ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE 
~ .00001 .0000 5000.00001 5000.0000 
" 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. UNITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 24 TC5 CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE 
.00001 -302.0000 768.00001 50.0000 881.00001 100.0000 1000.00001 150.0000 1126.00001 200.0000 
1257.00001 250.0000 1394.00001 300.0000 1464.00001 325.0000 1535.00001 350.0000 1608.00001 375.0000 
1681.00001 400.0000 1756.00001 425.0000 1832.00001 450.0000 1909.00001 475.0000 1986.00001 500.0000 
2145.00001 550.0000 2306.00001 600.0000 2471.00001 650.0000 2639.00001 700.0000 4095.00001 1137.0000 
BLOCK I -- TABLES OF SCALES, CALIijRATION CURVES AND BIASES CARD INPUT VARIABLES -- RUN 
COUNTS TO MILLI-VDLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 25 TC6 CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.OOCO/ .0000 5000.0000/ 5000.0000 
MILLI-VDLTS TO ENG. U~ITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 25 TC6 CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSC I S SA/OROI NA TE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ -302.0000 768.0000/ 50.000D 881.00001 100.0000 1000.0000/ 150.0000 
1257.0000/ 250.0000 1394.0000/ 300.0000 1464.0000/ 325.0000 1535.0000/ 350.0000 
1681.0000/ 400.0000 1756.0000/ 425.0000 1832.00001 450.0000 1909.00001 475.0000 
.2145.0000/ 550.0000 2306.0000/ 600.000J 2471.0000/ 650.0000 2639.0000/ 700.0000 
COUNTS TO MILLI-VOLTS CALIBRATIUN CURVE FOR CHANNEL 32 TFOI CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS -­
.. 
W ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE 
I 
.0000/ .0000 5000.00001 5000.000D ~ 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. U~ITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 32 TFOI CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSAIORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.00001 -302.0000 662.0000/ .0000 725.0000/ 30.0000 735.00001 35.0000 
757.0000/ 45.0000 768.0000/ 50.0000 779.0000/ 55.0000 790.0000/ 60.0000 
B12.0000/ 70.0000 B23.0000/ 75.0000 835.00001 80.0000 846.00001 85.0000 
869.0000/ 95.0000 881.00001 100.0000 892.00001 105.0000 904.0000/ 110.0000 
NO. -- 001501 
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 











BLOCK I -- TABLES OF SCALES. CALIBRATION CURVES AND BIASES -- CARD INPUT VARIABLES -- RUN NO. 
COUNTS TO MILL I-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 33 TOOl CONS ISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABS CI SS A/O RD IN ATE ABSC ISSA/ORDI NA TE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ .0000 5000.0000/ 5000.0000 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. UNITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 33 TOOl CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCI SS AI ORO INAT E 
.0000/ -302.0000 662.0000/ .0000 725.0000/ 3D.OOJO 735.0000/ 35.0000 
757.0000/ 45.0000 768.00001 50.0000 779.0000/ 55.0000 790.00001 60.0000 
812.0000/ 70.0000 823.0000/ 75.0000 835.0000/ 80.0000 846.0000/ 85.0000 
869.00JO/ 95.0000 881.00001 100.0000 892.0000/ 105.0000 904.0000/ 110.0000 
COUNTS TO MILLI-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 34 TFTI CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS -­
0>­
w A8SCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE A8SCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/OROINATE
I 
.00001 .0000 5000.0000/ 5000.0000
'" 
'" 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. U~ITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 34 TFTI CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ -302.0000 662.0000/ .0000 725.00001 30.0000 735.0000f 35.0000 
757.0000/ 45.0000 768.0000/ 50.0000 779.00001 55.0000 790.0000f 60.0000 
812.0000/ 70.0000 823.00001 75.0000 835.00001 80.0000 846.0000/ 85.0000 














BLOCK I -- TABLES OF SCALES. CALIBRATION CURVES AND BIASES -- CARD INPUT VARIABLES -- RUN NO. -- 001501 
COUNTS TO MILL I-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 35 TOTI CONSISTS OF 2 POINTS --
ABS CI SS AID RD IN AT E ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE A8S C I SSA/O RD I NA TE 
.0000/ .0000 5000.0000/ 5000.0000 
MILLI-VOLTS TO ENG. U~ITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL 35 TOTI CONSISTS OF 20 POINTS --
ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE ABSCISSA/ORDINATE 
.0000/ -302.0000 662.0000/ .0000 725.0000/ 30.0000 735.0000/ 35.0000 746.0000/ 40.0000 
757.0000/ 45.0000 768.0000/ 50.0000 779.0000/ 55.0000 790.0000/ 60.0000 801.0000/ 65.0000 
812.0000/ 70.0000 823.0000/ 75.0000 835.0000/ 80.0000 846.0000/ 85.0000 858.0000/ 90.0000 





BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C .0000 -- SEC 
F .0020 PC 17.1000 FV 462.8000 PFI .7100 POI 3.2400 
PFII 241.0800 POll 192.9200 PTFO 235.9700 PTOO 189.8300 POFO .0730 
POOO .1470 PFICI 16.4300 POle 312.8800 PFIC2 14.6000 SS 499.6000 
PFT I 263.0800 POTI 210.5400 TF I 58.7727 TOI 57.7273 TCI 71.3717 
TC2 71.9027 TC3 71.6372 T:4 71.2389 TC5 71.7699 TC6 71.1504 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.4545 TOOl 55.4545 TFTI 55.9091 TOTI 55.0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0040 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C .1000 -- SEC 
F .•0050 PC 14.7000 FV 506.3000 PFI .0000 POI .0000 
. PF I I 262.8400 POll 210.8700 PTFO 262.2000 PTOO 210.1900 POFO .0060 
)t> 
w POOO .0140 PFIC1 14.6700 POIC 312.9100 PFIC2 14.6100 5S 499.7000 
I PFTI 263.0700 POTI 210.5500 TFI 58.6364 TOI 57.8182 TC1 71.4159 
, '" 
<XI TC2 72.0354 TC3 71.6814 TC4 71.5044 TC5 71.9469 TC6 71.1504 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .OOQO .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.5454 TOOl 55.5454 TFT! 56.1818 TOTI 55.2727 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0080 
WOT .0040 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK 11 OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C .2000 -- SEC 
F .0040 PC 14.7100 FV 505.7000 PFI .0000 POI .0000 
PHI 262.9200 POll 210.9000 PTFO 262.3000 PTOO 210.2000 POFO .0060 
POOO .0150 PFICI 14.7100 POIC 14.6000 PFIC2 14.6400 SS 498.4000 
PFTI· 409.5000 POTI 210.5800 TFI 59.0909 TOI 57.7273 TCI 71.2832 
TC2 71.8584 TC3 71.6814 T:4 71.4602 TC5 71.8584 TC6 71.1947 
.0000 • 0000 .0000 .0000 . .0000 
.0000 TFJI 55.6364 TOOl 55.4545 TFTI 55.9091 TOTI 55.0909 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RU\I NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C .9000 -- SEC 
F .0000 PC 14.7100 FV 505.7000 PFI .0000 POI .0000 
PFII 262.8700 POll 210.8800 PTFO 262.3000 PTOO 210.2000 POFO .0110 
POOO .0170 PFICI 14.7000 POIC 14.5900 PFIC2 14.6400 SS 498.6000 
PFTI 263.1800 POTI 210.5800 TF I 58.7727 TOI 57.6818 TCI 71.4602 
TC2 71.8142 TC3 71.7257 T:4 71.3717 TC5 71.9469 TC6 71.1504 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.7273 TOOl 55.4545 TFTI 55.9091 TOTI 55.0909 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0020 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 . RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C -- 1.0000 -- SEC 
F 5.0570 PC 263.0200 FV 2102.8000 PFI 262.9500 POI 210.9700 
PfIl 262.4300 POll 210.2000 PTFO .0700 PTOO .1300 PDFO 1.4700 
.. POOO 1.4630 PF IC 1 14.6300 POIC 352.7500 PFIC2 263.2000 SS 2105.7000 
I" PHI 78.7200 POTI 7B.4900 TfI 71.8182 TOI 72.5455 TCI 71.6372 
~ " TC2 71.6814 TC3 71.9469 TC4 71.1504 TC5 737.0069 TC6 114.4118 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFnI 56.4545 TOOl 55.0909 TFTI 55.2727 TOTI 53.9091 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WH 3.0360 
WOT .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 146.6000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C -- 1.1000 SEC 
F 1.4840 PC .1500 FV 2632.0000 PFI 50.5900 POI 262.9500 
PFII 210.3000 PJII 262.2700 PTFO 210.9000 PTOO .0700 PDFO 21.0230 
POOO 1.4630 PF IC 1 .1600 POIC 14.6100 PFIC2 14.6200 SS 2631.9000 
PHI 352.BI00 POTI 78.6900 TFI 496.3721 TOI 71.8636 TCI 57.0796 
TC2 11.8584 TC3 72.3451 TC4 72.0796 TC5 71.5487 TC6 737.3971 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 56.6364 TOOl 55.9091 TFTI 55.5454 TOTI 55.2727 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 15.6000 
WOT .3300 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1.0000 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C 2.4000 -- SEC 
F .0040 PC 14.6400 FV 505.6000 'PF I 263.1700 POI 210.3800 
PF I I 409.5000 POll 210.8500 PTFO 262.3600 PTOO 210.2100 POFO .0060 
POOO .0140 PF IC 1 14.6700 POle 14.6200 PFIC2 14.6200 SS 3527.4000 
PFT I 263.2100 pon 210.5900 TF I 58.9091 TOI 57.8636 TC 1 71.3717 
TC2 72.2124 TC3 71.6814 TC4 71.6372 TC5 72.1239 TC6 71.3274 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFO I 55.5454 TOOl 55.5454 TFTI 56.0000 TOTI 55.1818 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0040 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 2.5000 -- SEC 
F .0040 PC 14.7200 FV 505.7000 PFl 263.2200 POI 210.3700 
PFII 409.5000 POll 210.9200 PTFO 262.3900 PTOO 210.2400 POFO .0100 
POOO .0170 PF IC 1 14.7200 POIC 14.6500 PFIC2 14.6400 SS 3527.1000~ PFTI 263.2400 POT! 210.6100 TFI 58.9545 TOl 58.0454 TC1 71.4159w 
TC2 72.2566 TC3 71.7257 TC4 71.5487 TC5 72.1239 TC6 71.5044'" 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.6364 TOOl 55.6364 TFTI 55.9091 TOTI 55.2727 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0060 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 2.6000 -- SEC 
F 20.7850 PC 14.6900 FV 506.1000 PF I 263.2500 POI 210.3400 
PFII 263.0800 POll 409.5000 PTFO 409.5000 PTOO 210.2500 POFO .0100 
POOO .0130 PFICI 14.7200 POIC 14.5700 PFIC2 14.6000 SS 3526.3000 
PFTI 263.25QO POT! .210.6100 TFI 58.7727 TOI 57.6818 TCI 71.1504 
TC2 71.9911 TC3 71.5929 TC4 71.4602 TC5 72.1239 TC6 71.3274 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.7273 TOOl 55.4545 TFTI 55.9091 TOTI 55.0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0020 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































BLOCK 11 OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C 3.9000 -- SEC 
F .0000 PC 14.7200 FV 505.5000 PFl 263.2400 PO I 409.5000 
PFII 262.9900 PO II 210.9300 PTFO 262.2800 PTOO 210.2100 POFO .01l0 
POOO .0150 PFIC 1 14.7000 POIC 14.5900 PFlC2 14.6500 SS 3535.3000 
PHI '263.2200 POTI 210.6000 TF I 58.8636 TOI 57.8182 TCI 71.5487 
TC2 72.1239 TC3 71.6814 T::4 71.3717 TC5 72.1239 TC6 71.4159 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.5454 TOOl 55.4545 TFTI 56.0000 TOTI 55.0909 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0020 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 4.0000 -- SEC 
F .0040 PC 14.6800 FV 505.8000 PFI 263.2100 POI 210.4800 
PFI I 262.9500 PO II 210.8300 PTFO 262.2700 PTOO 210.1500 POFO .0060 
:>- 14.6900 POIC 14.5600 PFIC2 264.9300 SS 3535.2000w POOO .0120 PFICI 
·1 
~ PFT I 263.2700 POll 210.5800 TF I 58.7273 TOI 57.6818 TCI 71.4602 
f-' TC2 72.1681 TC3 71.7257 TC4 71.4159 TC5 72.0354 TC6 71.0177 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.4545 TOOl 55.4545 TFTI 55.9091 TOTI 55.0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0060 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 4.1000 -- SEC 
F .0060 PC 14.7100 FV 505.8000 PFI 263.1500 POI 210.4800 
PFII 262.9500 POll 210.8900 PTFO 262.2800 PTOO 210.2400 POFO .0090 
POOO .0150 PFIC 1 14.6700 POIC 14.6500 PFIC2 265.0200 5S 3535.8000 
PFTI 263.2600 POll 210.5500 TF I 58.5909 TOI 57.7273 TCI 71.4602 
TC2 72.2124 TC3 71.7699 TC4 71.5487 Te5 72.1681 TC6 71.2832 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.4545 TOOl 55.4545 TFTI 55.9091 TOTI 55.3636 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT .0040 
WOT .0040 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C -- 5.4320 -- SEC 
3495.8000 PFI 
237.1200 proo 












































































BLOCK I I OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 5.5320 -- SEC 
F 7.3080 PC 15.6100 FV 3493.4000 PFI 204.9200 POI 171.1400 
PFII 248.4800 P:l 11 196.3000 PTFO 243.7100 PTOO 191.3400 POFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.1060 PF IC 1 47.0900 POI~ 41.9200 PFIC2 46.8600 SS 500.4000 
PFTI 254.6000 POT[ 200.8700 TF I 56.0909 T01 56.5454 TCI 71.2832 
TC2 71.0177 TC3 72.5221 T:: 4 107.9412 TC5 73.4513 TC6 72.2124 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 54.0000 TOOl 54.6364 TFT! 55.4545 TOTI 54.5455 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0'000 WFT 51.9440 
WOT 17.6100 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 5.5320 -- SEC TIME R .3000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .3906 PNS 15.5994 PC 15.6100 F 7.3080 ISP 14.7663 
WOOTF .1044 CSTAR 431.2108 CF 1.1010 MR 3.7425 ZOX .9901 
WDOTT .4949 oCSTAR .0000 YF .9498 YO .9562 IF 1.0102>
'" I IT. 1.6276 INPNS 4.6133 MO .0771 MF .0218 GAMMAO 1.4278 
.J>o 
CXl GAMMAF 1.4095 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C -- 5.5320 -- SEC TIME R .3000 -- SEC 
F \ 7.3080 FSTD 14.0584 CF 1.1010 CFSTD 1.1013 
ISP 14.7663 ISP S 122.1122 CFSV 1.4856 CFNSV 1.4861 
WOOH .4949 WOOTTS .1151 ECFS .7411 ECFSTO .7411 
WOOTO .3906 WOOTOS .0949 TOO 54.6364 TOoS 67.0000 
WOOTF .1044 WOOTFS .0202 TFO 54.0000 TFDS 67.0000 
MR 3.7425 MRS 4.6992 POD 163.2340 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.6100 pes 30.0000 PFD 202.7600 PFOS 40.0000 
CSTAR 431.2108 CSTASO 412.4329 AE 2.1275 PA8 .0000 
CST AT 7992.85~1 CSTATS 7644.7888 AT .4255 ATTC .4255 
ETAC .0539 ETACS .0539 PCCI 3.5548 pee IA 3.4731 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 5.6320 -- SEC 
F 7.3620 PC 15.6700 FV 3495.6000 PFI 214.1400 POI 172.9100 
PFII 259.5800 POll 197.4100 PTFO 254.5900 PTOO 193.4500 POFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.3870 PF IC 1 49.0800 POIC 42.0300 PFIC2 48.6700 SS 500.6000 
PFTI 264.7100 POT! 203.6100 TF I 55.8636 TOI 56.0909 TCI 71.0619 
TC2 70.2655 TC3 72.5221 TC4 119.9160 TC5 73.0088 TC6 72.0354 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 53.6364 TOOl 54.3636 TFTI 55.4545 TOTI 54.4545 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 101FT 81.8560 
WOT 20.6640 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 5.6320 -- SEC TIME R .4000 -- SEC 
WoOTO .3948 PNS 15.6593 PC 15.6700 F 7.3620 ISP 14.6732 
WDOTF .1069 CSTAR 426.9848 CF 1.1049 MR 3.6927 ZOX .9899i» 
w 
I. WoOTT .5017 OCSTAR .0000 YF .9520 YO .9563 IF 1.0107 
.0- n 2.3661 INPNS 6.1780 MO .1163 MF .0324 GAMMAO 1.4282\0 
GAMMAF 1.4096 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C 5.6320 -- SEC -- TIME R .4000 -- SEC 
F 7.3620 FSTD 14.1087 CF 1.1049 CFSTO 1.1053 
ISP 14.6732 ISP S 123.14B7 CFSV 1.4856 CFNSV 1.4861 
WDOTT .5017 WDOTTS .1146 ECFS .7437 ECFSTD .7437 
WoOTO .3948 WDOTOS .0949 TOO 54.3636 TOOS 67.0000 
WOOTF .1069 WDOTFS .0196 TFD 53.6364 TFDS 67.0000 
HR 3.6927 MRS 4.8396 POD 165.0630 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.6700 PCS 30.0000 PFD 213.6400 PFDS 40.0000 
CSTAR 426.9848 CSTASD 404.8227 AE 2.1275 PAB .0000 
CSTAT 8010.3242 CSTATS 7594.5579 AT .4255 ATTC .4255 



























































































































































214.2600 POI 175.0500 
195.7900 PDFO 40.9500 
49.0000 SS 500.9000 
56.1364 TCI 71.2389 
73.00B8 TC6 71.9469 
.0000 .0000 
55.8182 TOTI 54.4545 
.0000 WFT 81.4160 
.0000 .0000 
.0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
TIME R .5000 -- SEC 
7.7950 ISP 15.3944 
3.7428 ZOX .9898 
.9563 ZF 1.0106 
.0431 GAHMAO 1.4286 
TIME R .5,000 -- SEC 
1.1610 CFSTO 1.1613 
1.4856 CFNSV 1.4861 
.7815 ECFSTO .7815 
54.4545 TOOS 67.0000 
54.4545 TFOS 67.0000 
167.0580 PODS 40.0000 
213.3400 PFOS 40.0000 
2.1275 PAB .0000 
.4255 ATTC .4255 
3.4737 PCCIA 3.3957 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 5.8320 -- SEC 
F 7.3470 PC 15.6700 FV 3497.0000 PFI 208.8900 POI 175.6200 
PFIl 252.6900 POIl 200.6ioo PTFO 248.0700 PTOD 196.3400 POFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.8280 PF IC 1 47.8100 POIC 42.8500 PFIC2 47.6100 SS 500.4000 
PFT I 256.3100 POTI 205.8600 TF I 56.3182 TOI 56.0000 TCI 71.3717 
TC2 69.0708 TC3 72.9646 TC4 136.0924 TC5 72.5664 TC6 71.4602 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 54.6364 TOOl 54.0909 TFTI 56.2727 TOT I 53.5454 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 71.0160 
WOT 19.7560 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 5.8320 -- SEC TIME R .6000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .4010 PNS 15.6593 PC 15.6700 F 7.3470 ISP 14.,5118 
WOOlf .1053 CSTAR 423.1496 CF 1.1026 MR 3.8075 lOX .9897l> 
w 	 WOOTT ' .5063 OCSTAR .0000 YF .9507 YO .9563 ZF 1.0104
.\; 
I-' 	 IT 3.8831 INPNS 9.3272 MO .1962 MF .0537 GAMMAO 1.4287 
GAMMAF 1.4095 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C -- 5.8320 -- SEC TIME R .6000 -- SEC 
F 7.3470 FSTO 14.0790 CF 1.1026 CFSTO 1.1029 
ISP 14.5U8 ISP S 122.5544 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WOOTT .5063 WaOHS .1149 ECFS .7422 ECFSTO .7422 
WOOTO .4010 WOOTOS .0949 TOO 54.0909 TOOS 67.0000 
WOOTF .1053 WOOTFS .0200 TFO 54.6364 TFOS 67.0000 
MR 3.8075 MRS 4.7515 POD 167.5120 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.6700 PCS 30.0000 PFO 207.1200 PFOS 40.0000 
CSTAR 423.1496 CSTASO 404.8979 AE 2.1275 PAB .0000 
CST AT 7969.771'7 CSTATS 7626.0118 AT .4255 ATTC .4255 
ETAC .0531 ETACS .0531 PCCI 3.4806 PCCIA 3.4023 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -­ 001501 -- TIME C -­ 5.9320 -- SEC 
F 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































8LOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.1320 -- SEC 
F 7.7030 PC 15.7100 FV 3499.8000 PFI 210.3800 POI 175.5200 
PFII 254.6600 POll 200.4200 PTFO 249.8900 PTOO 196.1500 POFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.7930 PFIC1 48.2000 POIC 42.2100 PFIC2 47.9100 SS 500.3000 
PFTI 258.6400 POTI 205.6100 TFI 56.4091 TOI 55.7727 TC1 71.3717 
TC2 67.5664 TC3 73.9380 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 71.0177 TC6 519.4968 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.0000 TOOl 54.0909 TFTI 56.7273 TOTI 52.5455 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 101FT 73.7240 
WOT 19.5240 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 6.1320 -- SEC TIME R .9000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .4005 PNS 15.6993 PC 15.7100 F 7.7030 ISP 15.2165 
WOOTF .1057 CSTAR 424.2725 CF 1.1531 MR 3.7895 ZOX .9898 
It­
co WDOTT .5062 DCSTAR .0000 YF .9511 YO .9563 ZF 1.0105 ( 
In IT 6.1549 INPNS 14.0370 MO .3162 MF .0854 GAMMAO 1.4287
.,. GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.1320 -- SEC TIME R .9000 -- SEC 
F 7.7030 FSTD 14.7238 CF 1.1531 CFSTD 1.1535 
ISP 15.2165 ISP S 128.2756 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WDOTT .5062 WDons .1148 ECFS .7762 ECFSTO .7762 
WDOTO .4005 WOOTOS .0949 TOO 54.0909 TOOS 67.0000 
'WDOTF .1057 WDOTFS .0199 TFo 55.0000 TFDS 67.0000 
MR 3.7895 MR/S 4.7754 POD 167.3570 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.7100 pes 30.0000 PFo 208.9400 PFDS 40.0000 
CSTAR 424.2725 CSTASO 405.1907 AE 2.1275 PAB .0000 
CST AT 7976.1679 CSTATS 7617.4373 AT .4255 Alle .4255 
ETAC '.0532 ETAes .0532 Pcel 3.4802 peCIA 3.4019 ' 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.2320 -- SEC 
F 7.4970 PC 15.6500 FV 3495.4000 PFI 210.4900 POI 175.5000 
PFlI 254.9600 POll 200.3000 PTFO 250.1600 PTOO 196.1700 PDFO 40.9500 
PDOO 2B.7680 PF IC 1 48.2500 POIC 42.3200 PF IC2 48.0700 SS 500.4000 
PFTI 259.1200 POTI 205.5500 TF I 56.2727 TOI 55.5909 TCI 71.2832 
TC2 66.8142 TC3 73.9823 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 70.8407 TC6 519.4968 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 54.8182 TOOl 54.0000 TFTI 56.8182 TOTI 51.8182 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 73.7920 
WOT 19.3320 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 6.2320 -- SEC TIME R 1.0000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .4004 PNS 15.6393 PC 15.6500 F 7.4970 ISP 14.8101 
WDOTF .1058 CSTAR 422.6664 CF 1.1266 MR 3.7857 ZOX .9897 
:> WOOTT .5062 OCSTAR .0000 YF .9511 YO .9563 IF 1.0105w 
lJl 
I IT 6.9142 INPNS 15.6052 MO .3562 HF .0959 GAMMAO 1.4287 
lJl GAMHAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.2320 -- SEC TIME R 1.0000 -- SEC 
F 7.4970 FSTD 14.3850 CF 1.1266 CFSTD 1.1269 
ISP 14.8101 ISPS 125.4001 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WDOTT .5062 WDOHS .1147 ECFS .7583 ECFSTD .7583 
WOOTO .4004 WOOTOS .0949 TOO 54.0000 TODS 67.0000 
WDOTF .1058 WDOTFS .0199 TFO 54.8182 TFDS 67.0000 
HR 3.7857 MRS 4.7759 POD 167.4020 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.6500 PCS 30.0000 PFO 209.2100 PFDS 40.0000 
CSTAR 422.6~64 CSTASD 403.5793 AE 2.1275 PAB .0000 
CSTAT 7977.5300 CSTATS 7617.2751 AT .4255 AHC .4255 
HAC .0530 HACS .0530 PCCI 3.4639 PCCIA 3.3863 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.3320 -- SEC 
F 7.6870 PC 15.6800 FV 3497.6000 PFI 211.0000 POI 175.4900 
PFI1 255.2600 PO II 200.3800 PTFO 250.5700 PTOO 196.1500 POFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.6310 PFIC1 48.6200 POIC 42.6100 PFIC2 47.9900 SS 500.7000 
PFT I 259.2300 POTI 205.5500 TF I 56.4545 TOI 55.6818 TCI 71.5044 
TC2 66.5487 TC3 74.3363 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 70.7522 TC6 519.4968 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.0000 TOOl 54.1818 TFTI 57.0000 TOTI 51.9091 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 74.6920 
WOT 19.2780 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 6.3320 SEC TIME R 1.1000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .3995 PNS 15.6693 PC 15.6800 F 7.6870 ISP 15.2121 
WOOTF .1059 CSTAR 424.2215 CF 1.1529 MR 3.7739 ZOX .9898 .:.-
WDOTT .5053 DCSTAR .0000 YF .9512 YO .9565 ZF 1.0105
'"0, IT 7.6807 INPNS 17 .1730 140 .3962 MF .1065 GAMMAO 1.4287
'" GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 .:.- TIME C -- 6.3320 -- SEC TIME R 1.1000 -- SEC 
F 7.6870 FSTD 14.7214 CF 1.1529 CFSTD 1.1533 
ISP 15.2121 lSI'S 128.6673 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WDOTT .5053 WDOTTS .1144 ECFS .7760 ECFSTO .7760 
WDOTO .3995 WDOTOS .0946 TOO 54.1818 TODS 67.0000 
WOOTF .1059 WDOTFS .0198 TFD 55.0000 TFOS 67.0000 
HR 3.7739 MRS 4.7673 POD 167.5190 J>ODS 40.0000 
pe . 15.6BOO pes 30.0000 PFO 209.6200 J>FDS 40.0000 
CSTAR 424.2215 CSTASO 405.0149 AE 2.1275 J>AB .0000 
CSTAT 7961.73F CSTATS 7620.3594 AT .4255 ATTC .4255 
ETAC .0531 ETACS .0531 Pcel 3.4672 J>CC I A 3.3895 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RU'l NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.4320 -- SEC 
F 7.6160 PC 15.7100 FV 3500.2000 PFI 210.8200 POI 175.6200 
PFII 255.0700 PJIl 200.3700 PTFO 250.3700 PTOO 196.2600 POFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.7090 PFICI 4'8.1900 POIC 42.5200 PFIC2 48.'1900 SS 500.6000 
PFTI 259.0400 POTI 205.5300 TFI 56.5000 TOI 55.6818 TC1 71.3274 
TC2 66.1947 TC3 74.6903 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 ,70.4425 TC6 69.6903 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.2727 TOOl 54.2727 TFTI ' 57.1818 TOTI 51.7273 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 101FT 74.3560 
WOT 19.3160 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK 111 OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 6.4320 -- SEC TIME R 1.2000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .4000 PNS 15.6993 PC 15.7100 F 7.6160 ISP 15.0565 
WOOTF .1058 CSTAR 424.6075 CF 1.1401 HR 3.7820 ZOX .9898 po. 
UJ WDOTT .5058 DC STAR .0000 YF .9512 YO .9564 IF 1.0105 
I 
lJl IT 8.4453 INPNS 18.7452 MO .4362 MF .1171 GAMMAO 1.4287 
.." GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.4320 -- SEC TIME R 1.2000 -- SEC 
F 7.6160 FSTO 14.5515 CF 1.1401 CFSTO 1.1404 
ISP 15.0565 ISPS 127.0839 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WOOTT .5058 WOOHS .1146 ECFS .7674 ECFSTO .7674 
WOOTO .4000 WDOTOS .0947 TOO 54.2727 TOOS 67.0000 
WOOTF .1058 WOOTFS .0198 TFO 55.2727 TFOS 67.0000 
MR 3.7820 MRS 4.7711 POD 167.5510 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.1100 PCS 30.0000 PFO 209.4200 PFDS 40.0000 
CSTAR 424.6075 CSTASO 405.4571 AE 2.1275 PAB .0000 
CSTAT 7978.84~3 CSTATS 7618.9860 AT .4255 ATTC .4255 
ETAC .0532 ETAes .0532 Pcel 3.4753 pceIA 3.3973 




















































































































































































































BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.6320 -- SEC 
F 1.1050 PC 15.1400 FV 3491.2000 PFI 210.6900 POI 115.5300 
PFIl 255.0900 POll 200.3900 PTFO 250.4000 PTOO 196.2500 PDFO 40.9500 
PO00 28.6190 PFlCl 48.5400 POlC 42.8000 PFlC2 48.2800 SS 500.8000 
PFTI 259.0900 POTI 205.6200 TFI 56.4545 TOI 55.6818 TCI 11.4602 
TC2 65.2212 TC3 15.2655 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 69.9115 TC6 69.2418 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.0909 TOOl 54.1818 TFTI 51.2121 TOTI 50.9091 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 14.3640 
WOT 19.4820 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 6.6320 -- SEC TIME R 1.4000 -- SEC 
WDOTO .3999 PNS 15.1293 PC 15.1400 F 1.1050 ISP 15.2361 
WDOTF .1058 CSTAR 425.5348 CF 1.1512 MR 3..1196 / ZOX .9898I> 
w WDOTT .5051 DCSTAR .0000 YF .9512 YO .9565 ZF 1.0105I 
V1 IT 9.9800 INPN S 21.8866 MO .5161 MF .1383 GAMMAO 1.4281
'" GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 TIME C -- 6.6320 -- SEC TIME R 1.4000 -- SEC 
F 1.1050 FSTD 14.6996 CF 1.1512 CFSTD 1.1516 
ISP 15.2361 ISP S 128.3904 CFSV 1.4851 CFNSV 1.4861 
WDOTT .5051 WDOTTS .1145 ECFS .1149 ECFSTD .1149 
WDOTO .3999 WDOTOS .0946 TOO 54~~818 TaOS 61.0000 
WDOTF .1058 WDOTFS .0198 TFD 55.0909 TFDS 61.0000 
MR 3.1196 MRS 4.1686 POD 161.5710 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.7400 PCS 30.0000 PFD 209.4500 PFDS 40.0000 
CSTAR 425.5348 eSTASD 406.3452 AE 2.1215 PAB .0000 
eSTAT 1919.7189 eSTATS 1619.8723 AT .4255 ATTe .4255 
ETAe .0533 ETAes .0533 peel 3.4813 peelA 3.4029 
BLOCK I I OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.7320 -- SEC 
F 7.1100 PC 15.7000 FV 3497.8000 PF I 211.0200 POI 175.5800 
PF I I 255.1800 POll 200.4300 PTFO 250.4600 PTOO 196.2500 PDFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.7060 PF IC 1 48.4100 POIC 42.7300 PFIC2 48.1300 SS 500.8000 
PFT I 259.1300 POTI 205.5700 TF I 56.5454 T01 55.8182 Tel 11.4602 
TC2 64.8673 TC3 75.6195 T:4 -302.0000 TC5 69.8672 TC6 69.1150 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.4545 TOOl 54.5455 TFT! 57.5455 TOTI 50.9091 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 74.4240 
WOT 19.3220 .0000 .0000 ·.0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 6.7320 -- SEC TIME R 1.5000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .3999 PNS 15.6893 PC 15.7000 F 7.7100 ISP 15.2466 
WOOTF .1058 CSTAR 424.4548 CF 1.1549 MR 3.7806 ZOX .9898 
G:; WOOTT .5057 OCSTAR .0000 YF .9512 YO .9564 ZF 1.0105,. 
a- IT 10.7493 INPNS 23.4583 MO .5561 MF .1488 GAMMAO 1.4286 
0 GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 6.7320 -- SEC TIME R 1.5000 -- SEC 
F 7.1100 FSTO 14.7466 CF 1.1549 CFSTO 1.1552 
ISP 15.2466 ISPS 128.7456 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WOOTT .5057 WDOHS .1145 ECFS .7774 ECFSTO .Tf74 
WOOTO .3999. WOOTOS .0947 TOO 54.5455 TOOS 67.0000 
WOOTF .1058 WDOTFS .0198 TFO 55.4545 TFOS 67.0000 
MR 3.7806 MRS 4.7720 POD 167.5440 PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.7000 PGS 30.0000 PFO 209.5100 PFOS 40.0000 
CSTAR 424.4548 CSTASO 405.2678 AE 2.1275 PAS .0000 
CSTAT 7979.3475 CSTATS 7618.6492 AT .4255 AllC .4255 
ETAC .0532 HAGS .0532 PCCI 3.4734 PCGIA 3.3954 



















































































BLOCK 111 OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 6.8320 
--




















































































































































































































BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RLIN NO. 001561 TI ME C 6.9320 SEC TIME R 1.7000 -- SEC 
>





























































































































8LOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 7.0320 -- SEC 
F 7.7160 PC 15.7200 FV 3498.0000 PFI 210.7500 POI 175.5900 
PFII 255.2500 POll 200.4400 PTFO 250.4400 PTOO 196.2500 POFO 40.9500 
PO00 28.4710 PF IC 1 48.5600 POIC 42.4900 PFIC2 48.0800 SS 501.1000 
PFTI 259.1700 POll 205.5500 TF I 56.6364 TOI 55.7273 TC1 71.5044 
TC2 63.8496 TC3 76.1947 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 68.4513 TC6 519.4968 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFJI 55.4545 TOOl 54.5455 TFTI 57.7273 TOTI 49.9091 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 74.3360 
WOT 19.1620 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
8LOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 7.0320 SEC TIME R 1.8000 -- SEC 
WoOTO .3984 PNS 15.7093 PC 15.7200 F 7.7160 ISP 15.3038 
WoOTF .1058 CSTAR 426.2568 CF 1.1543 MR 3.7667 ZOX .9898 
:.> 
w WDon .5042 DCSTAR .0000 YF .9512 YO .9568 ZF 1.0105, 
IT 13.0610 INPNS 28.1679 MO .6760 MF .1806 GAMMAO 1.4286 
w'" GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 7.0320 -- SEC TIME R 1.8000 -- SEC 
F 7.7160 FSTD 14.7394 CF. 1.1543 CFSTD 1.1547 
ISP 15.3038 ISP S 129.2315 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WDon .5042 WDOTTS .1141 ECFS .7770 ECFSTD .7770 
WDOTO .3984 WOOTOS .0942 TOD 54.5455 TODS 67.0000 
WDOTF .1058 WoOTFS .0198 TFD 55.4545 TFDS 67.0000 
MR 3.1667 MRS 4.7410 POD 167.7790. PODS 40.0000 
PC 15.7200 PCS 30.0000 PFD 209.4900 PFDS 40.0000 
CSTAR 426.2568 CSTASD 407.2145 AE 2.1275 PAB .0000 
CSTAT 7984.2926 CSTATS 7627.6069 AT .4255 Anc .4255 
HAC .0534 ETACS .0534 PCCI 3.4752 PCClA 3.3972 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 7.1320 -- SEC 
F 7.7240 PC 15.7000 FV 3493.6000 PFI 211.2400 POI 175.5400 
PF I I 255.0700 POll 200.3400 PTFO 250.3800 PTOO 196.1900 PDFO 40.9500 
PDOO 28.6500 PFIC1 48.4000 POIC 42.5900 PFIC2 47.8800 SS 500.3000 
PHI 259.2300 POTI 205.6600 TF! 56.4091 TOI 55.5909 TCI 71.5929 
TC2 63.1416 TC3 76.4159 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 68.0088 TC6 519.4968 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFO I 55.4545 TOOl 54.0909 TFT! 57.7273 TOTI 49.1818 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 74.3520 
WOT 19.2580 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 7.1320 -- SEC TIME R 1.9000 -- SEC 
WOOTO .3997 PNS 15.6893 PC 15.7000 F 7.7240 ISP 15.2820 
WOOlF .1058 CSTAR 4-24.6683- CF 1.1570 MR 3.7790 lOX .9898II> 
\. WDOTT .5054 DCSTAR .0000 YF .9512 YO .9565 ZF 1.,0105'" 
..,. IT 13.8334 INPNS 29.7414 140 ,.7160 MF .1912 GAMMAO 1.4287
'" GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 7.1320 -- SEC TIME R 1.9DOO -- SEC 
F 7.7240 FSTD 14.7734 CF 1.1570 CFSTD 1.1573 
ISP 15.2820 ISPS 129.0813 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WDOTT .5054 WDOTTS .1145 ECFS .7788 ECFSTO .7788 
WOOTO .3997 WOOTOS .0946 TOO 54.0909 TODS 67.0000 
WDOIF .1058 WOOTFS .0198 TFD 55.4545 TFDS 67.0000 
MR 3.7790 MRS 4.7662 POD 167.5400 POOS 40.0000 
PC 15.7000 PCS 30.0000 PFO 209.4300 PFOS 40.0000 
CSTAR 424.6683 CSTASD 405.5550 AE 2.1275 PAB .0000 
CST AT 7979.9047 CSTATS 7620.7482 AT .4255 ATTC .4255 
ETAC .0532 ETAes .0532 Pcel 3.4731 PCCIA 3.3951 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 7.2280 -- SEC 
F 7.6930 PC 16.0400 FV 3498.0000 PH 210.8800 POI 175.4300 
PFII 255.1500 POll 200.2900 PTFO 250.3500 PTOO 196.2600 POFO 40.9500 
POOO 28.6970 PF ICI 48.4300 POIC 42.5500 PFIC2 48.2200 SS 500.4000 
PH I 259.1200 POTI 205.6500 TF I 56.3636 TOI 55.3636 TCI 71.2389 
TC2 62.6991 TC3 76.4159 TC4 -302.0000 TC5 68.0973 TC6 519.4968 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 55.0909 TOOl 54.0909 TFTI 57.7273 TOTI 48.8182 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 74.3440 
WOT 21.4800 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
, 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 TIME C 7'.2280 -- SEC TIME R 1.9960 -- SEC 
WOOTO .4000 PNS 16.0291 PC 16.0400 F 7.6930 ISP 15.2084 
WOOTF .1058 CSTAR 433.5158 CF 1.1279 MR 3.7815 ZOX .9897 
>- WOOTT .5058 OCSTAR .0000 YF .9512 YO .9564 ZF 1.0105
'" I' IT 14.5739 INPNS 31.2480 MO .7544 MF .2013 GAMMAO 1.4287 
.n " GAMMAF 1.4094 
BLOCK IV OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C -- 7.2280 -- SEC TIME R 1.9960 -- SEC 
F' 7.6930 FSTD 14.4022 CF 1.1279 CFSTD 1.1283 
ISP 15.2084 ISPS 125.7492 CFSV 1.4857 CFNSV 1.4861 
WOOTT .5058 WOOTTS .1145 ECFS .7592 ECFSTD .7592 
WOOTO .4000 WODTDS .0947 TOO 54.0909 TOOS 67.0000 
WOOTF .1058 WDOTFS .0198 TFO 55.0909 TFDS 67.0000 
MR 3.7815 MRS 4.7707 POD 167.5630- PODS 40.0000 
PC 16.0400 PCS 30.0000 PFO 209.4000 PFOS 40.0000 
CSTAR 433.5158 CSTASD 413.9612 AE 2.1275 PAS .0000 
CSTAT 7979.0264 CSTATS 7619.1161 AT .4255 ATTe .4255 
ETAC .0543 ETACS .0543 pecI 3.5494 PCCIA 3.4679 











































































































































































































































III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 
.0045 PNS 14.7100 
.0035 CSTAR 25164.1481 
.0080 OCSTAR .0000 
15.1065 INPNS 34.2255 
1.4093 
II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 
.4620 PC 14.6900 
27,5.2600 POll, 215.7600 
.0130 PFIC1 14.8000 
275.3000 pon 216.0290 
65.1770 TC3 78.9823 
.0000 .0000 




III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 
.0093 PNS 14.6800 
.0049 CSTAR 14114.9630 
.0142 OCSTAR .0000 











































































































BLOCK II OUTPUT RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 7.6280 -- SEC 
F 



















































































































































































































































































































































BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -­ 001501 TIME C 7.8280 











































BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -­ 001501 -- TIME C -­ 7.9280 -- SEC 
F 


















































































































































































































BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 TIME C 8.0280 -- SEC -- TIME R 2.7960 -- SEC 
WOOTO .0082 PNS 14.7100 PC 14.7200 F .2330 ISP 19.6016 
WOOTF .0037 CSTAR 16929.9480 CF .0372 MR 2.2016 lOX .9889 
WOOTT .0119 OCSTAR .0000 YF 1.0000 YO 1.0000 IF 1.0114 
IT 15.2990 INPNS 43.0391 MO .7945 MF .2133 GAMMAO 1.4318 
GAMMAF 1.4092 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C 8.1280 -- SEC 
F .2570 PC 14.7200 FV 505.4000 PFI . 273.9400 POI 215.1300 
PFII 273.6200 POll 215.6300 PTFO 272.8400 PTOO 21:5.0100 POFO .0370 
POOO .0090 PFIC 1 14.6300 POIC 14.5700 PFIC2 14.6300 SS 500.2000 
PFTI 273.7600 POTI 215.3900 TF I 58.8636 Tal 56.3636 TC1 71.2389 
TC2 65.9292 TC3 78.9823 TC4 1137.0000 TC5 69.9115 TC6 70.2655 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 56.3636 TOOl 55.0000 TFTI 58.4545 TOTI 48.7273
:.­
w .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 101FT 81.9000 
-..J 
I WOT 3.7740 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
I;-' 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 TIME C 8.1280 -- SEC TIME R 2.8960 -- SEC 
WOOTO .0077 PNS 14.7100 PC 14.7200 F .2570 ISP 22.8776 
WOOTF .0035 CSTAR 17914.2332 CF .0411 MR 2.2242 lOX .9889 
WOOTT .0112 OCSTAR .0000 YF 1.0000 YO 1.0000 IF 1.0114 
IT 15.3214 INPNS 44.5103 MO .7955 MF .2137 GAMMAO 1.4318 
GAMMAF 1.4093 






















































































































































































































BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- TIME C 8.4280 -- 5EC 
F .2120 PC 14.7200 FV 505.5000 PFI 273.7100 POI 215.0900 
PF I I 273.3700 POll 215.5700 PTFO 272.6000 PTOO 214.9100 POFO .0310 
POOO .0140 PF IC 1 14.6600 POIC 14.6200 PFIC2 14.6400 55 500.2000 
PFTI 273.5300 POTI 215.2600 TFI 59.1364 Tal 56.5909 TC1 71.2832 
TC2 66.4602 TC3 78.8496 TC4 1083.3954 TC5 70.0442 TC6 70.3540 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 56.8182 TOOl 55.0000 TFTI 58.4545 TOT! 48.9091 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 81.9000 
WOT 3.0140 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 8.5280 SEC 
F .1320 PC 14.6600 FV 505.9000 PFI 273.5900 POI 215.0600 
PFII 273.3100 PO I I 215.5200 PTFO 272.5300 PTOO 214.9300 POFO .0260 
il> POOO .0110 PFICI 14.6200 POIC 14.6100 PFIC2 14.6300 5S 500.3000 w 
I PFTI 273.4300 POT! 215.1600 TFI 59.2273 TOI 56.6818 TC1 71.2832 
.... 
w TC2 66.5487 TC3 78.6726 TC4 1037.6845 TC5 69.9557 TC6 70.1770 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 TFOI 56.3636 TOOl 55.0000 TFTI 58.3636 TOll 48.8182 
.0000 .'0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 80.1480 
WOT 3.4900 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1500.8000 
BLOCK II OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 001501 -- TIME C 8.6280 -- SEC 
F .2550 PC 14.6900 FV 506.3000 PFI ' 273.5500 POI 215.1500 
PFII 273.2500 PO II 215.6200 PTFO 272.4900 PTOO 214.9800 POFO .0250 
POOO .0150 PFICI 14.6200 POIC lft.6600 PFIC2 14.6500 S5 500.6000 
PFT I 273.3900 POT! 215.1600 TFI 59.3182 TOI 56.7273 TCI 71.3717 
TC2 66.8142 TC3 78.6726 TC4 996.1155 TC5 70.0885 TC6 70.4867 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.,0000 TFOI 56.6364 TOOl 55.0909 TFTI 58.4545 TOTI 49.2727 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 WFT 77.6160 
WOT 4.2440 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 RUNNO 1501.0000 












































































































































































* END PROCESSING PULSE NO. -- 1 -- RUN NO. -- 001501 -- ENGINE ON -- 1.9960 -- SEC 
* 
****************************************************************************************************** 








-- UN IT Y 








END CUR LCC 1102-0038 L8 







XLABEL=ID= COMPUTER TIME SEC 
YLABEL=ID= THRUST LBS 





YLABEL=ID= CHAMBER PRESSURE PSIA 





YLABEL=ID= ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE SEC 







XLABEL=ID= TOTAL IMPULSE 
YLABEL=IO= CHARACTERISTIC' EXHAUST VELOCITY FT/SEC 





XlABEl=IO= COMPUTER TIME SEC 
YlABEL=ID= STANDARDIZED ENGINE SPECIFIC IMPULSE SEC 




MICROFILM PLOT COMPLETED 
MICROFILM PLOT COMPLETED 
MICROFILM PLOT COMPLETED 
MICROFILM PLOT COMPLETED 
MICROFILM PLOT COMPLETED 
END RUN 
APPEtlDIX 4 
This appendix presents a comp1et~ 1istin9 of the HEPCAT pro9ram. 
Information pertaining to the TRvJ plot program may be found in TRW HCC report 
No. 3141.20-10, titled: "TRW Generalized Plot Prooram Input Manual," dated 
May 1:969. 
HOO llC-HOO llC DATE 140770 PAGE 8 
& FQR,* HOOllC,H0011C 
UNIVAC 1108 FORT~AN V LEVEL 
THIS CO~PIL.TION w.s Q~~E ON 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&05&45 

















































































































































































HOOllC-HOO llC DATE 140770 PAGE q 
J 000006 JENO 0005 000007 JON 0005 I 000010 JROH 0005 I 000011 KKPBEG 0005 I 000012 KKPENO 








































UNITS I IOTAPE,MICROT,PLTAPE,UNIT 









IN CHANNEL DATA ••• 
HOOIOO08 
HOOIOO09 
11* CALL CONPUT HD010010 
12* C 
" " 
UNPACK DATA ••• HOO 10011 
13* 10 CONTTNUE HOOIOOl2 
14* CALL CHEW=R HOOIOO13 
15* IF ILAST.FQ.1) GO TO 30 HOOIOOl4 
16* C * * CHECK FOR FND OF JOB ••• HDOIOOI5 
17* IF (I NT .F.0.-1) GO TO 50 HOOIOOI6 
18* C * * CHECK FOR DUMP OF DATA TAPE ••• HOOIOOl7 








22* IF I LOOK.r-O.ll GO TO 10 HOOI0021 
23* 20 CONTINUE HOOI0022 
24- C * * 00 S~C ONO COMPRESS! ON ••• HOOI0023 25* CALL F I L TR 2 HOOI0024 
26* IF IlSf:NO.EQ.lJ GO TO 30 HOOI0025 




C * * 
CONTINUE 
SC 6LF O~TA ••• 
HDOI0027 
HDOI0028 
30* OLL J~YOE HOOI0029 
31* C .. * CHECK FOR DUMP OF DATA••• HDOI0030 
32* IF IIDUMP.EQ.I) GO TO 40 HOOlOO31 
33* 'F (ION.EQ.O) GO TO 40 HOOlO032 
HDOllC-HDO llC DATE 140770 PAGE 10 
00137 34* IF (JON.EQ.O) GO TO 40 HDOI0033 
00141 35* IF (IQUJT .GE. 99999) GO TO 40 HDOI0034 
00141 36* C * * DO ENGINE~RING CALCUL~TIONS ••• HDOI0035 
00143 37* CALL SWAGER HDOI0036 
00143 38* C * * OUTPUT RESULTS ••• HDOI0037 
00144 39* 40 CONTH1UF. HDOI0038 
00145 40* IF (ION .fQ. 1) JON = 1 HDOI0039 
00147 41* IF (ION .EQ.-1) JON ~1 HDOI0040 
00151 42* CALL OUTPUT HDOI0041 
00152 43* IF (IDUMP.EQ.l) GO TO 10 HDOI0042 
00154 44* IF (L~ST.EQ.l) GO TO 10 HDOI0043 
00156 45* GO TO 20 HDOI0044 
00156 46* C * * PUT LAST END OF FIL~ MARK ON THE PLOT TAPE••• HOOI0045 
00157 47* 50 CONTINUE HDOI0046 
00160 48* IF (IPLOT.EQ.O) GO TO 70 HDOI0047 
00162 49* '00601=1,5 HDOI0048 
00165 50* ~NO FILE PLTAPE HOOI0049 
00166 51* 60 CONTINUE HDOI0050 
00170 52* 70 CO~TJ NUE HDOI0051
.."" I 00171 53* STOP HDOI0052
.. 00172 54* END HDOI0053 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. o *DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE( S) 
HOOIIC SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 12&26&37 o 01436670 14 54 (DELETED) 
,HOOlle CODE RELOCATA8LE 25 JUN 70 12&26&37 1 01440254 36 1 (DELETED) 
o 01440320 14 10 

& HOG HDOllC-AVDGR 

HDOllC-ftVRGR DATE 140770 PAGE 11 
~ FIJP,* AVRGR,AVRGR 
UNIVAC 110a FOqTPAN V LEVEL 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DON~ ON 
2206 oOla F501aH 
14 JUL 70 AT 17~05~46 
14 JUL 70 17& 5&46.646 
SUBROUTINE AVRGR ENTRY POINT 000052 










EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAMEI 
0003 NERR3S 
:;;: 
















































SUBROUTINE AVRGR IKK,ISTART,ISTOPI 
COMMON ENGOAT(9,100I,ENG~ATI9,50I,FILTI140,511 
I , FILT219,531,STOREI60,531 
00 20 MM=I,50 
01) 10 I=ISTART,ISTOP 
FILT21KK,MMI = FILT21KK,MMI + FILTlII,MMI 
10 CONTINUE 















12 ~OO l1C- ~V%R DATE 140110 PAGE 
f~n OF UNIVAC 1108 FORT~AN V COMPILATION. o "DIAGNOSTIC" MESSAGE( S,
WRGO SY"BOLIC 25 JUN 10 12t26&38 o 01440534 14 11 (DELETED' 
~VRGr CODE R"L~C~TABLE 25 JUN 10 12&26&38 1 01440166 24 1 WELF.TEO' 
o 01441016 14 6 




HD011C-BLKDTA DATE 140770 PAGE 13 
& FOR,* BLKDTA,BLKDTA 
UNIV~C 110B FORTRAN V LEVEL 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 
2206 001B F501BH 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&05&47 
14 JUL 70 17& 5&47.661 
BLOCK DATA 


































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES IBLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMEI 
0004 R 000000 AC 
0004 R 000003 CF2 
0004 P 000006 nCSTAR 
0002 R 000000 ENGDAT 
0004 R 000014 GAMMA 
0005 I 000146 IC 
0006 I 000004 INT 
0011 I 000000 IPOINT 
0007 I 000000 ISC~N 
0012 I 000007 JON 
0012 1 000012 KKPENO 
0011 I 000236 LAB~AT 
0006 I 000007 MLINr: 
0006 I 000011 NDP 
0003 R 000000 PMl 
OQ05 R 000464 SCALF 
0005 R 004537 Tft,BY2 
0004 R 000001 AT 
0004 R 000004 CF3 
0004 R 000007 DHO 
0002 R 001604 ENG RAT 
0000 I 000000 I 
0006 I 000002 IDUMP 
0012 I 000003 ION 
0012 I 000004 IOUIT 
0007 I 000001 !SEND 
0012 I 000010 JROW 
0012 I 000013 KKSAVE 
0007 I- 000003 LAST 
0004 R 000020 MWH 
0006 I 000012 NUNES 
0003 R 000001 PCSI 
0002 ~ 007433 STORE 
0003 R 000004 TFDSI 
0006 I 000000 BEGFIL 
0004 R 000005 CF4 
0004 R 000010 DOO 
0002 R 002506 FILTl 
0005 I 000063 IB 
0012 I 000001 IFV 
0014 I 000000 IOTAPE 
0012 I 000005 I ROW 
0007 I 000002 !TON 
0004 R 000015 K 
0004 R 000017 KO 
0007 I 000004 LOOK 
0004 R 000021 MWO 
0006 I 000013 NP 
0003 R 000002 PFDS 1 
0005 R 000547 TABXl 
0003 R 000005 TODSI 
0005 R 000000 BIAS 
0010 R 000000 CX 
0004 R 000011 OPH 
0002 R 006476 FILT2 
0012 I 000000 IBEGIN 
0001> I 000003 !LINE 
0006 I 000005 IPC 
0005 I 000231 IRUNND 
0000 I 000001 J 
0004 R 000016 KF 
0011 I 000010 LABELS 
6012 I 000014 LSTPTS 
0006 I 000010 MXFILE 
0005 I 000315 NPI 
0014 I 000002 PLTAPE 
0005 R 001545 TABX2 
0014 I onoon'.:l IINTT 
0004 R 000002 
0010 R 000144 
0004 R 000012 
0004 R 000013 
0006 I 000001 
0012 I 000002 
0006 I 000006 
0005 I 000232 
0012 I 000006 
0012 I 000011 
0011 l-OOOO72 
0014 I, 000001 
0013 I 000000 
0005 I 000400 
0003 R 000003 

















HD011C-BLKDTA DATE 140770 PAGE 14 
00101 1* BLOCK DATA BLKDOOOO 
00102 2* INTEGER BEGFIL,PLTAPE,U~IT BLKDOOOI 
00103 3- REAL K,KF,KD,MWH,MWO BLKDOO02 
00104 4* r(1MMON ENGDATI9,1001,ENGRATI9,50I,FILTI140,511 6LKDOO03 
00104 5* 1 , FILT219,531,STORE160,531 6LKOOO04 
1)010S 6* COMMON / COMRTI / PABl,PCSl,PFOSl,PODSl,TFDS1,TODSI BLKDOOOS 
00106 1* COMMON / ENG / AC,AT,CF1,CF2,CF3,CF4,DCSTAR,OHO,DOO,OPH,OPO,G BLKDOC06 
00106 8. 1 , GAMM.~,K,KF,KO, MWH,MWO BLKDOOO7 
On07 9· COMMON / FACTOR / eIASls1I,IBI51I,ICI51"IRUNNO,ISI51I,NP11511 BLKDOO08 
00107 10* I , NP21S21,SCALEIS11,TABX1151,10l,TABX2151,201 BLKDOO09 
00107 11* 2 , TABY1151,101,TABY2151,201 BLKDOOIO 
00110 12* COMMON I FILE S / AEGFIL,IBL,IDUMP,ILINE,INT,IPC,IPLOT,MLINE 8LKD0011 
00110 13. 1 , MXFILE,NDP,NLINES,NP BLKDOO12 
00111 14" COMMON / FLAGS / ISCAN,ISEND,ITON,LAST,LOOK 8LKDOO13 
00112 15" COMMON / FUNCTN / CXnOOl,CYHOOI BLKDOO 1-4 
:>­ 00113 16" C(1M~ON / UQFLS / IPOINTI8I,LABF.LSI50I,LAB~NSII001,LABRATI501 8LKDOOlS 
I '" 00114 17' CO~"~1ON / ROWS / IAF.GIN,IFV,INITL,ION,IQUIT,IROW,JENO,JON,JROW BLKDOO16
'" 00114 18* 1 , KKPBFG,KKPEND,KKSAVE,LSTPTS BLKOOO 17 
00115 19* COMMON / T!ME / N BLKDOOIB 
00116 20* COMMON / UNITS / IOTAPE,MICROT,PLTAPE,UNIT BLKDOO19 
00117 21* DATA BEGFIL / 3 I BLKD0020 
00121 22* DAH (BIAS(!I,I=l,511 / 51*0.0 / BLKD0021 
00123 23* D~n CFl / 0.1603 / BLKD0022 
0012S 24* DHA CF2 / 0.9905 / 8LKDOO 23 
00127 25* D~TA CF3 / 0.0031 / BLKD0024 
00131 26* DATA CF4! 74.000 / BLKDOO25 
00133 21* DATA ICXIII,I=I,100I/ 1.0000 ,1.0001 ,1.0004 ,1.0008 ,1.0014 BLKDOO26 
00133 28" * ,1.0023 ,1.0033 ,1.0045 ,1.0059 ,1.0075 BLKD0027 
00133 29* 01.0094 ,1.0114 ,1.0136 ,1.0161 ,1.0188 BLKD0028* 
00133 30* ,1.0217 ,1.0249 ,1.0283 ,1.0320 .1.0359 BLKD0029* 
00133 31' ,1.0401 ,1.0446 ,1.0493 ,1.0543 .1.0596 BLKD0030* 
00133 32* * ,1.0653 ,1.0712 ,1.0775 ,1.0841 .1.0911 BLKD0031 
00133 33* ,1.0984 ,1.1062 ,1.1143 ,1.1228 ,1.1317 BLKD0032* 
00133 34* ,1.1411 ,1.1509 ,1.1613 ,1.1721 .1.1834 BLKD0033
* 00133 35' ,1.1953 ,1.2076 ,1.2209 ,1.2346 ,I .2490 BLKD0034•00133 36* ,1.2640 ,1.2798 ,1.2964 ,1.3138 ,1.3320 8LKD0035•00133 37* ,1.3512 ,1.3713 ,1.3924 ,1.4147 ,1.4381 BLKD0036
* 
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00133 38* * ,1.4627 ,1.4886 ,1.5159 ,1.5448 ,1.5752 BLKD0037 
00133 39* * ,1.6073 ,1.6414 ,1.6774 ,1.7156 01.7561 BLKD0038 
00133 40* * 01.7991 01.8450 ,1.8938 ,1.9459 ,2.0016 BLKD0039 
00133 41* * ,2.0613 ,2.1254 ,2.1943 ,2.2686 ,2.3488 BLKD0040 







,3.0066 ,3.1579 ,3.3264 ,3.5151 ,3.7279 









,5.9124 ,6.5623 ,7.3155 ,8.4220 ,9.8185 









(CY(I),1=1,100)/O.5531 ,0.5592 ,0.5654 ,0.5111 ,0.5719 
,0.5841 ,0.5904 ,0.5961 ,0.6030 ,0.6093 
BLKD0046 
BLKD0041 
00135 49* * ,0.6156 ,0.6219 ,D.6282 ,0.6346 ,0.6409 8LKD0048 
00135 50* * ,0.6472 ,0.6536 ,0.6599 ,0.6662 ,0.6126 8LKOO049 
00135 51* * ,0.6189 ,0.6852 ,0.6915 ,0.6918 ,0.1041 8LKD0050 
00135 52* * ,0.1103 ,0.1166 ,0.7228 ,0.7290 ,0.1352 BLKD0051 
00135 53* 
" 
,0.1414 ,0.1415 ,0.1536 ,0.1591 ,0.1657 BLKD0052 
00135 54* * ,0.7111 ,0.7111 ,0.1836 ,0.1895 ,0.1954 8LKD0053 
00135 55* * ,0.8012 ,0.8010 ,0.8121 ,0.8183 ,0.8239 BLKD0054 
















,0.B667 ,0.8118 ,0.8168 
,0.8913 ,0.B959 ,0.9005 






,0.9263 ,0.9303 ,0.9341 ,0.9391 ,0.9416 BLKOO059 
- 00135 61* * ,0.9452 ,0.9481 ,0.9520 ,0.9553 ,0.9585 BLKD0060 
00135 62* * ,0.9615 ,0.9645 ,0.9613 ,0.9701 ,0.9127 BLKD0061 
00135 63* * ,0.9152 ,0.9116 ,0.9198 ,0.9820 ,0.9840 BlKD0062 
00135 64* * ,0.9859 ,0.9871 ,0.9894 ,0.9910 ,0.9924 BLKD0063 
00135 65* * ,0.9931 ,0.9949 ,0.9960 ,0.9969 ,0.9917 BlKOO064 
00135 66* * ,0.9984 ,0.9990 ,0.9994 ,0.9997 ,0.9999 I BlKD0065 













((ENGDAT(I,JI,I=1,9),J=1,1001 I 900*0.0 I 
((ENG~AT(I,JI,I=1,9),J=1,50) I 450*0.0 I 
((FIlT1!I,J),1=1,40),J=1,511 I 2040*0.0 I 





00151 72* DATA G I 32.1302 I BlKDOOll 






















00163 11* DATA fFV I 3 I BLKDD016 




















::;: 00213 98' 
I 00213 99' 
I-' 
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DATA ION I 0 I BLKD0078 
DATA IOUPE I 2 I 8LKD0079 
DATA I ISII 1,1=1,511 I 51*000 I 8LKD0080 
DATA ISCAN I 0 I BLKDOOSI 
DATA I SEND I 1 I BLKDD082 
DATA ITON I 0 I BLKD0083 
DATA JQ~ I 0 I 8LKD0084 
DATA K I 0.9993 I 8LKD0085 
DAT~ ILAB<LSII),1=1,501 I BLKD0086 
1 50*6H I BLKD0087 
DATA ILABENSIII,I=1,100) I BLKD0088 
1 6HWOOTO ,6HPNS ,6HPC ,6HF ,6HISP ,6HWDOTF ,6HCSTAR , BLKD0089 
2 6HCF ,6HMR , 6H ZOX ,6HWDOTT ,6HDCSTAR,6HYF ,6HYO , BLKD0090 
3 6HZF ,6HIT , 6HI NPNS ,6HMO ,6HMF ,6HGAMMAO,6HGAMMAF BLKDOO91 
4,79'6H I BLKDOOn 
DATA ILABRATIII,I=1,40) I BLKD0093 
1 6HF ,6HFSTD ,6HCF ,6HCFSTD ,6HISP ,6HISPS ,6HCFSV , 8LKD0094 
2 6HCFNSV ,6HWDOTT ,6HWDOTTS,6HECFS ,6HECFSTD,6HWDDTO ,6HWDDTOS, BLKD0095 
3 6HTOO ,6HTODS ,6HWDOTF ,6HWDOTFS,6HTFD ,6HTFDS ,6HMR BLKDOD96 
4 6HMRS ,6HPOD , 6HPOD S ,6HPC ,6HPCS ,6HPFD ,6HPFDS BLKD0097 
5 6HCSTAR ,6~CSTASD,6HAE ,6HPAB ,6HCSTAT ,6HCSTATS,6HAT BLKD0098 
6 6HATTC ,6HHn ,6HETACS BLKD0099 
7,6HPCCI ,6HPCCIA I BLKD0100 
DATA LAST 101 BLKD0101 
DATA LOOK I 0 I BLKD0102 
DATA LSTPTS I 50 I BLKD0103 
DATA MICRDT I lB I BLKD0104 
DATA MWH I 2.0160 I BLKD0105 
DATA MWO I 32.000 I BLKD0106 
DATA MXFILE I 3 I BLKD0107 
DATA N I 0 I BLKD0108 
D~TA NLlN~S I 41 I 8LKD0109 
DATA NO I 1 I BLKD0110 
DATA INP1III,I=1,511 I 51*000 I BLKD0111 
DATA (NP21 I) ,1=1,511 I 51*000 I BLKD01l2 
n~TA PAB1 I 0.0 I BLKOO113 
n~TA peSl I 30. I BLKD0114 
DATA PFOS1 I 40. I BLKD01l5 
DATA PLTAPE I 8 I BLKD01l6 
DATA PODSI I 40. I 9LKDOl17 
DATA ISCALEII 1,1=1,511 I 51*0.0 I BLKDOllS 
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00261 120* DATA «STORE(I,JI,!=1,601,J=1,531 I 3180*0.0 I BLKD01l9 

00263 121* D~~A «TABXl(I,JI,I=1,511,J=1,101 I 510*0.0 I BLKD0120 

00265 122* DAT~ «TASX2!l ,JI ,1=1,511 ,J=1,201 I 1020*0.0 I BLKD0121 

00267 123* DATA ( <TASYl!l ,J 1,1 =1,511, J=l, 101 I 510*0.0 I BLKD0122 

00271 124* DATA ( <TABY2 (I ,JI, I =1,511 ,J=1,20 I I 1020*0.0 I 8LKD0123 

00273 125* DATA TFDSI I 67. I SLKD0124 

00275 126* DATA TODSI I 67. I BLKD0125 

00277 127* DATA IJNIT I 9 I SLKD0126 

0(1301 128* END BLKD0127 

END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. o *DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE(SI
SLKOTA SYMBOLIC '25 JUN 70 12&26&42 o 01441142 14 128 (DELETEDI 
8L~DTA CODE RELOC~TA8LF 25 JUN 70 12&26&42 1 01444542 60 1 ( DELETEDI 






HDOllC-CDNPUT DATE 140770 PAGE lB 
& FOR,* CDNPUT,CDNPUT 
UNIV~C 1108 FORTRAN V L~V·L 
THIS COMPILHION WAS DONE ilN 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&05&51 
14 JUL 70 17& 5&50.871 
SUBROUTINE CDNPUT ENTRY POINT 000731 
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0001 000413 250L 0001 000210 256G 0001 000431 260L 0001 000222 266G 0001 000444 270L 
0001 000235 277G 0001 000542 290L 0000 000437 30F 0001 000247 307G 0001 000547 310L 
0001 000267 323G 0001 000554 330L 0001 0003l! 333G 0001 000321 341G 0001 000340 350G 
0001 000561 350L 0001 000362 364G 0001 000566 370L 0001 000374 377G 0001 000573 390L 
0000 000441 40F 0001 000607 400L 0001 000710 410L 0000 000452 50F 0001 000632 552G 
0001 000657 566G 0000 000470 60F 0001 000704 602G 0000 000502 70F 0000 000514 80F 
0000 000526 90F 0005 R 000000 AC 0003 R 000000 AE 0005 R 000001 AT 0003 R 000001 ATTC 
0007 I 000000 BEGFIL 0006 R 000000 BIAS 0000 R 000407 BIASIN 0003 R 000002 CFNSV 0003 R 000003 CFSTD 
0003 R 000004 CFSTDV 0003 R 000005 CFSV 0005 R 000002 CFI 0005 R 000003 CF2 0005 R 000004 CF3 
0005 R 000005 CF4 0003 R 000006 CSTASD 0003 R 000007 CSTAT 0003 R 000010 CSTATS 0005 R 000006 OCSTAR 
0005 R 000007 OHO 0005 R 000010 ODD, 0003 R 0000l! OPF 0003 R 000012 OPFS 0005 R 000011 OPH 
0005 R 000012 DPO 0003 R 000013 DPOS 0003 R 000015 ECFS 0003 R 000014 ECFSTD 0003 R 000016 EPS 
0003 R 000017 H~C 0003 R 000020 FSTD 0005 R 000013 G 0005 R 000014 GAMMA 0000 I. 000401 I 
0006 I 000063 IB 00l! I 000000 IBEGIN 0007 I 000001 IBL, 0000 I 000370 IBLANK 0006 I 000146 IC 
0000 I 000375 TCOUNT 0000 1-000376 ICOUT! 0000 I 000402 ID 0007 I 000002 IDUMP 0000 I 000400 IER 
00l! I 000001 IFV 0000 I 000371'IIFV 0000 I 000414 IL 0007 I ,000003 ILINE 0000 I 000413 ILL 
0000 I 000000 INAM 0000 I 000377 INDEX OOll I -000002 I NITL 0007 1-000004 INT 0011 I 000003 ION 
































000231 I RUNNO 
000412 ITABL2 
000423 123 















0000 I 000415 J 0011 I 000006 JEND 0011 1,000007 JON OOll I 000010 JRDW 0005 R 000015 K 
0005 R 000016 KF 0000 I 000372 KK 00l! I 000011 KKPBEG 00 l! I 000012 KKPEND 0011 I 000013 KKSAVE 
0005 R 000017 KO 0010 I 000010 LABELS 0010 I 000072 LAB ENS 0010 I 000236 LABRAT 0000 I' 000416 LL 
OOll I 000014 LSTPTS 0012 I 000001 MICROT 0007 I 000007 MLINE 0003 I 000023 MRS 0005 R 000020 MWH 
0005 R 000021 MWO 0007 1,000010 MXFILE 0000 I 000420 N 0000 I 000403 NAME 0000 I 000404 NBIAS 
0000 I 000406 NCALCR 0007 I 000011 NDP 0007 l 000012 NLINES 0007 I 000013 NP 0006 I 000315 NPI 
0006 I 000400 NP2 0000 I 000405 NSCALE 0000 I 000417 NUMTAB 0003 R 000024 PAB 0004 R 000000 PAB1 
0003 R 000025 PCCI 0003 R 000026 PCCIA 0003 R 000027 PCE 0003 R 000030 PCS 0004 R 000001 PCS1 
0003 R 000031 POD 0003 R 000032 PFD 0003 R 000033 PFOS 0004 R 000002 PFDSI 0012 I 000002 PLTAPE 
0003 R 000034 PNSS 0003 R 000035 POD 0003 R 000036 PODS 0004 R 000003 PODSI 0003 R 000037 RFO 
0003 R 000040 'FOS 0003 R 000041 ROD 0003 R 000042 RODS 0006 R 000464 SCALE 0000 R 000410 SCUED 
0006 R 000547 TABXI 0000 R 000320 TABXll 0006 R 001545 TABX2 0006 R 003541 TABYl 0000 R 000344 TABYl! 
0006 P 004537 TABY2 0000 R 000373 TC 0003 R 000043 TFD 0003 R 000044 TFDS 0004 R 000004 TFDS1 
0003 R 000045 TOO 0003 R 000046 TOOS 0004 R 000005 TODS1 0000 R 000374 TR 0012 I 000003 UNIT 
0003 P 000047 WOOTFS 0003 R 000050 WDOTOS 0003 R 000051 WDOTTS 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE CONPUT CDNPOOOO 
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00103 2* INTEGER BEGFIL,PLTAPE,U~IT CONPOOOI 
00104 3* PEAL K,KF,KO,MWH,MWO CONP0002 
00105 4* OIM'NSION INAM(81,IT(SOl,ITl(SOl,ITABl(SOl,IT~B2IS01 CDNP0003 
00105 S* 1 , TABX1l1201 ,HBY111201 CDNP0004 
00106 6* COMMON I CDM?AT I A=,ATTC,CFNSV,CFSTD,CFSTDV,CFSV,CSTASO,CSTAT CONPOOOS 
00106 7­ 1 ,CSTATS,DPF,DPFS,DPOS,ECFSTO,ECFS,EPS,ETAC,FSTO CDNP0006 
00106 8* 2 , IRATEO,ISPS,MRS,PAB,PCCI,PCCIA,PCE,PCS,POO,PFO CONP0007 
00106 9* 3 ,PFDS,PNSS,PDD,PODS,RFD,RFDS,ROD,?ODS,TFO,TFOS CONP0008 
00106 10* 4 , TOD, TODS, WDOTFS, WOOTDS, WOOHS CONP0009 
00107 11- COMMON I COMPTI I PIBI,PCSl,PFOSl,POOSl,TFDSl,TODSl CONPOOIO 
00110 12· COMMON I ENG I aC,AT,CFI,CF2,CF3,CF4,OCSTAR,DHO,DOO,DPH,OPO,G CnNPOOll 
00110 13* I , GAMMA,K,KF,KO,MWH,MWO CDNPOOl2 
COlli 14* COMMON I FACTO~ I ~IASISl1,IB(Sll,ICISII,I~UNNO,ISISlI,NPIISI1 CONP0013 
00 III lS* I , NP21S21,SCALEISl1,TABXl1S1,10l,TIBX21S1,201 CDNP0014 
00111 16* 2 , TABYl(SI,lOJ,TABY2IS1,201 CDNPOOlS 
00112 17* COMMON I FILES I BEGFIL,IBL,IDUMp,ILINF.,INT,IPC,IPLOT,MLINF. CDNP0016 
00112 IS* 1 , MXFILE,NDP,NLINES,NP CONP0017 
00113 19' COMMON I LABFLS I IPOINTI81,LABELSISOI,LABENSII00l,LABRATISOI CDNP0018 
00114 20* COMMnN I ROWS I IBEGI~,IFV,IN!TL,ION,IQUIT,IROW,JEND,JON,JROW CDNP0019 
00114 21* 1 , KKPBEG,KKPEND,KKSAVE,LSTPTS CONP0020 
DOllS 22* COMMON I UNITS I IOTAPE,MICROT,PLTAPE,UNIT CDNP0021 
0~116 23* OATA InANK I 6H ICONP0022 
00120 24* DATA IIFV I 6HFV ICONP0023 
00122 2S* DATA IINAMIKKI,KK=I,81 16HF ,6HPC ,6HPTFO ,6HPTOC CONP0024 
00122 26~ I ,6HPDFO ,6HPDOO ,6HTFOI ,6HTOOI ICDNP0025 
00124 27* DATA TC I 6HTC ICDNP0026 
00126 28* OA TA TP I 6Hn ICDNP0027 
00130 29* 10 FOR~ATII2,IX,A6,311X,Il1,IX,F9.3,IX,F9.4,IX,I3,IX,I31 CDNP0028 
00131 30* 20 FO?~AT(I3,IX,I21 CDNP0029 
00132 31* 30 FORMATISF10.4) CDNP0030 
00133 32* 40 FJRMATISFlS.S/SFlS.S/SFlS.S/Il,I3,I2,I2,I3,I2,I2,63X,I21 CDNP0031 
00134 33* SO FOR~n(' TABLE NO.' ,14,' NOT FOUND. CHANNEL NO. REQUESTING CAL TACDNP0032 
00134 34* IBLE W~,S',I3,'.'I CDNP0033 
0013S 35* 60 FORM,~TI' CHANNEL NO.',I3," HAS SCALING AND CURVE FLAG SET'I CDNP0034 
00136 36* 70 COR~ATI' CHANN~L NQ.',I3,' HAS NO SCALING OR CURVE FLAG SET'I CDNP003S 
00137 37* 80 FORMAT( 'OERRO~S IN CARD INPUT HAVE CAUSED CANCELLATION OF RUN'I CONP0036 
00140 38* 90 FORMATI'ODATA CHANNEL CARD WAS NOT INPUT FOR VARIABLE '"A6,' AND ICDNP0037 
00140 39* IS PEQU!RED IF THE FNGINEERING SUBROUTINE 1S TO P?OOUCE VALID RESULCDNP0038 
00140 40* 2TS.' 1 CDNP0039 
00141 41* IF IINITL.EQ.11 GO TO 400 CDNP0040 
00143 42* ICOUNT = 0 CDNP0041 
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00144 43* ICOUTl = 0 CONP0042 
00145 44* I NOE X = 0 CONP0043 
00146 45* !~R = 0 CDNP0044 
00147 46* DO 140 1= 1,50 CONP0045 
00152 41* READ IIOTAPF,10lID,NAMF.,NBIAS,NSCALE,NCALCR,BIASIN,SCALED,ITABL1,ICDNP0046 
00152 48* lTABl2 CDNP0047 
00165 49* IF IN~ME.FQ~IBLANKI GO TO 130 CDNP0048 
00167 50* LABELSIII = NAME CONP0049 
00170 51* DO 100 ILL=1,8 CONP0050 
00173 52* IF INAME .EO. INAMIILLI I IPOINTlILU = 10 CDNP0051 
00175 53* 100 CONTINUE CONP0052 
00177 54* IF INAMF. .EQ. IIFVI IFV = I CONP0053 
00201 55* IBIIDI = NBIAS CDNP0054 
00202 56* 151101 = NSCALE CONP0055 
00203 57* lelIDI = NCALCR CDNP0056 
00204 58* BIASIIDI = BIASIN CONP0057 
00205 59* SCALEIIDI = SCALED CONP0058 
00206 60* IF INCALCR.NE.O.O~.NSCALE.NE.OI GO TO 110 CDNP0059 
00210 61* TER = 1 CONP0060 
00211 62* !-IR!TE (6,701IO CONP0061 
00214 63* GO TO 120 CDNP0062 
00215 64* llO CONTINUE CONP0063 
00216 65* IF INC~LCR.NE.NSCALEI GO TO 120 CONP0064 
00220 66* IER = 1 CDNP0065 
00221 67* WRlTF [6,60110 CONP0066 
00224 68* ID = 51 CONP0067 
00225 69* 120 CONTINUE CDNP0068 
00226 70* IF INCALCR.LE.OI GO TO 140 CDNP0069 
00230 71* ITABlfII IT~BLl CDNP0070 






























00240 79* 140 CONTINUE CDNP0078 
00242 80* 00 150 1=1.8 CDNP0079 
00245 81* IF fIPOINTI1'.NE.0' GO TO 150 CONP0080 
00247 82* IER = 1 CDNP0081 
00250 83* W~ITE 16.90IINAMfII CDNP0082 
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00253 84* 150 CONTI NU~ CDNP0083 
00255 85* DO 170 1=1,50 CONP0084 











00264 89* ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 CONP0088 
00265 90* DO 160 J=I,50 CONP0089 
00270 91* IF (IL .EQ. ITfJ» IT(J) = 0 CONP0090 
00272 92* 160 CONTINUE CDNP0091 
00274 93­ 170 CONTINU[, CONP0092 








= HU Il 
TO 190 CONP0094 
CDNP0095 
00304 97* ITlIlI = 0 CONP0096 
00305 98* !COUTI = ICOUTI + 1 CDNP0097 





IF (IL .EQ. 
180 CONTINUE 
ITl(JI) ITl(JI = 0 CDNP0099 
CONPOI00 
00315 102* 190 CONTINUE CDNPOIOI 
00311" 103* INDEX = ICOUNT + ICOUTI CDNPOI02 
00320 104* IF (INDEX.EQ.O) GO TO 240 CDNPOI03 
00322 105* 00 230 LL=l,I~DEX CDNPOI04 
00325 106* READ (IOTAPE,20INU~TA8,NP CONPOI05 
00331 107* ~EAD (IOTAPE,301(TABXll(II,TABYl1(II,I=l,NPI CDNPOI06 










NPl(JI = ND 
ITA8l(J) = 0 
DO 200 N=l,NP 
















00356 116* 210 CONTINU~ CDNP0115 







IHB2(JI = 0 
NP2(JI = NP 
















00372 124* 230 C!JNTHIUE CDNP0123 
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00375 125* 240 CONTINUF CDNP0124 





IF (!TABH I 1 .EQ. 01 GO 
Jf~ = lER + 1 
TO 250 CDNP0126 
CDNP0127 
00404 129* ~R lTE (6,50lJTABl(! I,I CDNP0128 
00410 130­ 250 CONTINUE CDNP0129 
00411 131' IF (TTAB2(1).EQ.0) GO TO 260 CDNP0130 
00413 132* I~P = IER + 1 CDNP0131 
00414 133* WR ITE (6,50)ITAB2(!),J CDNP0132 
00420 134* 260 CONTINUE CDNP0133 
00422 135* IF (IFR .EC.O) GO TO 270 CDNP0134 
00424 136* WRJTE (6,80) CDNP0135 
00426 137* STOP CONP0136 
00427 138* 270 CONTJNU~ CONPOt37 
00430 139* QEOO (JOTAPF,40)AT,KO,OOO,OPO,KF,OHO,OPH,AC,AE,PAB,TFDS,TODS,PFDS,CDNPOI38 
00430 140* IPOOS,PCS,IDUMP,NOP,IPC,IPLOT,NP,MICROT,IRATEO,BEGFIL CDNP0139 
00461 141* IF (BeGFIL .EO. 0) BEGFIL = 3 CDNP0140 
00463 142* IF (IRATED.EO.O) GO TO 390 CDNP0141 

















~ 00473 147* IF (PCS) 310,300.310 CDNP0146 
00476 148* 300 CONTINUE CONP0147 
00477 149* PC S = PCSI CDNP0148 
00500 150* 310 CONTINUE CONP0149 
00501 151* IF (PFDSI 330,320,3"30 CDNP0150 
00504 152* 320 CONTINUE CDNP0151 
00505 153* PFOS = PFDSI CDNP0152 
00506 154* 330 CONTINUE CDNP0153 
00507 155* IF (PODS) 350,340,350 CDNP0154 
00512 156* 340 CONTINUE CONP0155 
00513 157* PODS = PODSI CONP0156 
no 514 . 158' 350 COt'); INUE CDNP0157 
00515 159* IF (TFDS) 370,360,370 CDNP0158 
00520 160* 360 CONTINUE CDNP0159 
00521 161* TFas = TFDSI CDNP0160 
00522 162* 370 CDNTI~IIJr. CONP0161 
00523 163* IF (TODS) 390,380,390 CDNP0162 
00526 164* 380 CONT!NU~ CDNP0163 
0Q.!>27 165* TODS = TODSI CONP0164 
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00530 166* 390 CONTINUE CDNP0165 
00531 167* IF (MICROT .EQ. 11 MICROT = l7 CONPD166 
00533 168* IF (IPLOT.EQ.C) GO TO 410 CONP0167 
00535 169_ REWIND PLTAPE CONP0168 
00536 170* GO TO 410 CDNP0169 
00537 171* 400 CONTI NUE CDNP0170 
00540 L72* IF ( IPLOT.F.Q.OI GO TO 410 CONPOl71 
00542 173* ITYPE = -1 CONPOl72 
00543 174* 152 = 52 CONPOl73 
00544 175* WRITE (PLTAPE) ITYPE,I52,TC,TR,(LABELS(II,I=1,501 CDNP0174 
00556 l76* !TYPE = -2 CDNP0175 
00557 177* 123 = 23 CDNP0176 
00560 l7B* WR ITF. (PLTAPEI ITYPE,I23,TC,TR,(LABENS(II,1=1,211 CONPOIH 
00572 179* !TYPE = -3 CDNP0178 
00573 IBO* 142 = 42 CDNP0179 
00574 181* WRITE (PLTAPE) ITYPE,142,TC,TR,(LABRAT(II,I=1,401 CDNP0180 
00606 182* 410 CONTINUE CDNP0181 
00607' 183* RETURN CDNP0182 
00610 184* END CDNP0183' 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. o *01 AGNOSTl C* MESSAGE( S) 
CDNPUT SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 12&26&44 o 01477772 14 184 (DELETEDI , 
CDNPUT CODE RElOCATABLE 25 JUN 70 12&26&44 1 01505012 60 1 (DELETED) 
o 01505106 14 61 
HOG HDO l1C-CHEWER 
HOO llC-CHEWER DATE 140110 PAGE 25 
& FOR.* CHEWER.CHEWER 
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 
THIS COMPIUTIml WAS DONI; ON 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 10 AT 11&05&53 
14 JUL 10 11& 5&53.488 
SUBROUTINE CHEWER ENTRY POINT 000116 




























































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLFS (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAMEI 
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0000 006225 10F 0001 000066 100L 0001 000073 llOL 0001 000077 120L 0001 000112 130L 
0001 000161 140L 0001 000216 150L 0001 000231 160L 0001 000252 l70L 0001 000274 1eOL 
0001 000327 190L 0000 006253 ZOF 0001 000341 200L 0001 000373 210L 0001 000440 220L 
0001 000470 230L 0001 000500 240L 0001 000516 250L 0001 000526 260L 0001 000555 270L 
0001 000644 290L 0000 006301 30F 0001 000662 300L 0001 000666 310L 0001 000677 330L 
0000 006324 40F 0001 000557 426G 0001 000627 444G 0000 006366 50F 0001 000004 60l 
0001 000036 70L 0001 000045 eOL 0001 000063 90l 0004 I 000000 BEGFIL 0003 R' 000000 BIAS 
0000 R 000001 OAT 0002 R 000000 ENGDAT 0002 R 001604 ENGRAT 0002 R 002506 FILTl 0002 R 006476 FIlT2 
0000 I 006216 I 0003 I 000063 IB 0006 I 000000 IBEGIN 0004 I 000001 IBL 0003 I 000146 IG 
0000 I 006223 ICC 0000 I 004544 I DATI N 0004 I 000002 I DUMP 0000 I 006213 lEND 0000 I 006206 I FLAG 
0000 I 006207 IFLlP 0006 I 000001 IFV 0004 I 000003 III NE 0006 I 000002 INITl 0004 I 000004 INT 
0006 I 000003 ION 0011 I 000000 IOTAPE 0004 I 000005 I PC 0004 I 000006 IPLOT 0006 1·000004 IQUIT 
0000 I 006210 IR 0006 I 000005 HOW 0003 I 000231 I RUNNO 0003 I 000232 IS 0005 I ·000000 ISCAN 
0005 I 000001 I SEND 0005 1·000002 ITON 0000 I 006217 11 0000 I 006220 12 0000 1-006221 I3 
0006 I 000006 JEND 0006 I 000007 JON 0006 1 000010 JROW 0006 1 000011 .KKPBEG 0006 I 000012 KKPEND 
0006 I 000013 KKSAVE 0000 I 006224 KM 0000 I 006215 KNTFIL 0000 1-006214 L 0005 I 000003 LAST 
0005 I 000004 LOOK 0006 1-000014 LSTPTS 0000 I 006222 M 0011 I 000001 MICROT 0004 I 000007 MLI NE 
0004 I 000010 MXFILE 0007 I 000000 N 0004 I 000011 NOP 0000 I 006212 NFI~E 0004 I 000012 NLINES 
0004 I 000013 NP 0003 I 000315 NPl 0003 I ·000400 NP2 0000 I 006211 NREC 0000 I 000000 PCOUNT 
0011 I 000002 PLTAPE 0003 R 000464 SCALE 0002 R 007433 STORE 0003 R 000547 TABXl 0003 R 001545 TABX2 
~ 0003 R OC3541 TABY1 0003 R 004537 TABY2 0010 R 000000 TI MLST 0011 I 000003 UNIT 
1 
'" 0 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE CHEWER CHEWOOOO 
00103 2* INTEGER BEGFIL,PCOUNT,PLTAPE,UNIT CHEWOOOI 
00104 3* DIMENSION D~T(24031,IDATIN(8021 CHEWOO02 
00105 4* COMMON ENGDAT(9,1001,ENGRAT(9,501,FlcTl(40,511 CHEWOO03 
00105 5* 1 , FILT2(9,531,STORE(60,531 CHEWOO04 
00106 6* COMMON I FACTOR I BIAS(511,IB(511,IC(511,IRUNNO,IS(511,NP1(511 CHEWOO05 
00106 7* 1 , NP2(521,SCALE(51',TABX1(51,101,TABX2(51,201 CHEII0006 
00106 8* 2 , TABY1(51,10I,TABY2(51,201 CHEWOO07 
00107 9* COMMON I FILES I B=GFIL,IBL,IDUMP,ILINE,INT,IPC,IPLOT,MLINE CHEIIOOOe 
00107 10* 1 , MXFIlE,NDP,NLINES,NP CHEWOO09 
00110 11* COMMON I FLAGS I ISCAN,ISEND,ITON,LAST,LOOK CHEWOOI0 
00111 12* COMMON I ROWS I IBEGIN,IFV,INITL,ION,IQUlf,IROII,JENO,JON,JROW CHEWOOll 
00111 13* 1 , KKPBEG,KKPEND,KKSAVE,LSTPTS CHEWOO12 
00112 14* COMMON I TIME I N CHEWOO13 
00113 15* COMMON I TIMLST I TIMLST CHEII0014 
00114 16* COMMaN I UNITS I IOTAPE,MIGROT,PLTAPE,UNIT CHEII0015 
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00115 17* DATA I FLAG / 1 /CHEWOO 16 
00117 18* DATA IFLI P / 0 /CHEwoon 
00121 19* OATA IR / 1 /CHEW0018 
00123 20* D~,TA NPEC / 0 /CHEW0019 
00125 21* DATA PCOUNT / 0 /CHEW0020 
00127 22* 10 FORMATI'OBAD RECORD ENCOUNTERED IN FILE '.12.' - RECORD NUMBER ·.IGHEW0021 
00127 23* 13.' - RECORD LENGTH IS ·,13,· •••SKIP AND READ NEXT RECORD ••• ·' CHEW0022 
00130 24* 20 FORMATI'ODEVICE ERROR AND/OR TRANSMISSION ABORT WHILE READING FILECHEW0023 
00130 25* 1 ',12,' - RECORD NUMBER ·,13,· ••• SKIP AND READ NEXT RECORD ••• ·' CHEW0024 
00131 26* 30 FORMATI'0',12,' CONSECUTIVE END-OF-FILES ENCOUNTERED. PROCESSING CHEW0025 
00131 27* lCOMPLETE AFTER READING FILE MARK NO. '.12,'." CHEW0026 
00132 28* 40 FORMAT('1',l8111,!' ',1091'*'1/' *',l07X,'*'/' *',13X,'END PROCESSCHEW0027 
00132 29* 11~G PULSE NO. --',13,' -- RUN NO. -- ·.A6.· -- ENGINE ON -- ·,F6.4CHEW0028 
00132 30* 2,' -- SEC',TIIO,'*'/' *',TIIO,'*'!' ',109('*'») CHEW0029 
00133 31* 50 FORMATI'l') CHEW0030 
00134 32* IF IISCAN.EQ.O) GO TO 60 CHEW0031 
00136 33* I SCAN = 0 CHEW0032 
00137 34* GO TO 330 CHEW0033 
00140 35* 60 CONTINUE CHEW0034 ~ 00141 36* IF ILA~T.EQ.ll GO TO 210 CHEW0035I 00141 37* C * * CHECK FOR INITIAL PASS BEING OVER... CHEW0036
'".... 00143 38* IF (INT.NE.O) GO TO 100 CHEW0037 
00143 39* C * * SAVE BEGINNING FILE... CHEW0038 
00145 40* NFILE = BEGFIL CHEW0039 
00145 41* C * * REWIND THE DATA TAPE... CHEW0040 
00146 42* CA LL NTRAN !UNIT, 10) CHEW0041 
00146 43* C * * CHECK FOR FIRST FILE... CHEW0042 
00147 44* IF INFILE-l.LE.O) GO TO 70 CHEW0043 
00147 45* C * ,. PASS REQUIRED NUMBFR OF END-OF-FILE MARKS... CHEW0044 
00151 46* CALL NTRAN IUNIT,B,NFILE-1) CHEW0045 
00151 47* C * * SET PASS FLAG... CHEW0046 
00152 4B* 70 CONTINUE CHEW0047 
00152 49* C * * CH~CK FOR DATA DUMP... CHEW004B 
00153 50* IF IIDU'P.fQ.1) GO TO BO CHEW0049 
00155 51* INT = 1 CHEW0050 
00156 52* GO TO 100 CHEII005l 
00156 53* C * * CHECK FOR DUMP PULSE BEING I N FIRST FILE... CHEW0052 
00157 54* 80 CO~TlNUE CHEW0053 
00160 55* IF INDP-l.LE.O' GO TO 90 CHEW0054 
00160 56* C * * PASS RF9UIRf:O END-OF-FILE MARKS... CHEW0055 
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C * * SET PASS FLAG ••• CHEW0051 
90 CONTI NlJE CHEW0058 
n'T = 1 CHEW0059 
GO TO 120 CHEW0060 
100 CONTINUE 




110 CONTI NU" 
GO TO 120 CHEW0063 
CHEW0064 




FLAG TO SHOW END OF JOB ••• 
CHEW0065 
CHEW0066 
INT = -1 CHEW0061 
GO TO 330 
C * * PEAD A RECORD OF DATA ••• 
CHEW0068 
CHEW0069 
120 CONTINUE CHEW0070 
lEND = 0 CHEWOOll 
NREC = NREC + 1 CHEW0072 
CALL NTRAN (UNIT,2,B02,IOATIN,LI 
C * * CHECK FOR READ OPERATION BEING COMPLETE ••• 
CHEW0073 
CHEW0014 
130 CO"lTINUf CHEW0075 
IF (L.EO • .,.l1 GO TO 130 
C * * CHECK FOR ENO-OF-FILE MARK ••• 
CHEW0076 
CHEW0017 
IF (L.F.O.-21 GO TO 200 




C * * CHECK FOR 
= 0 
READ ERROR ••• 
CHEIIOOBO 
CHEWOOBI 
IF (L.EO.-3.0R.L.EQ.-41 GO TO 170 
C * * CHECK FOR CORRECT RECORD LENGTH'••• 
CHEWOOB2 
CHEWOOB3 
IF IL.EQ.B011 GO 
C * * CHECK AND UPDATE 
TO 230 
LINE COUNTER ••• 
CHEWOOB4 
CHEW0085 
ILINE = ILINE + 2 CHEWOOB6 
IF (ILINE.LE.NLINESI 
IUNE = 3 









IF (MICROT.NE.17) GO TO 160 




IF (MLINE.LE.NLINESI GO TO 150 CHEW0095 
MLINE = 3 CHEW009~ 



















00271:;;: 00273I 00274 
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99* 150 CONTINUE CHEW0098 
100* WRITE (MICROT,10)NFILE,NREC,L CHEW0099 
101* 160 CONTINUE· CHEW0100 







1) N = N + 6 CHEW0102 
CHEWOI03 
105* GO TO 120 CHEW0104 
106* C * * RE-ENABLE UNIT ••• CHEW0105 
107* 170 CONTINUE CHEW0106 
108* 




CHECK LINE CONTROL ••• 
CHEW0101 
CHEW0108 




IUNE = 3 















IF (MICROT.NE.17) GO TO 








MlINE = 3 
GO TO 190 CHEWOll8 
CHEW01l9 
121* WRITE (MICROT,50) CHEW0120 
122* 190 CONTINUE CHEWOlll 
123* WRITE (MICROT,20INFILE,NREC CHEW012l 
124* 
125* C * 
GO TO 160
* RE-ENABLE TAPE UNIT ••• 
CHEW0123 
CHEW0124 









129* NREC = 0 CHEW0128 
130* C * .. CHECK FOR MAX NUMBER OF CONSECUTIVE END OF FILE MARKS ••• CHEW0129 
131* 
132* C * * 
IF (KNTFIL.GT.MXFILE' GO TO 220 
RESET FLAGS AND PUT END-OF-FILE MARK ON PLTAPE ••• 
CHEW0130 
CHEW0131 
133* IFLAG = 1 CHEW0132 
134* KNTFIL = KNTFIL + 1 CHEW0133 
135* 
136* 
C .... CONS~CUTIVE END-OF-FILE 
C * * PROCESSED ••• 




IF (KNTFIL.GT.1' GO TO 
NFILE = NFILE + 1 
120 CHEW0136 
CHEW0137 
139* IR = 1 CHEW0138 
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00323 140* LAST 1 CHEWOl39 
00324 141* GO TO 330 CHEWOl40 
00325 142* 210 CONTINUE CHEW0141 























C * .. 
IF (IPLOT .NE. 01 END fILE PLTAPE 
WRITE END-OF-PROCESSING MESSAGE ON 
WRITE (6,40IPCOUNT,IRUNNO,TIMLST 
OUTPUT TAPE AND MICROFILM 
IF (MIGROT.EO.171 WRITE (MICROT,40IPCOUNT,IRUNNO,TIMLST 













'TOO MANY CONSECUTIVE END-Of-FILE MARKS' MESSAGE AND 
CHEWOl50 
CUIT •••CHEWOI51 









, WRITE (6,30IKNTfIL,NFILF. 














IF (ION .EQ. 01 
IFLIP = 0 
GO TO 240 




00370 161* C .. * CHECK FOR FIRST ON A NEW FILE ••• CHEWOl60 




164* C .. 
IF (lfLAG.EO.OI GO 





00374 165* PCOUNT = PCOUNT + 1 CHEWOl64 
00374 166* C * .. RESET FLAG AND CHECK FOR MAXIMUM PULSES ••• CHEWOl65 



























IF (PCOUNT.GT.NPI GO TO 110 
IF (IEND.EC.ll GO TO 120 
C .... INITIALIZE ALL SU8ROUTINES THAT 
250 CONTINUF 
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00414 181* nON 0 CHEW0180 
00415 182* CHL CDNPUT CHEW0181 
00416 183* CALL FILTR2 CHEW0182 
00417 184* CALL SWAGER CHEW0183 
00420 185* INITL = 0 CHEW0184 
00421 186* ISL = 1 CHEW0185 
00422 187* CALL OUTPUT CHEW0186 
00423 188* ISL = 0 CHEW0187 
00423 189* C * * UNPACK DATA. STORED AS THRFE TWELVE BIT WORDS ••• CHEW0188 
00424 190. 270 CONTINUE CHEW0189 









* 3 - 2
* 3 - 1 
CHEW0191 
CHEW0192 
00432 194* 13 = 1*3 CHEW0193 
00433 195* DA T( I 11 = FLDIO,12,IDATINIlll CHEW0194 
00434 196* DAHl2l = FLDI12,12,IOATINIlll CHEW0195 
00435 197* DATIX3l = FLDI24,12,IDATINIlll CHEW0196 















DATA INTO THE WORKING ARRAY ••• CHEW0198 
CHEW0199 
CHEW0200 
00442 202* KM = 1 CHEW0201 
00443 203* 00 320 1~4,2403 CHEW0202 
00446 204* IF I M.EQ.311 GO TO 290 CHEW0203 
00450 205* IF IM.FQ.411 GO TO 300 CHEW0204 
00452 206* IF IM.~Q.5U GO TO 300 CHEW0205 
00454 207* GO TO 310 CHEW0206 
00455 208* 290 CONTlNU~ CHEW0207 
00456 209* ICC = -ICC CHEW0208 
00457 210* IF IICC .EQ. U M = 41 CHEW0209 
00461 211* IF I ICC .EQ. -11 M = 31 CHEW0210 
00463 212* GO TO 310 CHEW0211 
00464 213* 300 CONTINUE CHEW0212 
00465 214* M = 1 CHEW0213 
00466 215* KM = KM + 1 CHEW0214 
00467 216* 310 CONTI~IU= CHEW0215 
00470 217* STOREIKM,M) OAT I II CHEW0216 
00471 218* .~ = M + 1 CHEW0217 
00472 219* 320 CO'ITlNUE CHEW0218 
00474 220* 330 CONTTNU~ CHEW0219 
OQ4_75 221* RETUR N CHEW0220 
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00476 222* END CHEW0221 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V CaMP I LAT! ON. o *DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE(S)
CHEWER SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 10 12&26&41 o 01506634 14 222 (DELETED) 
CHEWER CODE RELOCATABLE 25 JUN 10· 12&26&41 1 01514100 60 1 (DELETED) 
o 01514174 14 60 
HOG HDOIIC-CR2TAP 
HDOllC-CR2TAP DATE 140770 PAGE 33 
& FOR,* CR2T~P,CR2TAP 
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 
PHS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&05&56 
14 JUL 70 17& 5&56.108 
SUBROUTINE CR2TAP ENTRY POINT 000074 






























































































REWIND OUTPUT TAPE ••• 
CR2TOO04 
CR2TOOOS 
00110 7* REWIND IOTAPE CR2TOO06 
00110 8* C * * READ A CARD IMAGE FROM SYSTEM INPUT TAPE ••• CR2TOO07 




11* C * 
READ (S,101(IDATA(II,I=I,141 
















15* C * 
IF (MICROT.EQ.171 WRITE (MICROT,101(IOATA(II,I=I,141 






17* C * * 
IF (IDATA(II.NE.IENDI GO TO 20 
PUT END-OF-FILE MARK ON OUTPUT TAPE ••• 
CR2TOO15 
CR2TOO16 
00137 18* ~NO FlU: IOTAPE CR2TOO17 
00137 19* C * * REWINO OUTPUT TAPE ••• CR2TOO18 
00140 20* REWIND IDTAPE CR2TOO19 
00141 21* RETURN CR2T0020 




OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN 
SYMSOLIG 
CODE R:LOCATABLF. 
V COMPILATION. o *OIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE( 51 
25 JUN 70 
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& FOR,* FILTR1,FILTPl 
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 
THIS COMPILATION WAS OO~F ON 
2206 001B F501BH 
14 JUL 70 4T 17&05&57 
14 JUL 70 17& 5&57. 90 
SUBROUTI~E FILTRI ENTRY POINT 000532 
















EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
00C5 NERR3S 



















I 000012 IMl 
I 000000 I SCAN 
I 000007 JON 
I 000005 KM 
I 000004 LOOK 
















R 000000 ENGOAT 
I 000000 !ADD 
I 000002 I NI TL 
I 000001 ISEND 
I -000010 JROW 
I 000006 KMP1 
















R 001604 ENGRAT 
t 000000 IBEGtN 
I -000003 ION 
I 000002 ITON 







0002 R 00250& 
00041-000001 
0004 I 000004 
0000 1-000013 
0004 I ·000012 
0000 I 000010 



























R 00&47& FIH2 
I 000004 tJ 
I 000005 tROW 
I -00000& JEND 
t 000013 KKSAVE 
1000003-LAST 
R 000001 THMAX 
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00105 6* 1 , KKPBEG,KKPEND,KKSAVE,LSTPTS FLTlOO05 
00106 7* DATA IADD I 10 IFL TlOO06 
00110 8* DAT~ THMAX I 3300. IFLTlOO07 























00123 14* KMPI KM + 1 FL TIOOD 
00124 15* DO 120 M=I,50 FL TIOO14 









GO TO 120 
GO TO 30 


































GO TO 120 
= STORE(KMPl,MI FLTlO024 
FL T10025 
00145 21* 30 CONTINUE FLTlO026 
00146 28- IF [STORE(KM,tFVI.LE.THMINI GO TO 60 FLT10027 

































GO TO 120 
= -1 
" STORE(KMP1,IFVlI FLT10033 
FLTI0034 
FL TI0035 
00165 37* KPENO = KM - 1 FLT10036 
00166 38* GO TO 120 FLTI0037 
00167 39* 50 CONTlNUE FLTlO038 
00170 40* FlLTl!IJ,!FV) AMAXl(STORF(KM,IFV) , STORE(KMPl,IFV)) FL TI0039 
00171 41" GO TO 120 FL TI0040 
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00213 54* IF IION.LE.OI GO TO 120 FL1'10053 
00215 55* ION -1 FLTl0054 
00216 56* KPENO = KM FlTl0055 













FILTIIIJ,IFVI = AMAX1(STOREIKM,IFYI 
IF (ION.EO.l1 GO TO 120 
IF lION .EQ. 01 ION = 1 
KPBEG = KM 
GO TO 120 
CONTINUE 




























GO TO 120 
= -1 
= KM - 1 
IF (ION) 130,190,140 
CONTINUE 
































KKPENO = KPENO / 2 
IF «KPENO - 2 * IKPENO / 
IF ILOOK.GE.2) GO TO 190 
IF I !TON .NE. 1) ION = 0 
!TON 0 
LOOK = 0 






= KPBEG / 2 
2 " (KPBEG / 
1 
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00264 B3" GO TO 190 FL TlOOB2 
00265 B4* 150 CONTINUE FL TlOOB3 






ION = 0 
GO TO 160 FLTlO085 
FL TlOOB6 
00274 8B* ITON = 0 FLTlOOB7 
00275 B9* LOOK = 0 FL nOOBB 
00276 90· GO TO 170 FLTlOOB9 
00277 91* 160 CONTINUE FL TlO090 
00301 92* LOOK = LOOK + 1 FLTlO091 
00302 93* 170 CONTINUE FLTlOO92 






1M 1 I - 1 















00315 100* 190 CONTINUE FLTlO099 
00316 101* RETUPN FL nOl00 




OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN 
SYMBOLIC 
CODE RELOCATABLE 
V COMPILATION. o *DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE(S! 
25 JUN 70 

















& HDG HDO llC-F I L TR 2 
HD011C-FILTR2' DATE 140770 PAGE 39 
& FOR,* FILTR2,FILTR2 
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 
THIS CO~PILATION WAS OJNF. ON 
2206 001B F501BH 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&05&59 
14 JUL 70 17& 5&59. 93 
SUBROUTINE FILTR2 ENTRY POINT 001723 
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0000 R 000001 DELT 0002 R 000000 ENGDAT 0002 R 001604 ENGRAT 0002 R 002506 FILTl 0002 R 006476 FILT2 
0000 I 000024 I 0004 I 000000 IBEGIN 0000 I 000013 ICENTR 0000 1-000016 ICNTl 0000 I 000017 IGNT2 
0000 I 000021 ICNT3 0000 I 000022 TCNT4 0004 -I 000001 I FV 0004 I -000002 INITL 0004 I 000003 ION 
0000 I 000014 IPIV 0000 I 000007 I POI NT 0004 ! 000004 I QUIT 00041-000005 IROW 0003 I 000000 ISCAN 
0003 I 000001 I SEND 0000 I 000004 TSTART 0000 I 000006 ISTOP 0003 I 000002 nON 0000 I 000023 J 
0000 I 000020 JCENTR 0004 I 000006 JEND 0000 I 000011 JJ 0004 I 000007 JON 0004 I 000010 -JROII 
0000 I 000010 KK 0004 I 000011 KKPBEG 0004 I 000012 KKPEND 0004 1-000013 KKSAVE 0003 I 000003 LAST 
0000 I 000000 LOC 0003 I 000004 LOOK 0004 I 000014 LSTPTS 0005 I 000000 N 0000 I 000002 NOI SE 
0002 R 007433 STORE 0000 R 000015 TREF 0000 R 000012 TSAVE 0000 R 000005 TTSAVE 0000 R 000003 TZERO 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE FILTR2 FLT20000 
00103 2* COMMON ENGDAT(9,100I,ENGRAT(9,50I,FILTl(40,51) FLT20001 
00103 3* I' , FILT2(9,53I,STORE(60,53) FLT20002 
00104 4* COMMON I FLAGS I ISCAN,ISENO,ITON,LAST,LOOK FLT20003 
00105 5* COMMON I ROWS I 19EGIN,IFV,INITL,ION,IQUIT,IROW,JEND,JON,JROW FLT20004 
00105 6* 1 , KKPBEG,KKPENO,KKSAVe,LSTPTS FLT20005 
00106 7* COMMON I TI ~E I N FLT20006 
00107 8* DATA DELT I 0.02 IFLT20007 
00111 9* DATA NOISE I 1 IFLT20008 
00113 10* DATA TZERa I D.O IFLT20009 
00115 11* IF (INITL.FQ.ll GO TO 470 FL nOOlO 
00117 12* ISENO = 1 - ISEND FLT20011 
00120 13* YF (ION .EO. 11 NOISE = 0 FLT20012 
00122 14* 1F (ION .EQ. -1 • AND. NOI SE .EO. 11 ION = 0 FLT20013 
00124 15* IF (!SEND.EO.O) GO TO 20 FLT20014 
00126 16* IF (ION.EO.-I.AND.KKPEND.EQ.O.AND.ISTART.EQ.III GO TO 10 FLT20015 
00130 17* GO TO 550 FLT20016 
00131 18* 10 CONTINUE FLT20017 
00132 19* KKSAVE KKSAVE - 1 FLT20018 
00133 20* TTSAVE = FILT2(KKSAVE,51) FLT20019 
00134 21* I START 6 FLT20020 
00135 22* ISTOP I START + 4 FLT20021 
00136 23* GO TO 550 FLT20022 
00137 24* 20 CONTINUE FLT20023 
00140 25* CALL ZERO FLT20024 
00141 26* GO TO (30,120,3201,IPOINT FLT20025 
00142 27* 30 CONTINUE FLT20026 
00143 28* IF (ION) 290,40,90 FLT20027 
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00146 29* 40 CONTINUE FLT20028 





CION = 0, FILTER DAT.4 PRIOR TO ENGINE FIRE SIGNAL. *FLT20030 
C **********************************************************************FLT20031 
00147 33. 50 CONTINUE FLT20032 
00150 34' ISTART = ISTART + 5 FLT20033 





IF (ISTOP.LE.40) GO 
I SHRT = 6 
TO 60 FLT20035 
FLT20036 
00155 38- GO TO 70 FLT20037 
00156 39* 60 CONTINUE FLT2003B 






GO TO 50 
(KK,ISTART,ISTOPI FLT20040 
FL T20041 
00162 43* 70 CONTINUE FL T20042 
00163 44* KKSAVE = KK FLT20043 
00164 45. KK = 0 FLT20044 
00165 46* CALL SHIFT FLT20045 
00166 47* DO 80 JJ=I,KKSAVE FLT20046 
00171 48. N = N + 1 FL T20047 
00172 49" FILT2(JJ,51) = TZERO + (N - 1) * DELT FLT20048 
00173 50­ 80 CONTINUE FL T20049 
00175 51* TSAVE = FILT2(KKSAVE,511 FLT20050· 
00176 52* GO TO 550 FL TZOO 51 
00177 53* 90 CONTINUE FLT20052 
00177 54* C **********************************************************************FLT20053 
00177 55" CION = 1, FIRE SIGNAL 'ON' IS DETECTED. CENTER WINDOW AND *FLT20054 
00177 56* C CONTINUE FILTSRING PROCESS. *FLT20055 









TO 250 FLT20057 
FLT20058 
00203 60* I START = 6 FL T20059 
00204 61* TBEGIN = KKPBEG + 10 FLT20060 
00205 62. IF (IBEGIN.GT.35) GO TO 270 FLT20061 
00207 63* 100 CONTINUE FLT20062 
00207 64* C **********************************************************************FlT20063 
00207 65" C SCAN COLUMN OF FILTl ARRAY CONTAINING THE FIRE CHANNEL TO LOCATE *FLT20064 
00207 66* C THF ROW WHICH FL~GS ENGINE COMMAND 'ON'. *FLT20065 
00207 67. C **********************************************************************FlT20066 
00210 68* ISTART ISTART + 5 FLT20067 
00211 69* lSTOP = ISTART + 4 FLT20068 
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00212 70' IF (IBEGIN.GE.ISTART.AND.I8EGIN.LE.ISTOPI GO TO 110 FLT20069 
00214 71* KK = KK + 1 FLT20070 







N N + 1 FLT20072 
FILT2(KK,511 = TZ=RO + (N - 11 * DELT FLT20073 
GO TO 100 FLT20074 
00221 76* 110 CONTINUE FL T20075 
00221 71' C **********************************************************************FLT20076 
00221 78* C 8EGINNING OF FIRING FOUND IN SCAN. LOCATE ROW POSITION IN FIVE *FLT20077 
00221 79* C ELEMENT ORDFRED SET OF NUM8ERS FOR FIRST WINDOW CENTERING. *FLT20078 
00221 80* C **********************************************************************FLT20079 
00222 81* LOC = IBEGIN - ISTART + I FLT20080 
00223 82* IF (KK .GE. II TSAVE = FILT2(KK,511 FLT20081 
00225 83* 120 CONTINUE FLT20082 
00226 84* KK = KK + I FLT20083 
00227 85* GO TO (130,140,150,160,2001,LOC FLT20084 
00230 86* 130 CONTINUE FLT20085 
00231 87* ISTART = ISTART - 2 FLT20086 
00232 88* ISTOP = ISTART + 4 FLT20087 
t 00233 89* C~LL AVRGR (KK,ISTART,ISTOPI FLT20088 
~ 00234 90* IPIV I'START + 2 FLT20089 
'" 00235 91* FILT2(KK,IFVI FILT1(!PIV,IFVI FLT20090 
00236 92* FILT21KK,511 = TSAVE + 0.012 FLT20091 
00237 93* TREF = FILT21KK,511 FLT20092 
00240 94* TSAVE = TREF FL T20093 
00241 95* N = 0 FLT20094 
00242 96* IROW = KK FLT20095 
00243 97* IC~NTR = 1 FLT20096 
00244 98* GO TO 240 FLT20097 
00245 99* 140 CONTINUE FLT20098 
00246 100* I START = I ST~RT ­ 1 FLT20099 
00247 101* ISTOP = I START + 4 FL T20100 
00250 102* C~,LL AVRGR (KK,ISTART,ISTOPJ FLT20101 
00251 103* IPIV = ISHRT + 2 FLT20102 
00252 104' FILT21KK,IFVI = FILTIIIPIV,IFVI FLT20103 
00253 105- FILTZ(KK,511 = TSAVE + 0.016 FLT20104 
00254 106* TREF = FILT2(KK,511 FLT20105 
00255 107* TSftVE TREF FLT20106 
00256 108* N = 0 FL T20107 
00257 109* IROW KK FLT20108 




















































































GO TO 240 
150 CONTI NUE 
CALL AVRGR (KK,ISTART,ISTOPI 
TPIV = 1 START + 2 
FILT2(KK,IFVI FllTUIPIV,lFVI 
FILT2IKK.511 = TSAVE + 0.020 
!REF = FILT2(KK.511 
TSAVE = TREF 
N = 0 
lROW = KK 
lCENTP = 1 
GO TO 240 
160 	CONTINUE 
GO TO (170,180,190I,ICNTl 
170 	CONTINUE 
I START = I START - 2 
ISTOP = ISTART + 4 
CALL AVRGR (KK.ISTART.ISTOPI 
F1LT2(KK,511 TSAVE + 0.012 
N 0 
ICNTl = I CNTl + 1 
GO TO 160 
180 	CONTINUe 
KK = KK + 1 
' I START = I STOP - 1 
ISTOP = ISTART + 4 
CALL ft VRGR (KK,ISTART,ISTOPI 
IPIV = ISTART + 2 
FILT2IKK,IFVI = FILTlIIPIV,IFVI 
FllT2IKK.51l = TSAVE + 0.024 
TREF = FILT2IKK,511 
TSAVE = TREF 
N 0 
!p.nw KK 
IGNTl = ICNTl + 1 
GO TO 160 
190 	CONTINUE 
ICNT 1 = 1 
ICENTR 1 
GO TO 240 
200 	COHINIJE 



































































































































GO TO t210,220,230),ICNT2 
210 	CONTINUE 
I START = ISTAPT - 2 
ISTOP = ISTART + 4 
CALL AVRGR tKK,ISTART,ISTOP) 
FILT2tKK,5U = TSAVE + 0.012 
ICNT2 = ICNT2 + 1 
GO TO 200 
220 CONTINUE 
KK = KK + 1 
ISTART = I STOP 
ISTOP = ISTART + 4 
CALL ft,VRGn tKK,ISTART,ISTOP) 
I PI V ISHRT + 2 
FILT2(KK,IFV) = FILTltIPIV,IFV) 
FILT2tKK,51l = TSAVE + 0.028 
TR~F = FILT2tKK,51l 
TSAVE = TREF 
N = 0 
IROW = KK 
lCNT2 leNT2 + 1 
GO TO 200 
230 C1NTINUE 
rCNT2 1 
ICENTR = 1 
240 	COl~TlNUE 
ISTMT = ISTART + 5 
IHOP = I ST~RT + 4 
250 	CONTINUE 
IF tISTOP.Lf.40) GO TO 260 
LOC = 10 - 40 + ISTART 
1 START LOC 
ISTOP LOC + 4 
7TSA Vf FILT2tKK,51l 
KKSAVE KK 
KK 0 
CA LL SHI FT 
IPOINT = 1 
r,o TO 550 
260 	CONTINUE 
KK = KK + 1 
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00404 193* CALL AVRGR (KK,ISTART,ISTOPI FLT20192 
00405 194" N = N + 1 FLT20193 
00406 195* FILT2(KK,511 = TSAVE + N * DELT FLT20194 
00407 196* FILT2(KK,521 = FILT2(KK,511 - TREF FLT20195 
00410 197* GO TO 240 FLT20196 
00411 198' 270 CONTINUE FLT20197 
00412 199* ISTART = ISTART + 5 FlT20198 
00413 200- ISTOP = ISTART + 4 FlT20199 
00414 20r- 1F CISTOP.GT.351 GO TO 280 FlT20200 
00416 202' KK = KK + 1 FlT20201 
00417 203* CALL ~,VRGR (KK,I STAPT,r STOPI FlT20202 
00420 204* N = N + 1 FLT20203 
00421 205* FIlT2(KK,511 = TZERO + CN - 11 * DElT flT20204 
00422 20M GO TO 270 FlT20205 
00423 207* 280 CONTINUE FlT20206 
00424 208* KKSAVE KK FlT20207 
00425 209* KK 0 FlT20208 
00426 210* CALL SHIFT flT20209 
00427 211* LOC = IBEGIN - 35 FlT20210 
00430 212* I START = 6 FlT20211t- 00431 213* ISTOP 10 FLT20212 
O> 00432 214* IPOINT = 2 Fl T20213
'" 00433 215* GO TO 550 FlT20214 
00434 216* 290 CONTINUE FLT20215 
00434 217* C **********************************************************************FLT20216 
00434 218* CION = -I, FIRE SIGNAL 'OFf' IS DETECTED. CENTFR WINDOW AND *FlT20217 
00434 219* C C'jNTINUE FILTERING PROCESS. *FLT20218 
00434 220* C **********************************************************************FLT20219 
00435 221' IF (JCENTR.FQ.ll GO T0 250 FLT20220 
00437 222* KK = 0 fl T20221 
00440 223* JEND = KKPEND + 10 FlT20222 
00441 224* IF (JEND.GT.351 GO Tn 450 FLT20223 
00443 225* 300 CONTINUF FLT20224 
00443 226* C ***************r****************************************~*************FlT20225 
00443 227* C SCAN COLuml OF FILTl ARRAY CONTAINING THE fIRE CHANNEL TO LOCATE *FLT20226 
00443 228* C THE ROW WHICH fLAG'; ENGINE COMMAND 'OFF'. *FLT20227 
00443 229* C **********************************************************************FLT20228 
00444 230* IF (JfND.GF.ISTART.AND.JEND.LE.ISTOPI GO TO 310 fLT20229 
00446 231* KK = KK + 1 FlT20230 
00447 232' CALL A'VRGR (KK,JSTART.ISTOPI FLT20231 
00450 233* N = N + 1 fLT20232 










= TSAVF. + N * DELT 
= FILT2IKK.511 - TREF 




00454 237* ISTOP ISTART + 4 .LT20236 
00455 238* GO TO 300 FLT20237 
00456 239* 310 CO~TTNUE FLT20238 







.Gr,. 11 TSAVE 
= JEND 
= FILT2IKK.511 
- ISTART + 1 
FLT20240 
FLT20241 
00463 243· 320 CONTINUE FLT20242 
00464 244* KK = KK + 1 FL T20243 
00464 245· C **********************************************************************FLT20244 
00464 246* C END OF FIRING FOUND IN SCAN. LOCATF. ROW POSITION IN FIVF *FLT20245 
00464 241* C EL"MFNT ORDERED SET OF NUM8ERS FOR SECOND wINDOW CENTERING. *FLT20246 
00464 248- C **********************************************************************FLT20247 
00465 249. GO TO (330.340.350,360,4001.LOC FLT20248 
00466 250* 3'30 CONTINUE FL T20249 
00467 251* ISTART = ISTART - 2 FLT20250 







CALL ~VnG~ IKK,ISTART,ISTOPI 
FILT2IKK.511 = TSAVE + 0.012 
FLT20252 
FLT20253 
I'; 00473 255* FILT2IKK.521 = FILT2IKK,511 - TREF FLT20254 
00474 256* TSAVE FILT2IKK.511 FLT20255 
00475 257* N = 0 FL T20256 
00476 258* IPIV = ISTART + 2 FLT20257 
00477 259* FILT2IKK.IFVI FILT11IPIV,IFVI FLT20258 
00500 260* JROW KK FL T20259 
00501 261* JC ,'ITR = 1 FL T20260 
00502 262* GO TO 440 FL T20261 
00503 263* 340 CONTINUE FLT20262 
00504 264* IST~RT = ISTART - 1 FLT20263 








IST~RT + 2 
FLT20265 
FLT20266 
00510 268* FILT2IKK.IFVI = FILT11IPIV.IFVI FLT20267 













- TREF FLT20269 
FLT20270 
FL T20271 
00515 273* JROW KK FLT20272 
00516 274* JCENTR = 1 FLT20273 
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00517 275_ GO TO 440 FLT20274 
00520 276* 350 CONTlNU~ FLT20275 
00521 271* C~LL AVRGR (KK,ISTART,ISTOPI FLT20276 
00522 218* IPTV = I START + 2 FL T20277 
00523 219* FTLT2(KK,IFVI = FILT1(IPIV,IFVI FLT20278 
00524 280* FILT2(KK,511 = TS.WE + 0.020 FL T20279 
00525 281* FILT2(KK,521 FILT2(KK,511 - TREF FLT20280 
00526 282* TSAVF = FlLT2(KK,511 FLT20281 
00521 283* N = 0 FLT20282 
00530 284* JROW = KK FLT20283 
00531 285* JC~NTR 1 FLT20284 
00532 286* GO TO 440 FLT20285 
00533 287* 360 C(,NTINUE FLT20286 
00534 288" GO TO (370,380,3901,ICNT3 FLT20281 
00535 289* 310 CONTINUE FLT20288 
00536 290* I START = I START - 2 FLT20289 
00531 291* ISTO? = ISTART + 4 FLT20290 
00540 292* CALL AVRGR (KK,ISTART,ISTOPI FLT20291 
00541 293* FILT2IKK,511 = TSAVf + 0.012 FLT20292 
00542 294* FlLT2(KK,521 = FILT2IKK,511 - TRfF FLT20293 
00543 295* ICNT3 ICNT3 + 1 FLT20294 
:>­
" 
00544 296" GO TO 360 FLT20295 
I 
" 
00545 297* 380 CONTINUE FLT20296 
f-' 00546 298* KK = KK + 1 FLT20297 
00541 299* ISHRT = ISTOP - 1 FLT20298 
00550 30e* ISTO? = ISTART + 4 FLT20299 
00551 301* CALL AVRGR IKK,ISTART,ISTOPI FLT20300 
00552 302* IPIV I START + 2 FLT20301 
00553 303' FILT2IKK,JFVI = FlLTlIIPIV,IFVI FL T20302 
00554 304* FlLT2lKK,511 = TSAVE + 0.024 FLT20303 
00555 305* FILT2lKK,521 = FILT2IKK,511 - TREF FLT20304 
00556 306* TS'. VE = FILT2IKK,511 FLT20305 
00557 307' N 0 FL T20306 
00560 308" JROW KK FLT20301 
00561 309' ICNT3 = ICND + 1 FLT20308 
00562 310* GO TO 360 FLT20309 
00563 311' 390 CONTINUE FLT20310 
00564 312' rfNT3 = 1 FL T20311 
00565 313* JCENTP = 1 FLT20312 
00566 314" GO "0 440 FLT20313 
00567 315. 400 CO~TINUE FLT20314 
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00570 316* GO TO (410.420.4301.ICNT4 FLT20315 
00571 317. 410 CG~TINUE FLT20316 
00572 318. I START = ISTAPT - 2 FLT20317 
00573 319* ISTOP = I START + 4 FLT20318 
00574 320* CALL AVRGR (KK,ISTART.ISTOPI FLT20319 
00575 321* FILT2(KK.511 = TSAVE + 0.012 FLT20320 
00576 322* FILT2(KK,521 FI LT2( KK. 511 - TREF FLT20321 
00577 323* ICNT4 ICNT4 + 1 FLT20322 
00600 324* GO TO 400 FLT20323 
00601 325* 420 cnNTlNUE FLT20324 
. 00602 326* KK KK + 1 FLT20325 
00603 327* JROW = KK FLT20326 
00604 328* ISHRT = I STOP FLT20327 
00605 329* ISTOP = ISTART + 4 FLT20328 
00606 330* CALL AVRGP' (KK,ISTART,ISTOPI FLT20329 
00607 331* IPIV = I START + 2 FLT20330 

























TSAVE + 0.028 
FILT2(KK,511 - TREF 
fIL T 2(KK,511 
0 






00616 338* GO TO 400 FLT20337 
00617 339­ 430 CO~TJNUE FLT20338 
00620 340. lCNT4 = 1 FLT20339 
006?! 341* JC F.NTR = 1 FLT20340 
00622 342* 440 CONTINUE FLT20341 
00623 343* GO TO 240 FLT20342 
00624 344* 450 CONTI NUE FLT20343 
00625 345* IF (lSTOP.GE.JENDI GO TO 460 FLT20344 
00627 346* KK = KK + 1 FLT20345 
00630 347* CALL ~VRGR (KK,!START,!STOPI FLT20346 
00631 348* N = N + 1 FL T20347 








I START + 5 
- TREF FLT20349 
FLT20350 
00635 352. ISTOP I START + 4 FLT20351 
00636 353* GO TO 450 FLT20352 
00637 354* 460 cnNTINUE FLT20353 
00640 355* If (ISTOP.Lr,.381 GO TO 310 FLT20354 
00642 356* TSAVE = FILT2(KK,511 FL T20355 
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00643 357* KKSA,VE KK FLT20356 
00644 358* KK 0 FL T20357 
00645 359* CALL SHIFT FLT20358 
00646 360* LOC = JENO - ISTART + 1 FLT20359 
00647 361* I START = 10 - 40 + ISTART FLT20360 
00650 362* ISTOP T START + 4 FLT20361 
00651 363* IPOINT = 3 FLT20362 
00652 364* GO TO 550 FLT20363 
00653 365* 470 CONTINUE FLT20364 
00654 366* IB':GIN = 0 FLT20365 
00655 367* !C!;NTR 0 FL T20366 
00656 368* ICNT! = 1 FLT20361 
00657 369* rCNT2 = 1 FLT20368 
00660 310* ICNT3 = 1 FL T20369 
00661 371* TCNT4 1 FLT20310 
00662 372* IPIV = 0 FLT20371 
00663 373* !POINT = 1 FLT20312 
00664 374* IROW 0 FLT20373 
00665 315* T START = 6 FL T20 314 ~ 00666 376* JCo;NTR 0 FLT20375 
". 
I 00661 377* JENO 0 FLT20316 w 00670 378* JROW 0 FLT20377 
00671 379* KK 0 FLT20378 
00672 380* KKPBF.G 0 FLT20379 
00613 3Bl* KKSAVE 0 FLT20380 
00674 382* LOC 0 FLT20381 
00615 383* NOI SE 1 FLT20382 
00676 384* TO EF = 0.0 FL T20383 
00671 385* TSAVE = 0.0 FLT20384 
00700 386* 00 500 J=1,53 FLT20385 
00703 387* DO 480 1=1,60 FLT20386 
00706 388* STORE t I oJ) = 0.0 FLT20387 
00701 389* 480 CONTINUE FLT20388 
00711 390* no 490 1=1,9 FLT20389 
00714 391* FILT2tI,J) = 0.0 FL T20390 
00715 392* 490 CONTINUE FLT20391 
00717 393* STIJREtl,J) = 0.0 FLT20392 
00720 394* 500 CONTINUE FLT20393 
00722 395* 00 510 1=1,40 FLT20394 
00125 396' DO 510 J=l, 51 FLT20395 
, 00730 3n* FILTltl,J) = 0.0 FLT20396 
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00731 398. 510 CONTINUE FLT20391 





0(\ 520 J=1.50 
ENGRAT!I,J) = 0.0 
FLT20399 
FLT20400 
00743 402. 520 CONTINU~ FLT20401 
00745 403* DO 530 J=l. 100 FLT20402 
00150 404* ENGDATlI,JI = 0.0 FLT20403 
00751 405* 530 CONTINUF FLT20404 
00753 406* 540 CQNTINUE FL T20405 
00755 407* 550 CONTINUE FLT20406 
00756 408· RETURN FLT20401 
00757 409* END FL 720408 
END 
FILTR2 
OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTPAN 
SYMBOLIC 
V CGMPILATI ON. o *0 I AGNOSTI C* MESSAGE! S) 
25 JUN 70 12&26&55 o 01523316 14 409 (DELETED) 
FTLTR2 CODE RELOCATftRLE 25 JUN 70 12&26&55 1 01536454 36 1 !DELETED) 
o 01536520 14 102 
HDG HD011C-HGAMMA 
HD011C-HGAMMA DATE 140770 PAGE 
& FOR,* HGAMMA,HGAMMA 
UNIVAC 110R FORTRAN V LEVEL 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&03 
SUBROUTINF HGAMMA ENTRY POINT 000120 
















STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR 
0000 R 000001 PATM 
V~RIABL~S (BLOCK, TYPr" 































SUBROUTINE HGAMMA (TFI,PFII,GAMMAHI 
T = 5.0 * (TFI + 459.71 1 9.0 




= 1.4 + 1.7916,52 - 9.34946E+l * U + 3.4401152E+3 * U • 








(2.560734E-l0 - 1.3934965E-13 * TI - TI * TI * TI * T 
(9.5212948E-3 + (-9.4796595E-6 + 4.7574151E-8 * PATMI 
PATMI * PATM - 9.8875463E-5 * T * PATM + 3.9974179E-7
* T * T * PATM - 3.391797E-8 * T _ PATM * PATM -
7.3903897E-10 * T * T * T * PATM + 3.0774794E-I0 * T * 
T * PATM * PATM + 5.2240539E-13 * T ** 4 * PATM -















14 JUL 70 17& 6& 3.586 
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00107 14' RETURN HGAM0013 

00110 15* F.ND HGAM0014 

END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. D *DIAGNOSTJC* MESSAGE( S) 
HGAM~A SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 12&26&56 o 01541344 14 15 (DELETEDI 
HGA'WA CODE RF.LOCATABLE 25 JUN 70 12&26&56 1 01541666 24 1 (DELETEDI 
o 01541716 14 12 




HDOllC-HZH DATE 140770 PAGE 
& F~R,* HZH,HZH 
UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V LEVEL 2206 OC18 F501BH 
THIS COMPILftTION WAS DONE ON 14 JUL 70 AT 11&06&04 
SU8ROUTl~E HZH ENTRY POINT 000116 
STOR~GE USED (BLOCK, ~AME, LENGTH) 
0001 *COOE 000123 

0000 *DATA 00C043 

0002 *BLANK 000000 

rXTERN~L REFERENC~S (BLOCK, NAME) 
0003 NERR3S 
STORAGE ASSIGN~ENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0000 R 000001 PATM 0000 R 000000 T 0000 R 000002 U 
CO 10 1 1* SU8ROUTINE HZH (TFI,PFII,ZH) HZHOOOOO 
00103 2* T = 5.0 * (TFI + 459.11 I 9.0 HZHOOOOI 
00104 3* PATM PFII I 14.696 HZHOOOOZ 
00105 4* U = 1.0 I T HZH00003 
00106 5* ZH = 1.0 - 2.6772676 + (1.B336324E+2 - 5.3350829E+3 * U) * HZH00004 
00106 6* 1 U + (2.1605591E-2 + (-1.0351253E-4 + (2.9241458E-7 + HZH00005 
00106 1* 2 (-4.4684258E-10 + 2.8380505E-13 * TI * TI * T) * TI * HZH00006 
00106 8* 3 T + (-3.9254562E-3 + (Z.5326543E-5 + 4.512Z84E-IO * HZH00001 
00106 9* 4 PATM) * PATMI * PATM + 6.19289E-5 * T * PATM HZH00008 
00106 10* 5 - 2.949153E-7 * T * T * PATM - 2.5910804E-7 * T * PATM HZH00009 
00106 11* 6 * PATM + 5.8954Z71E-10 * T * T * T * PATM + HZH00010 
00106 12* 7 B.7135669E-IO * T * T * PATM * PATM - 4.247153E-13 * HZHOOOll 
00106 13* 8 T ** 4 * PATM - 9.5916114E-13 * T **3 * P~TM * PATM HZHOOOIZ 
53 
14 Jut 10 17& 6& 4.704 









&~D OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTR'N 
HZH SYMBOLIC 
HZH CODE RElOCATABlE 
HDG HD011C-JHYDE 
V COMPILATION. o *DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGEIS) 
25 JUN 70 

















HDOIIC-JHYDE DATE 140170 PAGE 55 
& FnR,* JHYDF.JHYDE 
UNIVAC 1108 FORT~AN V LEV"L 
THIS COMPILATION W'S DONE ON 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&05 
14 JUL 70 17& 6& 5.720 
SUBROUTIN~ JHYDE F-NTRY POINT 001031 














































































































R 000004 BIGX 
R 006476 FILT2 








0000 R 000006 
0000 I 000001 




























R 000000 ENGDAT 
I 000063 IS 
I 000001 IFV 


















































I 000004 INT 
I 00~004 IQUlT 
I 000006 JEND 
I 000012 KKPEND 
I 000007 MLINE 
I 000315 NPI 
R 000007 SMLY 
0005 I -000003 
0005 1 000005 
0005 I 000007 
0005 I 000013 
0004 I 000010 
0003 I 000400 
















I 000231 IRUNNO 
I 000010·JROW 
I 000002 LL 
1·000011 NDP 
R 000002 PLTAPE 
R 000547 TABXl 































1 , FILT219,531,STOREI60,531 
COMMON I FftCTOR I BIAS(51),IBI51),ICI51),IRUNNO,IS(51),NP1151) 
1 , NP2(52),SCALEI51),TABX1151,10),TABX2151,20) 
2 , TABYl(51,10),TABY2151,201 
COMMON I FILES I BEGFIL,IBL,IDUMP,ILINE,INT,IPC,IPLOT,MLINE 
1 , MXFILE,NDP,NLINES,NP 
COMMON I ROWS I IBEGIN,IFV,INITL,ION,IQUIT,IROW,JEND,JON,JROW 
1 , KKPBEG,KKPEND,KKSAVE,LSTPTS 
COM.MON I UNITS I 10TAPE,MICROT,PLTAPE,UNIT 


















2. THOSE LI~ITS ARE',2E14.S) 



















1TDE ONE OF THE LIMITS FO~'I' THE MILLI-VOLTS TO ENGINEERING UNITS 
2CALIBRftTION T~BLE. THCS~ LIMITS ARE' ,2EI4.S1 
C * * CHECK FOR WORKING ON DUMP DATA RATHER THAN FILTERED DATA ••• 
IF IIOUMP.EQ.l) GO TO ISO 
C * * WORK ON FiLTERED DATA ••• 00 130 J~l,KKSAVE 
no 120 1=1,50 





















IF IISII).EQ.O) GO TO 30 
C * * SCALF. DATA ••• 
FILT2IJol) = FILT2IJ,I) 
GO TO 110 
30 CONTINUE 
C * * CHECK FOR USE OF CAL CURVE 












31* C * * 
IF (IC(tl.EQ.OI GO TO 110 




33* C * 
LL 
* CHECK FOR 
= NPl(1J 
D~TA OUTSIDE OF TABLE ••• 
00132 34* IF (FILT2(J,II.LT.TABX1(I,11.0R.FILT2(J,II.GT.TABX1(I,LLJJ GO 
00132 35* 150 
00134 36* DO 60 K=2,LL 




39* C * 
IF (FILT2(J,IJ.GT.TABXl(I,KJJ GO TO 60 







(ABS(FILT2(J,IJ-TABXl(I,KJJ.LE.1.0E-06J GO TO 40 
(ABS(FILT2(J,IJ-TABXl(I,K-lJJ.LE.l.0E-06J GO TO 50 
00143 42* C * * CALCULATr; THE MILLI-VOLT VALUE FOR DAT~ ••• 











00150 46. SMLY = TABYl( I ,K-lJ 
00151 47* FILT2(J,lJ BIGY * SMLX , BIGX + SMLY 
00152 48* GO TO 70 















40 Ctl~TI NUF 
FILT2(J.IJ 
GO TO 70 
C • • STORE LOW END 50 CONTINUE 
= TABYl(I,KJ 
OF INTERVAL ••• 
00157 55* FILT2(J,IJ = TABYl(I ,K-lJ 
00160 56* GO TO 70 
00161 57· 60 CONTINU~ 
00163 58* 70 CONTINUE 
00163 59* C 
* 
• OBTAIN ADDRESS OF LAST POINT IN TABLE ••• 
00164 
001b4 




LL = NP2(II 
C • • CHECK FOR DATA OUTSIDE OF TABLE ••• IF (FILT2(J,II.LT.TABX2(I,II.OR.FILT2(J,IJ.GT.TABX2(I,LLIJ GO 




65* C * * 
DO 100 K=2,LL 





IF (FILT2(J,II.GT.TABX2(I,KII GO TO 100 




70* C * * 
IF (~BS(FILT2(J,II-TABX2(I,K-III.LF..1.OE-bl GO 


























































































GO TO 110 
TABY2U,KI JHYD0077 
JHYD0078 






GO TO 110 
= HBY2 !I,K-ll JHYD0080 
JHYD0081 
00214 83* 100 CONTINUE JHVD0082 




86* C * * C 
* * 
CHECK FOR BIASING 
BIAS THE DATA ••• 








.P'Q. 11 FILT2(J,1l = FILT2(J,lI + BIAS!!I JHYD0086 
JHYD0087 
00223 89* 130 CONTINUE JHYD0088 
00225 90* 140 CONTlNU~ JHYD0089 




93* C * * 150 
WRITE ERROR 
CONTINU!': 





















C * * WRIT~ ERROR ~ESSAGE ••• 170 CQ\jTH1US 
WRITF (6,20IFILT2(J,ll,I,TABX2(I,ll,TABX2(I,LLl 
GO TO 160 













DO 290 J=l,60 
00 280 1=1,50 









* * SCALE DATA ••• 







GO TO 270 







* * CHECK FOR USE OF CAL CURVE ON DATA ••• 
JHYDOI09 
JHYDOllO 




113* C * 
IF (ICIII.EQ.OI GO TO 270 






115* C * 
LL 
* CHECK FeR 
= NPl! II 









(STORE(J,II.LT.TABXl(I,II.0R.STORE(J,II.GT.TABXl(I,LLII GO TO 3J HYDO 115 
JHYD01l6 
00271 118* DO 220 K=2,LL JHYD01l7 




121* C * 
IF (STORE(J,II.GT.TABX1(I,KII GO TO 220 









(ABS(STORE(J,I'-TABXl(I,KII.LE.l.0E-61 GO TO 200 
(ABS(STORE(J,I1-TABX1(I,K-1I1.LE.l.0E-61 GO TO 210 
JHYD0121 
JHY00122 






















TABX1(I,KI - TABXl(I,K-ll 
STORE(J,II - TABXl(I,K-ll 
TABYl(I,KI - TABYl(I,K-ll 
TABYl(I,K-ll 







00307 131* C * * STORE HIGH END OF INTERVAL ••• JHY00130 
00310 132* 200 CONTINUe JHVD0131 






C * * STORE 
230 
LOW END OF INTERVAL ••• 
JHYD0133 
JHYD0134 






GO TO 230 







C * * OBTAIN '.OORESS OF LAST POINT IN TABLE ••• 
JHY00138 
JHY00139 




143* C * 
LL 
* CHECK FOR 
= NP2(1I 









(STORF.(J,II.LT.TABX2(I,1'.0R.STORE(J,II.GT.TABX2(I,LLII GO TO 3JHYD0143 
JHYD0144 
00324 146* DO 260 K=2,LL JHYD0145 











IF (STORE(J,II.GT.TABX2(I,KII GO TO 260 
C * • DETERMINE IF EQUAL TO .N END POINT IN INTE~VAL ••• 
IF (ABS(STORE(J,I'-TABX2(I,KII.LE.l.OE-61 GO TO 240 
IF (ABS(STORE(J,I I-TABX2(I,~-1I1.LE.l.OE-61 GO TO 250 






HDOIIC-JHYDE DATE 140170 PAGE 60 
00335 153~ BIGX TABX2(!,K) - TABX2(I,K-l) JHYD0152 
00336 154* SMLX = STORE(J,Il - TABX2tI,K-lJ JHYD0153 
On~37 155' BIGY = TABY2(I,K) - TABY2(I,K-I) JHYD0154 
00340 156* SMLY TABY2(I,K-I) JHYD0155 
~0341 157* STORE(J,I) = BIGY - SMLX , BIGX + SMLY JHYD0156 
00342 158* GO TO 210 JHYDO 157 
00343 159* 240 CONTI"UE JHYDOl58 
00344 160* STO~E(J,I) = TABY2(I,K) JHYDOl59 
00345 161~ GO T~ 270 JHYOOl60 
00346 162* 250 CONTINUE JHYDOl61 
00347 163* STORF(J,I) = TABY2II,K-I) JHYDOl62 
00350 164* GO TO 270 JHYD0163 
00351 165~' 260 CONTINUE JHYDOl64 
00351 166* C * ~ CHECK FOR BIASING OF DATA... JHYOOl65 
00351 161* C * * BIAS THE DATA... JHYDOl66 
00~53 168* 210 CONTINUE JHYDOl61 
00354 169* IF (TBII) .EO. 1) STORF.IJ,Il STOREIJ,J) + BIASII) JHYD0168 
00356 110* 280 CONTINU~ JHYDOl69 
00360 111* 290 CONT1W<; JHY00110 
00362 172* GO TO 140 JHYD0111 
00362 173. C _ * WRITE ERPOR MESSAGE... JHYOOl72 
00363 174* 300 CONTlNUF' JHYDOI13 
00364 115* WR ITF 16,10) STORE (J, I) ,I, TABXl (J ,1), TABXl( I, LLl JHYD0114 
00372 116* IF (~ICROT.EO.17) WRITE (MICROT,10)STORE(J,I),I,TABXI(I,I),TABX1(IJHYDOI15 
00372 177* I,LL) JHYDOl76 
00401 118* GO TO 160 JHYDO 177 
00401 119* C * - WRITE ERROR MESSAGE... JHYDOl18 
00402 180* 310 CONTlNU" JHYDOl79 
00403 181* WRITF 16,201 STORE (J,J ) ,!, TABX2 I1,1) ,TABX2 tI, LLl JHYDOl80 
00411 la2- IF 1~ICROT.EQ.17) WRITE (MICROT.20)STORE(J,I),I,TABX2II,I),TABX2(IJHYD0181 
00411 183* I,LL) JHYDOl82 
C~420 184* GO TO 160 JHYDOl83 
C0421 185* "NO JHYDO 1B4 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTR~N V COMPtLATTON. o *DIAGNOSTIC* MESSAGE!S) 
JHYDE SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 12&21&01 o 01543010 14 
J HYDE CODE RELOCAT~BLF. 25 JUN 70 12&21&01 I 01550046 36 





HD011C-oGAMNA DATE 140770 PAGE 61 
& FOR,* oGAMMA,oGAMM' 
U~IV'C 1108 FORTRAN V LEVFL 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DO~E ON 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&08 
14 JUL 70 17& 6& 8.710 
SUR',OUTINE oGANMA ENTRY POINT 000111 










~XTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, ~AME' 
0003 NERR3$ 
SToRAGF 'SSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME' 


































oGANNA (Tol,POII,GAMMAO' OGA~OOOO 
5.0 • (TOI + 459.71 I 9.0 OGAM0001 




GAMMAO = 1.4 - 1.7457824E-2 • (1.9357917E-4 • (-7.2588636E-7 + OGAM0003 
RF.TURN 
END 
(1.0841843E-9 - 1.254912E-12 * T' * T' * TI * T • OGAM0004 
0.16343016 • PATM • 1.4833429E-3 * PATM - PATM - OGAM0005 
5.303302E-8 " PATM "'" 3 - 2.2332967E-3 " T • PATM. oGAM0006 
1.1615558E-5 " T * T * PATM - 1.3824483E-5 '" T * PATM oGAM0007
* PATM - 2.6652882E-8 * T '" T * T * PATM • 4.2607112E-8oGAM0008
* T • T • PATM * PATM • 2.2589584E-l1 " T "* 4 "PATM OGAM0009 
- 4.3236307E-ll * T **3 * PATM * PATM OGAM0010 
OGAMOOll 
OGAM0012 









V COMPILATION. o *OIAGNOST I C* MESSAGE( S) 
25 JUN 70 
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& FrJR,* OUTPUT,OUTPUT 14 JUL 70 17& 6& 9.759 
U~IVAC 110B FORT~AN V L "V~L 22G6 0018 F501BH 
TYI S CrMPILATION WAS DONe O~ 14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&09 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT ~NTRY POINT 002767 
STORAGE USED (BLOCK, Nll W:: , LFNGTHI 
0001 *COOE 003004 

onoo *OATA 001213 

n002 *8L~NK 015607 

0003 COMRAT 000052 

0004 ENG 000022 

0005 FACTOR 006533 

0006 leT 000012 

0007 LABELS 000320 

0010 ROWS 000015 

0011 UNITS 000004 


















STOP AGE ASSIGN~F.NT FOR VAR UBLcS (SLOCK, TYPE, RELATI VE LOCATION, NAME I 
0000 000560 10F 0000 000713 lOaF 0001 001505 1001G 0001 001614 1034G 0001 001626 1042G 
nODI 001644 1051G 0000 000736 llOF 0001 002056 1145G 0001 002102 1156G 0000 000763 120F 
HOD 11C-OUT PUT DATE 140770 PAGE 64 
000 I 002137 120lG 0001 002250 1236G 0001 002301 1253G 0001 002313 1263G 0000 001020 130F 
0001 002503 1336G 0001 002526 1350G 000 I 002555 1364G 0001 002600 1376G 0000 001055 140F 
0001 002613 1407G 0001 002707 1442G 0001 002731 1453G 0000 001100 150F 0001 000037 160L 
0001 000041 170L 0001 000025 176G 0001 000064 180L 0001 000157 190L 0000 000577 20F 
0001 000167 200L 0001 000176 210L 0001 000200 220L 0001 000072 224G 0001 000250 230L 
0001 000304 240L 0001 C00312 250L 0001 000362 260L 0001 000231 267G 0001 000442 270L 
0001 000242 274G 0001 000460 280L 0001 000477 290L 0000 000603 30F 0001 000544 300L 
0001 000272 310G 0001 000624 310L 0001 000300 314G 0001 000632 320L 0001 000675 330L 
0001 000~43 334G 0001 000740 340L 0001 000354 341G 0001 001005 350L 0001 001041 360L 
0001 001047 370L 0001 001113 380L 0001 001133 390L 0000 000605 40F 0001 001153 400L 
1)001 001156 410L 0001 000527 411G 0001 000536 415G 0001 001204 420L 0001 001363 430L 
0001 000612 435G 0001 000620 441G 0001 001372 450L 0001 000660 460G 0001 001413 460L 
0001 000667 464G 0001 001416 470L 0001 001471 490L 0000 000625 50F 0001 001473 500L 
0001 000770 520G 0001 001560 520L 0001 000777 524G 0001 001606 530L 0001 001027 540G 
0001 001667 540L 0001 001035 544G 0001 002007 550L 0001 002111 560L 0001 001075 563G 
0001 001104 567G 0001 002132 570L 0001 002156 580L 0001 002230 590L 0000 000653 60F 
0001 002311 600L 0001 002363 610L 0001 002437 620L 0001 001203 623G 0001 002455 630L 
0001 002606 640L 0001 001246 645G 0001 002630 650L 0001 001267 651G 0001 001300 656G 
0001 002676 660L 0001 00 1311 663G 0001 002745 670L 0001 001333 674G 0000 000671 70F 























0003 R 000000 









0003 R 000004 CFSTOV 0003 R 000005 CFSV 0004 R 000002 CFI 0004 R 000003 CF2 0004 R 000004 CF3 
0004 R 000005 CF4 0000 R 000000 CI V 0003 R 000006 CSTASO 0003 R 000007 CSTAT 0003 R 000010 CSTATS 
0004 R 000006 DC STAR 0004 R 000007 OHO 0004 R 000010 000 0003 R 000011 OPF 0003 R 000012 OPFS 
0604 R 000011 OPH 0004 R rOOOl2 ope 0003 R 000013 OPOS 0003 R 000015 ECFS 0003 R 000014 ECFSTO 
0002 R 000000 E~JGOAT 0002 R 001004 FNGRAT 00C3 R 000016 EPS 0003 R 000017 HAC 0002 R 002506 FIUl 
0002 R 006476 FILT2 0003 R 000020 FSTO 0004 R 000013 G 0004 R 000014 GAMMA 0000 I 000526 I 
0000 I 000120 !ALPHA 0005 I 000063 IB 0010 I 000000 IBEGIN 0000 I 000541 IBEGNI 0000 I 000542 I BEGN2 
0012 I 000001 I BL 0000 I 000527 I BLANK 0005 I 000146 IC 0000 I 000132 ICAN 0006 I 000000 IGT! 
0000 I 000214 IOATA 0012 I 000002 IQUMP 0000 I 000537 10UI 0000 I 000530 lEND 0000 I 000232 IFNO 
0010 I 000001 lFV 0000 I 000546 IGO 0000 I 000550 IGOI 0012 I 000003 ILINE 0010 I 000002 INITL 
0012 I 000004 INT DOlO t 000003 ION 0011 I 000000 10TAPE 0000 I 000366 IOUTLB 0000 I 000246 101 
0012 I 000005 IPC 0012 I 000006 lPLOT 0007 J 000000 IPOINT 0000 I 000543 I PRJ NT 0010 I 000004 IQUIT 
0003 I 000021 JPATEO 0000 I 000551 IREC 0010 I 000005 IROII 0000 I 000545 IROIII 0005 I-0002311RUNNO 
0005 I 000232 IS 0000 I 000540 ISKIP 0003 I 000022 ISPS 0000 I 000506 !TRY 0000 I 000531 !TYPE I 
0000 J 000532 ITYPF2 0000 I 000533 !TYPE3 0000 J 000547 J 0010 I 000006 JENO 0010 I 000007 JON 
DOlO I 0000 10 JROII 0000 I 000544 JROWI 0000 I 000553 J1 0004 R 000015 K 0004 R 000016 KF 
DOlO I 000011 KKPBEG 0010 I 000012 KKPEND 0010 I 0000 13 KKSAVE 0004 R 000017 KO 0000 I 000554 L 
0007 I 000010 LABELS 0007 I 000072 LABENS 0007 I 000236 LABRAT 0000 I 000555 LL 0000 I 000557 LLL 
0010 I 000014 LSTPTS 0000 I 000556 L11 0000 I 000552 ~ 0011 I 000001 MICROT 0012 I 000007 ML! NE 
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0003 I 000023 MRS 0004 R 000020 MWH 0004 R 000021 MWD 0012 I 000010 MXFILE 0012 I 000011 NOP 
0012 I 000012 NLINE'S 0006 I 000001 NDCONV 0012 I 000013 NP 0005 I 000315 NPI 0005 I 000400 NP2 
0000 I 000520 NWRD 0000 I 000534 NWRDl 0000 I 000535 NWRD2 0000 I 000536 NWRD3 0003 R 000024 PAB 
0003 P 000025 PCCI 0003 R 000026 PCCIA 0003 R 000027 PCF. 0003 R 000030 PCS 0003 R 000031 PDO 
0003 R 000032 PFD 0003 R 000033 PFDS 0011 I 000002 PLTAPE 0003 R 000034 PNSS 0003 R 000035 POD 
0003 R 000036 PODS 0003 R 000037 RFO 0003 R 000040 RFDS 0003 R 000041 ROD 0003 R 000042 RODS 
0005 R 000464 SCUE 0002 R 007433 STORE 0005 R 000547 TABXl 0005 R 001545 TABX2 0005 R 003541 TABY! 
0005 R 004537 TABY2 0003 R 000043 TFD 0003 R 000044 TFOS 0003 R 000045 TOO 0003 R 000046 TOOS 
0011 I 000003 UNIT 0003 R 000047 WOOTFS 0003 R 000050 WDOTOS 0003 R 000051 WDOTTS 
00101 1* SUBROUTINE OUTPUT OUTPOOOO 
nOl03 2* INTFGER BEGFIL,PLTAPE,UNIT OUTPOOOI 
00104 3* REAL K,KF,KO,MWH,MWO OUTPOO02 
00105 4* DIMENSION CIVIBOI,IALPHAIIOI,ICANI501,IDATAI14J,IFNDI12J OUTPOO03 
































00107 11* 3 , PFDS,PNSS,POO,PODS,RFD,RFDS,ROD,RODS,TFO,TFOS OUTPOOIO 
00107 12* 4 , TOO,TOOS,WDOTFS,WOOTOS,WOOTTS OUTPOOll 
00110 13* COMMON I ENG I AC,AT,CFl,CF2,CF3,CF4,DCSTAR,DHO,DOO,DPH,DPO,G OUTPOO12 

































00114 21* 1 , KKPBEG,KKPEND,KKSAVE,LSTPTS OUTP0020 
00115 22* COMMON I UNITS I IOTAPE,MICROT,PLTAPE,UNIT OUTP0021 
00116 23* COMMON I FILES I BEGFIL,IBL,IDUMP,ILINE,INT,IPC,IPLOT,MLINE OUTP0022 











00117 27* 2 0000000000064,0000000000065 OUTP0026 
00117 28* 3 , 0000000000066,0000000000067 OUTP0027 
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00117 29* 4 , 0000000000070,0000000000071 IOUTP0028 
00121 30* DAH I8LANK I 0000000000000 IOUTP0029 



















00125 34* 2 , 6HDHO ,6HDOO ,6HDPH , 6HDP 0 OUTP0033 
00125 35* 3 , 6HG ,6HGAMMA ,6HIDUMP ,6HIPC OUTP0034 
00125 36* 4 , 6HIPLOT ,6HIRATED,6HK ,6HKF OUTP0035 
00125 37* 5 , 6HKO ,6HMIGROT,6HMWH ,6HMWO OUTP0036 
00125 38* 6 , 6HNDP ,6HNP ,6HPAB ,6HPCS OUTP0037 
00125 39* 7 , 6HPFDS ,6HPODS ,6HTFDS ,6HTODS IOUTP003B 
00127 40* DAH (!TRY(! ),1=1,101 I 0000000000000,0000000000001 OUTP0039 
00127 41* 1 , 0000000000002,0000000000003 OUTP0040 
00127 42* 2 , 0000000000004,0000000000005 OUTP0041 
00127 43* 3 , 0000000000006,0000000000007 OUTP0042 
00127 44* 4 , 0000000000010,0000000000011 IOUTP0043 
00131 45* DATA !TYPE 1 I 1 IOUTP0044 
00133 46* DATA ITYPE2 I 2 IOUTP0045 





























00143 52* DAn N'WRD2 I 23 IOUTP0051 









10 FORMAT(/' 8LOCK V OUTPUT 
113,' -- TeST NO. -­ ',A6,/1 
20 FOQMAT(5(2X,A6,lX,FI0.411 
30 FORMHf'l'l 













1F7.4,' -­ SEC'II(5(2X,A6,Fll.41)1 
50 FORMAT(/' BLOCK III OUTPUT -- RUN NO. 
IF7.4,' -- SFC -- TIME R -­ ',F7.4,' 
60 FOR~AT('l'I' BLOCK I -- INPUT DATA -­
-­ ',A6,' -- TIME C -­ " 
SEC'//(5(2X,A6,Fll.4) II 













00156 65* 80 FOR~~T(2X,13A6,A21 OUTP0064 







LRUN NO. -­ ',A6,/1 
100 FORMAT( I' BLOCK 1,-- TABLES OF SCALES, CALIBRATION 
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00161 70* 110 FORM~TI I' THE SCALING FACTORS FOR REQUESTED CHANNELS ARE --'II OUTP0069 
00161 71* l412X,'CH',lX,'PARAM',6X,'FACTOQ')/1412X,I2,lX,A6,lX,F10.4)1 OUTP0070 
00162 72* 120 FORMATI I' COUNTS TC MILLI-VOLTS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEL ',OUTP0071 
00162 73* lI2,lX,A6,' CONSISTS OF',13,' POINTS --',112X,412X,'ABSCISSA/ORDINAOUTP0072 
00162 74* 2TE',4XI/12X,4IFlO.4,'I',FlO.4,2XII) OUTP0073 
00163 75* 130 FORMATI I' MILLY-VOLTS TO ENG. UNITS CALIBRATION CURVE FOR CHANNEOUTP0074 
00163 76* lL',13,lX,A6,' CONSISTS OF',13,' POINTS --'112X,412X,'ABSCISSA/ORDIOUTP0075 
00163 17* 2NATE',4X)/12X,4IFtO.4,'I',FlO.4,2XI)) OUTP0076 
00164 78* 140 FORMATI/' BIAS FACTORS FOR REQUESTED CHANNELS --'11412X,'CH',lX,'OUTP0077 
00164 79* lPAR~M',4X,'BIAS',3XI/1412X,12,lX,Ab,F10.4111 OUTP007B 
0~165 80* 150 cORMATII' BLOCK IV OU·rpUT -- RUN NO. -­ ',Ab,' -- TIME C -­ " OUTP0079 













IF IIBL.EQ.l1 GO TO 470 







IF IIDU1.NE.1) GO TO 
ISK!P = 5 * IPC 
180 OUTP0085 
OUTP0086 
00173 88* leT 1 = 0 OUTP0087 
00174 89* 10Ul = n OUTPOOB8 
00175 90* DO 170 1=1,40 OUTPODB9 
00200 91* IOUTLBI!) = LABfLSIII OUTP0090 
00201 92* IF II.GT.301 GO TO 160 OUTPOOQI 
00203 93* IOUTLBII+401 = LABELSII) OUTP0092 
00204 94* GO TO 170 OUTP0093 
00205 95* 160 CONTINUe OUTPOOQ4 
00206 96* IOUTLBII+40) = LAB=LSI!+lO) OUTP0095 
00207 97* 170 CONTINU~ OUTP0096 
0~211 98* WR!TE 16,30) OUTP0097 
00213 99* IF IMICROT.EO.17) WRITE IMICROT,30) OUTP0098 

















C * * OUTPUT BLOCK II 




001223 106* DO 400 l=l,KKSAVE OUTPOI05 
00226 107* IF IISKIP.fQ.OI GO TO 230 OUTPOI06 
00230 108* IF IJDN.EQ.I.AND.1BEGNI.EO.1.AND.I.F.Q.IROWI GO TO 200 OUTPOI07 
00232 109* IF IIQUIT.EQ.99999.AND.IBEGN2.EO.1.AND.I.EQ.JROWI GO TO 190 OU,POI08 
00234 110* ICTI = ICTI + 1 OUTPOI09 

















00242 114* 190 CJ~TINUF. OUTP01l3 
00243 115* IPRINT 1 OUTP01l4 
00244 116* IBEGN2 = 2 OUTP01l5 
00245 117* JROWI = JROW OUTP01l6 
00246 118* ICTI = I OUTPOl17 
00247 119* GO TO 210 OUTP01l8 
00250 120* 200 CONTINUE OUTP01l9 
00251 121* IA"GNI = 2 OUTP0120 
00252 122* IROWI = IROW OUTP0121 
00253 123* ICT! = 1 OUTP0122 
00254 124* IPRINT = 1 OUTPO'l23 
00255 125* ,210 CONTINUE OUTP0124, 
00256 126* IGO = 1 OUTP0125 
00257 127* 220 CaNTlNUE OUTP0126 












IF (ILINE.GT.NLINES) GO TO 380 OUTP0128 
WRITE (6,40)IRUNNO,FILT2(1,51),(IOUTLS(JI,FILT2(I,J),J=1,40),(IOUTOUTP0129 
lLS(J+30),FILT2(I,J),J=41,50) OUTP0130 
230 CCNT!NU~ OUTP0131 





IF (IPLOT.EQ.O) GO TO 240 
W~ITE (PLTAPF) ITYPEl,NWRDl,(FILT2(I,JI,J=51,52),(FILT2(I,J),J=1, 
OUTP0133 
OUTP0134 
00304 136* 150) OUTPO 135 
00320 137' 240 CONTINUE OUTPOl36 
00321 138* IF (MICROT.N".17) GO TO 260 OUTP0137 
00323 139* IGnl = 1 OUTP0138 
00324 140* 250 CONTI NUE OUTPO 139 




143* C * 
IF (MLINr..GT.NLINES) 
* CREAT~ MICROFILM... 
GO TO 390 OUTP0141 
OUTP0142 
00330 144* WR ITF. (MICROr ,40) IRUNNO,FILT2 (1,511, (I OUTLS( J), FILT2 (I, J) ,J=1,401 ,OUTPOI43 
00330 145* 1(IOUTLA(J+301,FILT2(I,J),J=41,501 OUTP0144 







(iSKIP.F.Q.OI GO TO 300 









(ISKIP.GT.I0) GO TO 290 
(MOD(ICTl,ISKIP).NE.ll GO TO 300 
OUTP0148 
OUTP0149 
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Ie (JO~.PQ.-l ••ND.IQUIT.LE.LSTPTS) GO TO 280 OUTP0151 

1F (IQUIT.F.Q.99999) GO TO 280 OUTPDl52 

GO ,0 400 OUTPOl53 

270 CrNTINUE OUTPOl54 

IF (JON .EO. -1 .4ND. IQUlT .EO. 99999) IOUIT 100000 OUTPOl55 

280 CONTlNU': OUTP0156 

IPRINT = 0 OUTPOl57 

IF (IOUIT .LT. 99999) IROW 0 OUTP0158 

IF (IOU!T .LT. 99999) JROW 0 OUTPOl59 

lAOWI = 0 OUTPOl60 

JROWI = 0 OUTP0161 

290 CI)NTlNUE OUTP0162 

IGO 2 OUTP0163 

ILINE ILINE + 8 OUTPOl64 





1,211 	 OUTP0167 
300 CJNTlNUE OUTPOl68 

IF (IQUIT.EQ.O.AND.3300.-FILT2(1,IFV).GT.I.OE-7) GO TO 330 OUTPOl69 

IF (IQUIT.EQ.IOOOOO) GO TO 400 OUTPOl10 

IF (IPLOT.EQ.O) GO TO 310 OUTPOl11 

WRITE (PLTAPE) ITVPE2,NWRD2,(FILT2(I,J),J=51,52),(ENGDAT(I,J),J=I,OUTP0172 

1 21) 	 OUTP0173 
310 	CJNTINUE OUTPOl74 

IF (MICROT.NE.17) GO TO 330 OUTP0175 

IGOI = 2 OUTPOl76 , 

320 CONTINUE OUTPOl77 

MLINE = MLINE + 8 OUTPOl78 

IF (MLINE.GT.NLINES) GO TO 390 OUTPOl79 







330 CIlNTlNUF OUTPOl83 

IF (IRATEO.EO.O) GO TO 400 OUTPOl84 

IF (.2-FILT2(I,52).GT.l.OE-7) GO TO 400 OUTPOl85 

IF (3300.-FILT2!I,IFV).GT.l.0E-7) GO TO 400 OUTPOl86 

IF (NOCONV(I).FQ.ll GO TO 400 OUTPOl87 

IF (ISKIP.cO.O) GO TO 350 OUTP0188 

IF (ISKIP.GT.IO) GO TO 340 OUTP0189 

IF (MOO(ICTl,ISKIP).NE.ll GO TO 350 OUTP0190 

340 CONTINUE OUTPOl91 
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00511 193~ IGO = 3 OUTPOl92 
00512 194* IlINE = IlINE + 13 OUTP0193 









00531 198* 350 CONTINUE OUTP0197 

















IGOI = 3 
GO TO 400 OUTP0202 
OUTP0203 
00554 205* 310 CONTINUF OUTP0204 
00555 206* ~LINE = MLINE + 13 OUTP0205 
00556 207* IF IMlINE.GT.NlINES) GO TO 390 OUTP0206 





WR ITE 1MICROT, 150) IRUNNO, 1 FIL Till, J) ,J=51, 52),1 lABRATI J), ENGRATI I,OUTP0208 
IJ),J=I,40) OUTP0209 
~ 00574 211* GO TO 400 OUTP0210 
J- 00575 212* 380 CONTHIUF OUTP02ll 
.. 00576 213* ILINE = 1 OUTP0212 
00577 214* WR TIE 16,30) OUTP0213 
00601 215* GO TO 1220,290,330),IGO OUTP0214 
0~602 216* 390 CONTINUE OUTP0215 











00607 220* 400 CONTINue OUTP0219 
00611 221* GO TO 670 OUTP0220 
00611 222* C * * PROCESS BLOCK V DATA, DUMP DATA TAPE... OUTP0221 
00612 223* 410 CONTINUE DUTP0222 
00612 224* C * " COUNT RECOR~S... OUTP0223 
00613 225* IREC = IREC + 1 OUTP0224 
00614 226* WRITE 16,30) OUTP0225 
00616 227* IF IMTCROT.EQ.17) WRITF (MICROT,30) OUTP0226 




230* C * 
DO 460 .~=1.60.4
* WRITE HFADER... 
OUTP0228 
OUTP0229 
00625 231* 420 CONTINUE OUTP0230 
00626 232* IlINE = ILINE + 39 OUTP0231 
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WRITE 16,101lREC,IRUNNO QUTP0233 
IF IMICROT./EO.171 WRITE IMICROT,101IREC,JRUNNO OUTP0234 
C * .. SET UP SUBSCRIPTS... OUTP0235 
J = M OUTP0236 
Jl = ~ + 1 OUTP0237 
DO 440 L=I,2 OUTP023B 
C .. * OUTPUT 'STORE'... OUTP0239 
WRITE 16,201110UTLBIII,STORFIJ,II,I=I,40I,IIOUTLBII+40I,STOREIJl,IOUTP0240 
11 ,1= 1,301, (IOUTLB I 1+301 ,STORE I Jl, II, 1=41 ,50 I OUTP0241 
IF 1,~ICROT.NE.171 GO TO 430 OUTP0242 
WR ITE OHCROT ,201 (I OUTLB 1 I I ,STORE I J, I 1,1=1,40 I, I IOUTLBI 1+40 I, STOREOUTP0243 
11 J 1, 11,1=1,301, !IDUTLB ()+301 ,STORE I J 1, II, 1=41, 50 I OUTP0244 
C * * INCREASr- SUBSCRIPTS... OUTP0245 
430 CONTINUE OUTP0246 
J = J + 2 OUTP0247 
Jl = J + 1 OUTP024B 
440 CONTINUE OUTP0249 
GO TO 460 OUTP0250 
450 CONTlNUF OUTP0251 
I L! NF = 1 OUTP0252 
WRITE 16,301 OUTP0253 
IF IMJCROT.r:Q.I71 WRITE IMICROT,301, OUTP0254 
GO TO 420 OUTP0255 
460 CONTINUE OUTP0256 
GO TO 610 OUTP0257 
C * * PROCESS 'BLOCK J' DATA... OUTP025B 
470 	CONTINUE OUTP0259 

IPRINT = 0 OUTP0260 

IBEGNI = 1 OUTP0261 

IBEGN2 = 1 OUTP0262 

IROWI = 999 OUTP0263 

JROWI = 999 OUTP0264 

IRFC = 0 0IJTP0265 

IL!N~ = 0 OUTP0266 

IOUI = 1 OUTP0267 

L 0 OUTP0268 

DO 4BO 1=1,12 OUTP0269 

IFNOIIl = IBLANK OUTP0270 

4BO 	 CONtINUE OUTP0271 

LL = 0 OUTP0272 

00 500 1=1,6 OUTP0273 




















GO TO 490 OUTP0276 
OUTP0277 






GO TO 500 
- IALPHA( MI OUTP0219 
OUTP02BO 
00172 282* 490 CONTINUE OUTP0281 
00774 283* 500 CONTI NUS OUTP0282 
00116 284* IRUNNO 
- I BLANK OUTP02B3 
00117 285* IBL 
- IBUNK OUTP0284 










L - J 
IFND(J) * 2 •• (M 




01006 290* IBL IBLANK OUTP02B9 
















- 2 - L I 3 
.NE. 0) IRUNNO = IRUNNO 
- OR (IRUNND,NWRD(L» 
- 0 





01015 296* C * * REWIND nUTPUT TAPc ••• OUTP0295 
01016 291* REWIND IOTAPE OUTP0296 
01011 298* 520 CONTINUE OUTP0297 
01020 299* ILlNE - 0 OUTP029B 




302* C * * 
WRITE (6,60)IRUNNO 
OUTPUT HEADER nN MICROFILM IF ASKED FOR ••• 
OUTP0300 
OUT?0301 
01024 303* IF (MICROT.EQ.l1) WRITE (MICROT,60)IRUNNO OUTP0302 
01030 304* ILlNE - IUNE + 3 OUTP0303 




301* C * 
READ (IOTAPE,70) (lDATA(1),I-l,ILi) 











WRITE (6,80) (IDATA( I ),1-1,14) 
IF (MICROT.EQ.11) WRITE (MICROT,BO)(IDATA(I),I-l,14) 
IF (ID.TA(I).EQ.IEND) GO TO 540 



















, 540 CONTI NUF 
C * * WRITE PROGRAM CONSTANTS IN 'BLOCK I' REPORT ••• 
OUTP0313 
OUTP0314 
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01067 319* CIV(41 CFl OUTP0318 
01070 320* C I V( 51 = CF2 DUTP0319 
01071 321* CIVI61 = CF3 DUTP0320 
01072 322* CIV(71 = CF4 OUTP0321 









































































































01117 343* CIVI281 = PCS OUTP0342 
01120 344* CIVI291 = PFDS OUTP0343 
01121 345* CIVDOI PODS OUTP0344 
01122 346* CIVl31l = TFDS OUTP0345 
01123 347* CIV1321 = TaOS OUTP0346 
01124 348* II = 32 OUTP0347 







.NE. 01 III = I OUTP0349 
OUTP0350 
01131 352* IlINE = ILINE + 3 + LLL + LL I 5 OUTP0351 







WR lTE 16,90)!RUNNO 
IF IMICROT.EQ.171 WRITE IMICQOT,90IIRUNNO 
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01152 357" IF (MISROT.NF.171 GO TO 570 OUTP0356 
01154 358" WRITE (MICPOT,20) (101(11 ,CIV(II,I=I,LU OUTP0357 
01163 359' GO TO 570 OUTP0358 
01164 360' 560 CONTINUE OUTP0359 
01165 361' WRIT!; (6,301 OUTP0360 
01167 362' IF (MICROT.EQ.171 ~RITE (MICROT,30) OUTP0361 
01172 363* ILlN~ 1 DUTP0362 
01173 364' GO TO 550 OUTP0363 
01174 365' 570 CONTINUE DUTP0364 
01175 366* LL = 0 OUTP0365 
01176 367' LLL = a OUTP0366 
01177 368. L = 0 QUTP0367 
01200 369" 00 580 1=1,50 OUTP0368 
01200 370' C * • WRITE nUT SCALING FACTORS ••• OUTP0369 
01203 371* IF (IS(II.NE.ll GO TO 580 OUTP0370 

























01213 377" IF (L.~Q.OI GO TO 600 OUTP0376 
01215 378* IF (MOD (L,41 .NE. 0) LL = 1 OUTP0377 













IF (MICROT.EQ.17) WRITE (MICROT,301 
!LINE = 7 + LL + L I 4 
OUTP0381 
OUTP0382 


























DO 640 1=1,50 











GO TO 640 OUTP0392 
OUTP0393 
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01273 398* IF IMOO IJ,41 .NE. 01 LLL = 1 OUTP0397 
01275 399* IF IMOO IJl,41 .NE. 01 LLL = LLL + 1 OUTP0398 
01277 






+ 8 + LLL + J I 4 + Jl I 4 
OUTP0399 
OUTP0400 
01302 402* IF IILINE.LE.NLINESI GO TO 630 OUTP0401 
01304 403. 610 CONTINUE OUTP0402 
01305 404. WR ITE 16,301 OUTP0403 
01307 405* IF IMJCROT.EQ.171 WRITE IMICROT,301 OUTP0404 
01312 406* WRITE 16,lOOllQUNNO OUTP0405 
01315 407- IF IMICROT.EQ.171 WRITE IMICROT,1001lRUNNO OUTP0406 
01321 408* L = 6 OUTP0407 
01322 409* ILINr: = 11 + LLL + J I 4 + Jl I 4 OUTP0408 
01321 410* GO TO 630 OUTP0409 
01321t 411* 620 CONTINUE OUTP0410 
01325 412* ILINE = ILINE + 8 + LLL + J I 4 + Jl I 4 OUTP0411 
01326 413* IF IILINE.GT.NLINESI GO TO 610 OUTP0412 













'" 0 1355 417. IF IMICPOT.NE.171 GO TO 640 OUTP0416 
01357 418* WRITE IMICROT,120ILL,LABELSIII,J,ITABX11I,MI,TABYIII,MI,M=I,Jl OUTP0417 
01371 419. WRITF IMICROT,130ILL,LABELSI!I,JI,ITABX21I,MI,TABY2II,MI,M=1,Jll OUTP0418 
01403 420* 640 CONTI NUE OUTP0419 
01405 421· L = 0 OUTP0420 
01406 422· DO 650 !=1,50 OUTP0421 







I IS I I I.EQ.O 1 GO 
L + 1 




































Il,41 .NE. 01 















IF IILINE.Lr;.NLINESI GO 
WRITE 16,301 
IF IMICROT.eQ.171 wRITE 







01437 438* 660 CONTINUE OUTP0437 















WP lTE 16 ,140 IIICA~I MI ,I DUTLB I MI ,CIV I MI' ,M=l, LI OUTPOI,38 
I F I ~ ICROT .EQ.171 WR lTF. I MICROT ,140 II ICAN( MI ,IOUTLB I fll, CIV( MI ,M=1,OUTP0439 
.L I OUTP0440 
ILINE = 0 OUTP0441 











V CO~PILATION. o *01 AGNOSTlC* MESSAGE( S I 
25 JUN 70 
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& F~R,* OXZOX,OXZOX 
UNIVAC 1108 EORTRAN V LEV5L 
THIS CQMPIL.f'ON WAS DONE 04 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&15 
14 JUL 70 17& 6&15.240 
SUBR~UTINE axzox F.NTRY POINT 000107 










FXTPRNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, ~AME) 
0003 HERR 3$ 
STORAGE ISSIGNMENT FOR VARI'BLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0000 R 000003 
0000 R 000002 
B 
U 






































5.0 * (Tal + 459.71 I 9.0 
POll I 14.696 
1.0 I T 
-8.7I36945E-6 + (4.606507E-I + (-1.3795294E+2 + 
(-2.1663602E+4 + (Z.Z765597E+6 + (-Z.ZI74Z97E+8 + 
(1.0580819E+IO - 2.19Z055ZE+11 * U) * U) * U) * U) * 
U) • U) > U 
6.7538555-6 + (-I.OZ77166E-Z + (6.5537055 + 
(-2.13848725+3 + (4.2428099E+5 + (-5.3177903E+7 + 
i3.2860596E+9 - 1.1314356E+11 * V) * U) * U) * U) * UI 













HDOllC-OXlDX DATE 140770 P~GE 7B 
00110 13* o = -1.7671108E-l0 + (-6.3527586E-6 + (1.5610387E-2 + OXZO0012 
00 110 14* 1 (4.6457575 + (4.3213223~+2 + (7.8725193E+4 + OXZo0013 
00110 1,· 2 (2.855241E+6 + 1.4952967E+8 * BI * BI * BI • BI * BI oXZO0014 
00110 In* 3 * BI * B OXZ00015 
00111 17* ZOX 1.0 + (B + (e + D • PAT'1I" PATMI • PATM OXl00016 
00112 lB* RETURN OXZ00011 
00113 19* END oXZOOOIB 
END OF UNIVAC 110B FORTRAN V COMPILATION. o -DIAGNOSTIC' MESSAGE(S) 
OXZOX SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 12&27&09 o 01573160 14 
QXZOX CODE RELOCATABLE 25 JUN 70 12&27.09 1 01514372 24 
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& FOR,* RATED,RATED 
U~IVAC IIOB FORTRAN V LEVEL 
THIS COMPILATION WAS DONE ON 
2206 OOIB F50laH 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&16 
14 JUL 70 17& 6&16.290 
SUBROUTINE RATED eNTRY POINT 001316 
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0004 R 000001 AT 0003 R 000001 ~TTC 0005 R 000000 BEGFIL 0003 R 000002 CFNSV 0003 R 000003 CFSTO 
0003 P 000004 CFSTOV 0003 q 000005 CFSV 0004 R 000002 CFI 0004 R 000003 CF2 0004 R 000004 CF3 
0004 R 000005 CF4 0003 R 000006 CSThSO 0003 R 000007 CSTAT 0003 R 000010 CSTATS 0004 R 000006 DC STAR 
0004 P 000007 OHO 0004 R 000010 DO~ 0003 R 000011 OPF 0003 R 000012 OPFS 0004 R 000011 oPH 
0004 R 000012 OPO 0003 R 000013 OPOS 0003 R 000015 ECFS 0003 R 000014 cCFSTO 0002 R 000000 ENGoAT 
0002 R 001604 ENGRAT 00n3 R 000016 ~PS 0003 R 000017 ETAC 0002 R 002506 FILTl 0002 R 006476 FILT2 
0003 R 000020 FSTo 0000 R 000107 FT 0004 R 000013 G 0004 R 000014 GAMMA 0005 I 000001 18L 
0006 I 000000 Icn 0005 I 000002 IoUMP 0000 I 000113 IGO 0000 I -DOD 114 IGOI 0005 I 000003 IUNE 
0005 I 000004 INT 0010 I 000000 IClTAPE 0005 I 000005 I PC 0005 I 000006 IPLOT 0007 I 000000 I POI NT 
000] I OOOOZI IRATEO 0003 R 000022 ISPS 0000 I 000110 J 0004 R 000015 K 0004 I 000016 KF 
0004 I 000017 KO 0007 I 000010 LABFLS 0007 I 000072 LAB ENS 0007 I 000236 LABRAT 0010 I 000001 MICROT 
0005 I 000007 MLINE 0003 R 000023 MRS 0004 R 000020 MWH 0004 R 000021 MWO 0005 I 000010 MXFILE 
0000 I 000077 M2 0000 I 000100 M3 0000 I 000101 M4 0000 I 000102 M5 0000 I 000103 M6 
0000 I 000104 M7 0000 I 000105 M8 0005 I 000011 NOP 0005 I 000012 NLlNES 0006 I 000001 NOCONV 
0000 I 000106 NOIT 0005 I 000013 MP 0003 R 000024 PAB 0000 R 000000 PC 0003 R 000025 PceI 
0003 R 000026 PCCI~ 0003 R 000027 PCE 0003 R 000030 PCS 0000 R 000011 POFO 0003 R 000031 POD 
0000 R 000022 
0003 R 000035 




0003 R 000032 
0003 • 000036 













0010 R 000002 
0000 R 000044 

















n003 R 000044 
0000 R 000066 









































'10104 3* oIMr,~S!ON PCI9I,PDFOI9I,RDOOI9I,PTFOI9I,PTOOI9I,TFOI(91 RATEOO02 
00104 4* 1 , TOOl191 RATEOO03 
00105 5'" COMMON ENGDATI9,100I,ENGRAT(9,50I,FILTI140,511 RATEOO04 













00106 9* 2 , IRATED,ISPS,MRS,PAB,PCCI,PCCIA,PCE,PCS,PDO,PFD RATEOOOB 
00106 10* 3 , PFDS,PNSS,POD,PODS,RFD,RFDS,ROD,RODS,TFD,TFDS R~TEOOO9 
00106 11* 4 , TOD,TOOS,WDOTFS,WDOTOS,WDOTTS RATEOOI0 
00107 12* COMr~ON / ENG / AC,AT,CFl,CF2,CF3,CF4,DCSTAR,DHO,DOO,DPH,DPO,G RATEOOll 
00107 13* 1 , G~MMA,K,KF,KO,MWH,MWO RATEOO12 
00110 14* COMr~ON / FILES / BEGFIL,IBL,IDUMP,ILINE,INT,IPC,IPLOT,MLINE RATEOO13 
00110 15* 1 , MXFILE,NDP,NLINES,NP RATEOO14 




















00 LL 7 
33* 
34* 






















H001IC-RATED 	 DATE 140770 PAGE BI 
COMMON I leT I ICTI,NOCONV(9) R~TEOOIS 
COMMON I LABELS I !POINT(8),LABELSI50),LABENSIIOO),LABRATI50) RATEOOl6 
COWlON I UNITS I IOTAPE,MICROT,PLT.~PE,UNIT RATEOOl7 
10 FORMATI'OPCCI OlD NOT CCNVERGF. AFTER',I3,' ITERATIONS.') RATE0018 
20 FORMATI'OJ =',IlS,' FT =',E15.B,' TFD ='E1S.B,' TOO =RATEOOI9 
l'EIS.B,' PFD =',EI5.8/' POD =',E1S.8,' ZH ='EI5.8,' ZOX =RATE0020 
2'E15.B,' RFD =' ,"15.B,' ROD =',EI5.8/' RFDS ='E1S.8,' RODS =RATE0021 
3'EI5.8,' TIME =',FI5.8,' DPF =',EI5.8,' POD ='EIS.8/' TFDS =RATE0022 
4'EI5.8,' TODS =',EI5.8,' PCS =',EI5.8,' PCCI ='EI5.8,' PCCIA =RATE0023 
S'E1S.8/' DPFS =',EI5.8,' WDOTFS=',E1S.8,' WDOTF ='E15.8,' DPOS =RATE0024 
6'E15.8,' WOOTOS=',tI5.8/' WDOTO =',E15.B,' MRS ='EI5.8,' WOOTTS=RATE0025 
7'F15.8,' WDOTT =',EI5.B,' PNSS =',EI5.8/' CSTATS='E1S.8,' ATTC =RATE0026 
8'E15.8,' AT =',E15.8,' EPS =',E15.8,' AE ='EI5.8/' CSTASD=RATE0027 
9'EI5.B,' G =',f.15.8,' PCE =',EI5.8) RATE002B 
30 FORMATI'OONE DR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS HAS GONE NEGATIVERATE0029 
1 INDICATING A CHAMBER PRESSURE ~REATER THAN LINE PRESSURE.'I' STANRATE0030 
20ARDIZATlON WILL BE DISCONTINUED FOR THIS TIME SLICE.'I' DPFS =',ERATE0031 
315.B,' RFDS =',E15.8,' DPF =',EI5.B,' RFD =',ElS.8) RATE0032 
40 FORMAT I 'OONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING PMAMETERS HAS GONE NEGATIVERATE0033 
I INOICATING ~ CHAMBER PPESSURE GREATER THAN LINE PRESSURE.'I' STANRAT~0034 
20AROIZATION WILL BE OISCONTINUED FOR THIS TIME SLICE.'/' DPOS =',ERATE003S 
315.8,' RODS =',E15.8,' POD =·,F15.8,· ROD =·,E15.8) RATE0036 
50 FORMATI'OTHE STANDAROIZEO MIXTURE RATIO HAS GONE BEYONO ONE OF THERATE0037 
1 ALLOWABLE LIMITS OF 1.0 TO 10.0.'/' STANDARDIZATION WILL BE OISCORATE0038 
2NTINUEO FOR THIS TIME SLICE. MRS =',EI5.B) RATE0039 
60 	FDRMATI 'I') RHE0040 
IF IINITL.F.Q.I) GO TO 190 RATE0041 
PCII) = FTLTZII,M2) RATE004Z 
PTFOII) = FILT2II,M3) RATE0043 
PTOOII) FILTZII,M4) RATE0044 
POFDII) = FILT2II,MS) RATE0045 
POOOII) = FILT2II,M6) RATE0046 
TFOIII) = FILT21I,M7) RATE0047 
TOOl II) = FILT2II,MB) RATE0048 
NOIT = 10 RATr0049 
FT 0.0 RATE0050 
J 0 RATE0051 
TFO = TFOI I I) RATE005Z 
TOO TOOL II) RATfOOS3 
PFO = PTFOII) - PD"OII) RATE0054 
POD = PTOoII) - POOOII) RATEOOS5 
HDOIIC-RATED DATE 140770 P~GE 82 

















PFD ,. ~WH I 10.73 I ZH I (TFO + 459.7) 
= POD * MW'J I 10.73 I ZOX I !TOO + 459.7) 
= PFOS * MWH I 10.73 I lH I (TFOS + 459.7) 






00150 63* DPF PFD - PC( Il RATE0062 
00151 64* POD = POD - PC (I I RATE0063 
00152 65* PCCI pes RATE0064 
00153 66* 70 CONTHIUE RATE0065 
00154 67* J = J + 1 RATF-0066 
00155 68* DPFS .:: 0.0 RATE0067 
00156 69* WDOTFS 0.0 PATF0068 
00157 70* DPOS = 0.0 RATC0069 
00160 71* WOJTOS = 0.0 RATE0070 
00161 72* MRS = 0.0 RATE0071 













'" 00165 76* ATTC 0.0 RATEOD75 
00166 71* F:PS = 0.0 ilATE0076 
00167 78* CSTASD = 0.0 RAT,,0077 
00170 79* PCCIA 0.0 RATE0078 
00171 80* PCF 0.0 PHE0079 





IF (DPFS.LT.O ••OR.RFDS.LT.O •• OR.DPF.LT.O •• oR.RFD.LT.O.) 
WDOTFS = SORT (OPFS * RFDS I OPF I RFDI ~ WDoTF 
GO TO 130 RATE008l 
RATc0082 





IF (OPQS.L7.0 •• 0R.RODS.LT.0•• OR.POO.LT.0 •• I}R.ROO.LT.0.) 
WOOTOS = SQRT (DPOS * RODS I PDO I RoOI ,. WOOTO 
GO TO ISO RATE0084 
RATE0085 
00202 87* MRS = WDOTns I WOoTFS RATE0086 
00203 88* IF (~"S.LT.I •• OR.MRS.GT.IO.I GO TO 170 PATE0087 













pecI ,. K 
6428.561 + 2233.567 ,. MRS - 885.0861 
143.8467 ,. MFS ** 3 - 11.13366 ,. MRS 
0.3348154 * ~1PS 4* 5 
* MRS ** 






00210 94* =·IT+FT RATEOG93 









TI'TS # 'CTAC 
TA~O * wDnTTS I S I ATTC 
RATEJ09:; 
tH'fSOO~6 
Hon llC-~I4.TFD 	 DATE 140770 PAGE 83 
00214 98* PC ;; = PCC I - PCCI ~ ~nEOO97 

00215 99* IF ( ,'. ~ s ( PC E I • LE •• 11 r,0 TO 80 RATE0098 

OO~17 100* IF (J .r.Q.WlPI GQ F) 90 RATE0099 

00221 101* peel = DCCP R'TcOIOO 

00222 102* GO '0 70 R~TEOIOI 

0~223 103* 80 CGWfUiUF; RATEOI02 

00224 104* CFNSV 1.477818 + 3.907214E-3 * MRS - 5.934259E-4 * MRS .. MRS RATEOI03 

00224 105* 1 + 2.8732 59E-5 * MRS .. MRS * MRS ~HEOI04 

00225 106* ECF STD r:CF $ RATEOI05 

00226 101- CFSTDV = FCFSTO * CFNSV R"n:OI06 

00227 10S* CF FO CFSTOV - P~B * EPS I PCS RATEOI07 

00230 109* FSTn PCS .. ATTC * CFSTO PATEOIOB 

00231 110* rsps FSTO I WOOTTS ~ATEOI09 

00232 111* GO TO 120 RAT"OIIO 

00233 112* 90 CONTINU:; RATEOlll 

00234 1U* III Nr- ILINE + 2 RAToOl12 

00235 114* IGO = I RATEOI13 
~ 
I 00236 115* IF (ILINE.GT.NLINESI GO TO 220 RATEO 114 
'" 00240 116* IIR ITE (6,JOINQIT RAT::01l5
'" 	 00243 1I7* IF (IHCROT .NE.171 GO TO 200 RATE0116 
00245 11B* IGOI = 1 RATE01l7 
00246 1I9* 100 CONTl;.JU~ RATE0118 
00247 120* HLINE = MLl "IE + 2 RATEOl19 
00250 121* IF (MLINF..GT.NLINESI GO TO 230 RATEOIZO 
00252 12Z* liP-I TE (~ICROT ,10 I NOIT RATEOIZI 
00255 123* GO TO 200 RnEOIZ2 
00256 124* 110 Cm'TINU>' R'.T!'OI23 
00257 125* NOCONV(tl= I ~ATE0124 
00260 126* 120 CO~Tt NIJ~ RAT;:0125 
00261 127* RFTURN RATEOl26 
00262 128* 130 CONTtNUE RATE01Z7 
00263 129' I LJ Nf' = ILINE + 4 RATEOl28 
00264 130* IGO = 2 RATE0129 
00265 131- IF (ILI~E.GT.NLI~ES) GO TO 220 RATE0130 
00267 132* WRITE (6,30IDPFS,RFOS,DPF,RFD RATE0131 
00275 133' IF (MICROT.NE.171 GO TO 200 RATEOI32 
00277 134- IG01 = 2 RATE0133 
00300 135* 140 C0NTINUt= RATE0134 
00301 136' ML!NE = ·~LJNF. + 4 PHE0135 
00302 137* IF !MLINE.GT.NLINESI GO TO 230 R~TEOI36 
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GO TO 200 RATE0138 
150 CONTINUE RHr:0139 
I LINE IlIN!: + 4 RATE0140 
IGO = 3 RATE0141 
IF (IL'NE.GT.NLINFSI GO TO 220 RHE0142 
WR rTE (6,401DPOS,RODS,PDO,ROD RATE0143 
IF (MICROT.NE.171 GO TO 200 RATE0144 
IG01 = 3 RATED145 
160 CONTINUE RATE0146 
MLII\I~ = MLl NE • 4 RATE0147 
IF ('~Ll NE.GT. NLlNES) GO TO 230 RATE0148 
WR ITE' (MICROT,4010POS,ROOS,POO,ROO RATE0149 
GO TO 200 RATE0150 
170 CONTlNU<; RATE0151 
IUNE = III NE • 3 RATE0152 
IGO = 4 RATE0153 
IF (ILINF.GT.NLINES) GO TO 220 RATE0154 
WRITE (6,501MRS RATE0155 
IF (~rCROT.N".171 GO TO 200 RATE0156 
IGOI = 4 RATE0157 
180 CONTINU~ RATE0158 
MLlNE = MLl NE • 3 RATE0159 
IF (MLHIE.GT.NLINESI GO TO 230 RATE0160 
WRITE (MICROT,50)MRS RATE0161 
GO TO ZOO RATE0162 
190 CONTINUE RATE0163 
MZ = IPOINT(21 RATE0164 
M3 IPOINT(3) RATE0165 
M4 IPOINT(4) ~AHOI66 
,~5 IPOINT(5) RATE0167 
M6 = IPOINT!61 RATE'0168 
M7 IPOINT (71 RATE0169 
~8 = IPOINT!81 RATE'0170 
GO TO 1Z0 RATEOl71 
200 CONTINUE RltTE0172 
ILlNF ILINE • 9 R~TEOl73 
IGO = 5 RATF0174 
IF (ILINE.GT.NLINESI GO TO 220 RATEO 175 
TIME = FILTZ(I,5Z1 RATE0176 
WR ITF. (6,201J,FT,TFD,TOD,PFD,POD,lH,lOX,RFO,ROD,RFDS,ROOS,TIMF.,QPFRATE'0177 
1,PDO,TFDS,TODS,PCS,PCCI,PCCIA,DPFS,WDOTFS,WDOTF,DPOS,WDDTOS,WOOTO,RATE0178 
HDOIIC-PATCD DATE 140770 PAGE 85 
00406 1 AC* ZMPS,WDOTTS,WD~TT,PNSS,CSTATS,ATTC,AT,EPS"E,CSTASD,G,PCE RATE0179 
00456 181' IF I'lICPOT.~F..17) GJ TO ZOO PATEOl8D 
00460 18Z- IGDI = 5 RATEOISI 
00461 183* Z10 CONTINU" RATE018Z 
01462 184' MLINE = MLINE + 9 RITF0183 
00463 185* IF (MLINE.GT.NLINES) GO TO 230 R.TEOI84 
00465 186' WRITE (MICROT,20)J,FT,TFD,TOO,PFO,POO,ZH,ZOX,RFO,ROQ,RFOS,ROOS,TIMRATEOI85 
00465 187* lE,QPF,PDO,TFOS,TDDS,PCS,PCCI,PCCIA,DPFS,WDOTFS,WOOTF,DPOS,WDOTOS,WRATEOI86 
00465 188* 2DOTO,MRS,WOOTTS,WOOTT,PNSS,CSTATS,ATTC,AT,EPS,AE,CSTASO,G,PCE RATEOl87 
00535 189* GO TO 110 ~~TEOI88 
00536 190* 220 CONTINUe RATE0189 
00537 191* IL INE = 1 RATE0190 
00540 192* WPITE 16,60) RATE0191 
00542 193* GO TO (90,130,150,17C,200),IGO RATE0192 
00543 194* 230 CONTINUF . RATE0193 











00550 198* END RATE0197 
~NO 
RATED 
OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN 
SYMBOLIC 
V COMPILATION. o *0 I AGNOST! c* MESSAGE( S) 
25 JUN 70 12&27&12 o 01574672 14 198 (DELETED I 
PATEO CODE RELOCATABlE 25 JUN 70 12&27&12 1 01602216 48 1 (DELETED) 
o 01602276 14 102 
& HDG HOD 11C- Sf'1 FT 


















14 JUL 70 17& 6&19.250 
SUBROUTINE SHIFT ENTRY POINT 000024 
STORAGE USED (BLOCK, NAME, LENGTH) 
0001 *CODE 000031 
0000 *DATA 000015 
0002 *BLANK 015607 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES (BLOCK, NAME) 
0003 NERR3$ 
STORAGE ~SSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
0001 000002 105G 0001 000003 110G 0002 R 000000 ENGDAT 0002 R 001604 ENGRAT 0002 R 002506 FILTI 
0002 R 006476 FILT2 0000 I 000000 I 0000 I 000001 J 0002 R 007433 STORE 
00101 1* SU8ROUTINE SHIFT SHIFOOOO 
00103 2* COMMON ENGOATf9,100),ENGRATf9,50),FILTlf40,51) SHI FOOOI 
00103 3* 1 , FILT2f9,53),STOQEf60,53) SHIF0002 
00104 4* 00 10 1=1,10 SHIF0003 
00107 5* DO 10 J=1,51 SHIF0004 
00112 6* FILTlfl,J)= FILTlfI+30,J) SHIF0005 
00113 7* 10 CONTINUE SHIF0006 
00116 8* RETURN SHIF0007 
00117 9* END SHIFOOOB 
END OF UNIVAC 110B FOPTqf.N V COMPILATION. o "'DIAGNOSTIC'" MESSAGEfS) 
SHIFT SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 12&27&13 o 01605122 14 9 (DELETED) 
















HOD llC-S WAGF~ DATE 140770 PAGE BB 
& FOR,* SWAGER,SWAGER 
UNIVAC 110B FORTRAN V LFVEL 
THIS COMPIL'.TION WAS DONE ON 
2206 001B F501BH 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&20 
14 JUL 70 17& 6&20.299 
SUBROUTINE SWAGER ENTRY POINT 001216 
STORAGE USED (BLOCK, NAMF, LENGTH) 
>­





























































STORAGE ASSIGNMENT FOR VARIABLES (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME) 
HDOIIC-SWAG"R DATE 140770 PAGE 89 
0000 000151 10F 0001 000776 120L 0001 000006 132G 0001 001066 HOL 0001 001122 150L 
0001 001135 160L 0001 000165 177G 0001 001167 180L 0001 000031 30L 0001 000746 361G 
0001 000061 40L 0001 001045 411G 0001 001162 453G 0001 000104 50L 0001 000655 60L 
0001 000721 70L 0001 000735 80L 0001 000742 90L 0004 R 000000 AC 0003 R 000000 AE 
0004 R 000001 AT 0003 R 000001 AHC 0005 R 000000 BEGFIL 0000 R 000132 BETAF 0000 R 000130 BETAO 
0003 R 000002 CFNSV 0003 R 000003 CFSTO 0003 R 000004 CFSTOV 0003 R 000005 CFSV 0004 R 000002 CFl 
0004 R 000003 CF2 0004 R 000004 CF3 0004 R 000005 CF4 0000 R 000230 CSTAR 0003 R 000006 CSTASO 
0003 R 000007 CSTAT 0003 R 000010 CSTATS 0000 R 000110 CSTRMX 0000 R 000231 CSUBF 0006 R 000000 CX 
0006 R 000144 CY 0004 R 000006 DC STAR 0000 R 000235 OCSTAI 0004 R 000007 OHO 0004 R 000010 000 
0003 R 000011 OPF 0003 R 000012 OPFS 0004 R 000011 OPH 0004 R 000012 OPO 0003 R 000013 OPOS 
0000 R 000137 OT 0000 R 000111 DTMAX 0003 R 000015 ECFS 0003 R 000014 ECFSTO 0002 R 000000 ENGOAT 
0002 P 001604 ENGRAT 0003 R 000016 EPS 0003 R 000017 ETAC 0000 R 000135 ErACS 0000 R 000000 F 
0002 P 002506 FILT! 0002 R 006476 FILT2 0003 R 000020 FSTO 0000 R 000225 FI 0004 R 000013 G 
0004 R 000014 














































0000 R 000242 
0005 I 000006 































0000 I 000145 J 0011 I 000006 JENO 0011 I 000007 JON 0011 I 000010 JROW 0004 R 000015 K 
0004 R 000016 KF 0011 T 000011 KKPBEG 0011 I 000012 KKPENO 0011 I 000013 KKSAVE 0004 Ii 000017 KO 
0010 I 000010 LABELS 0010 I 000072 LAB ENS 0010 I 000236 LABRAT 0000 I 000114 LLL 0000 I 000115 LLLL 
0011 I 000014 LSTPTS 0000 R 000244 MF 0013 I 000001 MICROT 0005 I 000007 MLINE 0000 R 000243 HO 
0000 R 000232 MR 0003 R 000023 MRS 0004 R 000020 MWH 0004 R 000021 HWO 0005 I 000010 HXFILE 
0000 I 000120 HI 0000 I 000121 M2 0000 I 000122 M3 0000 I 000123 H4 0000 I 000124 H5 
0000 I 000125 M6 0000 I 000126 /17 0000 I 000127 M8 0005 I 000011 NOP 0005 I 000012 NLI NES 
0007 I 000001 NOCuNV 0005 I 000013 NP 00G3 R 000024 PAB 0000 R 000011 PC 0003 R 000025 PCC I 
0003 R 000026 PCC IA 0003 R 000027 PCr­ 0003 R 000030 PCS 0000 R 000224 PC1 0000 R 000022 PDFO 
0003 R 000031 POD 0000 R 000033 POOO 0003 R 000032 PFD 0003 R 000033 PFDS 0013 R 000002 PLTAPE 
0000 p, 000223 















0003 R 000036 









0003 R 000042 RODS 0000 R 000141 S~ VF 0000 R 000142 SAVPNS 0000 R 000140 ST 0000 R 000134 STAR 
0002 R 007433 STORE COOO R 000144 SWOOTF 0000 R 000143 SWOOTO 0002 007400 TC 0000 R 000222 TENG 
0003 R 000043 TFD 00C3 R 000044 TFDS 0000 R 000066 TFOI 0012 R 000000 T1MLST 0003 R 000045 TOO 
0003 R 000046 TODS 0000 R 000077 TOOl 0002 R 007411 TR 0013 R 000003 UNIT 0000 R 000227 WOOTF 
0003 R 000047 WDOTFS 0000 R 000222 WODTO 0003 R 000050 WOOTOS 0000 R 000234 WDOTT 0003 R 000051 WOOHS 
0000 R 000133 XF 0000 R 000131 xo 0000 R 000236 YF 0000 R 000237 YO 0000 R 000240 ZH 
0000 R 000233 ZOX 
HOOIIC-SW~GEQ DATE 140770 PAGE 90 
00101 1* SUBROUTINe SWAGF.~ SWAGOOOO 
00103 2* PEAL I NPNS,! SP, I SPS, rT, K, KF, KO, MF, MO, MR, MRS, MWH,MWO SWAGOOOI 
00104 3* DIMENSION F(9),rC(9),PDFO(9),PDOO(9),PTFO(9),PTOO(9),TC(9)SWAGOO02 
00104 4* I , TfNG!lOO) ,TFOI (9) ,TOOl (9) ,TR(9) SWAG0003 
DOles 5* COMMON ENGDAT(9,100),ENGRAT(9,50),FILTl(40,511 SWAG0004 
00105 6* 1 , F!LT2(9,53),STORE(60,531 SWAG0005 
00106 7* CJMMON I C(~RAT 'AE,ATTC,CFNSV,CFSTD,CFSTDV,CFSV,CSTASD,CSTAT SWAG0006 
00106 8* 1 ,CSTATS,DPF,DPFS,DPOS,ECFSTD,ECFS,EPS,ETAC,FSTD SWAG0007 
00106 9_ 2 , IRATED,ISPS,MRS,PA8,PCCI,PCCIA,PCE,PCS,PDO,PFD SWAG0008 
00106 10* 3 , PFOS,PNSS,P~D,PODS,RFD,RFDS,ROD,RODS,TFD,TFDS SWAG0009 
00106 11* 4 , TOD,TCDS,WDOTFS,WDOTOS,WDOTTS SWAGOOI0 
00107 12* COMMON 'E~G 'AC,'T,CFl,CF2,CF3,CF4,DCSTAR,DHO,DOO,DPH,DPO,G SWAGOOll 
00107 13* 1 , GAI"MA,K,KF,KO,~WH,MWO SWAG0012 
00110 14* COMMON' FILES 'BEGFIL,IBL,IDUMP,ILINE,INT,IPC,IPLOT,MLINE SWAG0013 
00110 15* 1 , MXFILE,NDP,NLlNES,NP SWAG0014 
,. 00111 16* COMMON I FUNCTN , CX(IOO),CY(IOO) SWAG0015 
t 00112 17* COMMO~ I ICT 'ICTl,NOCONV(9) SWAG0016 
~ 00113 18* COMMON' LIBFLS , IPOINT(8),LABELS(501,LABENS(100),LA8RAT(50) SWAG0017 
00114 19* COMMm l I ROWS I IBFGIN,IFV,INITL,IDN,IQUIT,IROW,JEND,JON,JRDW SWAG0018 
00114 20* 1 , KKPBEG,KKPEND,KKSAVE,LSTPTS SWAG0019 
00115 21* COMMON I TI MLST , 11 MLST SWAG0020 
00116 22* COMMON' UNITS I IOTAPE,MICROT, PLTAPE,UNIT SWAG0021 
00117 23* EQUIVALENCE (FILT2(1,51),TC(IJ),IFILT2(I,S2),TR(I)) SWAG0022 
00117 24* I , (TFNG(1l,WoOTO)'(TfNGI2),PllS)'(TENG(3),PCll SWAG0023 
00117 25* 2 , (TENG(4),Fl),(TENG(S),ISP),CTENG(6),WoOTF) SWAG0024 
00117 26* 3 , ITFNG(7) ,CSTAP), (TENG(8) ,CSU8F),ITF.NG(9),MRI SWAG0025 
00117 27* 4 , !TENG!lO),ZOX),(TENG(11),WDOT'rl,!TENG(12),QCSTAI) SWAG0026 
00117 28* 5 , (TENG!l3),YF),ITENG(14),YO),(TF.NG(15),ZH) SWAG0027 
00117 29* 6 , !TENG!l6J,ITJ,ITENG!l71,INPNSI,(TENG(18J,MOJ SWAG0028 
00117 30* 7 , !TENG(19) ,MFI ,(TENG(20),GAMMAO),(TENG(211,GAMMAH) SWAG0029 
00,120 31* DATA CSTRMX I 999999.99 'SWAG0030 
00122 32* DATA DTMAX , 0.1 'SWAGOD31 
00124 33* DATA IFST I 0 ISWAG0032 
00126 34* 10 FORMAT (fOTHF RHIO OF COMBUSTION CHAI1BER AREA TO THROAT AREA IS', ESWAG0033 
00126 35* 115.8,'. THIS IS AN OUT-OF-RANGE VALUE FOR THE'I' INTERPOLATION TASWAG0034 
00126 36* 2BLES USED TO COMPUTE' THf- CONTRACTION RATIO. THE LIMITS OF THE INTSWAG0035 
00126 37* 3ERPOLATlON'" TABLES ARE',E15.8,' TO',EI5.81 SWAG0036 
00127 38* IF (IN!TL.FQ.l) GO TO 120 SWAG0037 




















1 00163 58. 
ex> 00164 59*























20 	 CONTINUo 
IF (JO~.FQ.-ll GO T(1 30 
LLL = IROW 
LLLL KKSAVE 
IF (IBEGNI .NE. II LLL = I 
I BEGNI = 2 
GO TO 50 
30 	CONTINUF 

LLL = 1 

LLLL = J~DW 
IF (IBEGN2.EQ.2) GO TO 40 
T!MLST FILT2(JRDW,52) 
IOUIT = KKSA VE - J ROW 
IBEGN2 = 2 
IF (IQUIT .lE. LSTPTSI LLLL = 
GO TO 50 
40 	 CONTINUE 
IQUIT = I QUIT • KKSAVE 
LLLL = KKSAVE 
JROW = KKSAVE 
IF (IQUIT.LT.LSTPTS) GO TO 50 
LLLL = KKSAVE - I QUIT 
JROW = LLLL 
rQUIT = 99999 
IF (LLLL.Lf.O) GO TO 180 
50 	CONTINUE 
00 110 I=LLL,LLLL 
F( !) = FILT2(I,MlI 
PC(I) FILT2( I ,M2) 
PTFO(J) FILT2(I,M3) 
PTon (J ) = FILT2(I,M4) 
PDFO(I) = FILT2(J,M5) 
POOO(I) FI LT2 (I ,M6) 
HOI(I) = FILT2(I,M71 
TOOl (rJ = FTLT2(I,MS) 
PC 1 = PC (!) 
Fl = F( II 
DCSTA 1 DCSHR 






















































































HOOllC-SWAGER DATE 140770 PAGE 92 
00214 81~ C • * CALCULATE CoMPR~SSIBILITY FACTOR FOR GASF.OUS OXYGEN - lOX SIIAG0080 








































(TOOl (I), PTOo( 11 ,GAMMAOI 
= 1.0 - (0.41 + (0.35 , 
= YO * KO * CFl • DOD * 
POOo(II • MWO , lOX', 
* CALCULATE COMPRESSIBILITY FACTOR FOR 
BETAO '* 4" * XO , GAMMAo 
000 • SQRT (ABS (PTOo(I' * 
lTOOI(IJ + 459.67)" 
























= OHO , OPH 
= PDFO( I' , PTFOll' 























1.0 - (0.41 + (0.35 * 
YF • KF * CFl , OHO * 
, MWH , lH , (TFOI (II 
= IIOOTO + IIOOTF 
SETAF ** 4" * XF , 
















= Fl , WOOTT 
= WOOTO I WOOTF 






























CSUSF = Fl , PNS , AT 
STAR G * PCl • AT , lIoon 
CSTAR STAR + OCSTAR 
IF (CSTAR .BE. CSTR~XI CSTAR = 0.0 
IF (IO~TFD.oQ.OI G~ TO 60 
IF (.2-TR(II.GT.l.0E-71 GO TO 60 
IF (3300.-"ILT2(1,31.GT.l.0F-7' GO TO 60 
CSTAT = 6428.561 + 2233.567 * MR - 885.0861 * MR ** 2 + 
1 143.8467 , HR ** 3 - 11.13366 * MR ** 4 + 
2 0.3348754 * MR ** 5 
ETAC = CSTAR , CSTAT 
CFSV = 1.477818 + 3.907214E-3 * MR - 5.934259E-4 * MR * 














HOOllC-SWAGE"R DATE 140770 PAGE 93 
00252 122* ECFS = CSUBF / CFSV SWAG0121 
00253 123* CALL PA'rEry (I,PNS,WOQTF,WDOTO,WDOTT,INITL) SWAG0122 
00254 124* IF (NOCONV (II. EQ. 11 GO TO 60 ,WAG0123 
00256 125* ETACS = CSTASD / CSTATS SWAGOl24 
00257 126* ~NGRAT(I ,11 = Fl SWAG0125 
00260 127* ENGRATlI,2) = FSTO SWAG0126 
00261 128* ENGRAT<I.31 CSUBF SWAGOl27 
00262 129* ENGRAT(I.41 = CFSTO SWAG0128 
00263 130* ENGRftT(I,5) = ISP SWAGOl29 
00264 131* FNGRH(I.61 ISPS SWAG0130 
00265 132* ENGRA TC 1.71 = CFSV SWAGODI 
00266 133* ENGRAl (1,81 = CFNSV SWAG0132 
O~267 134* i':NGRAT(I.9) WOOP SWAGOD3 
00270 135* ENGRATl 1,101 woons SWAGOl34 
00271 136* ENGRAT (I 0111 ECFS SWAG0135 




























00300 143* ENGRAT(I,181 = WDOTFS SWAGO 142 
00301 144* ENGRAT(I,19) = TFO SWAG0143 
00302 145* ENGRATlI,201 TFDS SWAG0144 
00303 146* ENGRAT( 1.211 = MR SWAG0145 
00304 147* ENGRAT(I,221 MRS SWAG0146 
00305 148* ENGRATI 1.231 POD SWAG0147 
00306 149* ENGRAT (T ,241 PODS >WAGOI48 
00307 150* ENGRATlI ,251 = PCl SWAG0149 
00310 151* ENGRATlI.26) = PCS SWAG0150 
00311 152* E~IGRA TC 1.271 = PFO SWAG0151 
00312 153* ENGRATl I. 281 = PFDS SWAGOl52 
00313 154* F.NGRbT( 1.291 CSTAR SWAGOl53 
00314 155* ENGRAT<I.30) CSTASD SWAG0154 
00315 156* ENGRH (1.31) = AE SWAGO 155 













00321 160* ENGRAT<t.351 = AT SWAG0159 
00322 161* ENGRU(I,36) ATTC SWAG0160 
00323 162* ENGRATlI.371 = "TAC SWAG0161 
HQ011C-SWAGF.'R DATE 140770 ·PAGE 94 
































IF (IF.EQ.ll GO TO 80 
DT = TR(I) - ST 
IF (OT.GF.DTMAXI GO TO 70 
IT = IT+ (SAVF + Fll I 2. _ DT 
INPNS = INPNS + (SAVPNS + PNSI I 2. * OT 
1010 = Mo + (SWoDTO + WOoTO) I 2. * DT 










00342 175. ST TR(I) SWAG0174 
00343 176* SAVF F1 SWAG0175 
00344 177* SAVPN~ = PNS SWAGOl76 
003~5 178* SWDDTO = WOOTo SWAGOI77 



























00353 18~* MO 0.0 SWAGOl83 
0035~ 185* MF = 0.0 SWAG0184 
00355 186* GO TO 70 SWAG0185 
00356 187* 90 CONTINUE SWAG0186 







DO 100 J=1,21 






00366 19Z. UO CONTINUE SWAGD191 
00370 193* GO TO 180 SWAGOI92 





































I POI NT! 5) 
IPOINT(6) 









00403 Z03. .~8 = IPOINT(81 SW~G0202 
HDO llC- SWAGER 
00404 204* IFST 1 
00405 205" RAT = AC I AT 
00406 206* IF IQAT.LT.CXl11.0R.RAT.GT.CXI10011 GO TO 140 
00410 207* DO no 1=1,99 
00413 208* IF (RAT.GF..CXIII.AND.RAT.LE.CXIIT11! GO TO 150 
00415 209" 130 CONTINUE 
00417 210* 140 CONT! NUE 
00420 211* WRITE 16,10IRAT,CX(11,CX(1001
00425 212* IF IMICROT.EQ.171 WRITE IMICROT,10IRAT,CX(11,CXI100!
00433 213* STOP 
00434 214" 150 CONTINUE 
00435 215* K CY(I! + I RAT - CX(I)! " (CY(TTl) - CYIIII 
00435 216* 1 ICXIIT1! - CX(II!
00436 211* 160 CONTINUE 
00437 218" IF = 1 

00440 219* IQUIT = 0 

00441 220" IBEGNI = 1 

00442 221* IBEGN2 = 1

". 00443 222" ST = 0.0

" I 00444 223" SAVF = 0.0
'" 
'" 00445 224* SAVPNS = 0.0 
00446 225* SWOOTO = 0.0 
00447 226* SWDDTF = 0.0 
00450 227* TIMLST = 0.0 
00451 228* CALL RATED (!DUMI ,PNS, WDDTF, WODT,D ,WOOTT ,INITL I 
00452 229" DO 170 1=1,100 
00455 230* TENG(I! = 0.0 
00456 231" 170 CONTINUF 
00460 232* ISKIP = 5 * I PC 
00461 233* 180 CO'NTINUE 
00462 234« RETURN 
00463 235* END 
END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORTRAN V COMPILATION. o "DIAGNOSTIC" MESSAGE(S!
SWAGER SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 
SWAGER CODE RELOCATABLE 25 JUN 70 
& HOG HD011C-ZERO 

































12&27&17 O. 01605440 
12&27&17 1 01613772 
o 01614066 
14 1235 (DELETEDI 
60 1 (DELETEDI 
14 78 
HOO 11C- cr" 0 DATE 140770 PAGE 96 
& FOP,* ZEPO,ZFQO 
UNIVAC 1108 FORTqAN V LFVEL 
THIS COMPILATION WAS OONP ON 
2206 0018 F5018H 
14 JUL 70 AT 17&06&23 
14 JUL 70 17& 6&23.698 
SUBRIJUTINz ZFRO ENTRY POINT 000023 

































0002 R 001604 
0002 R 007433 
ENGRAT 
STORE 






















DO 10 1=1,9 

















END OF UNIVAC 1108 FORT~.N V COMPILATION. o *DIAG~OSTIC* MESSAGE(S) 

ZERO SYMBOLIC 25 JUN 70 12&27&18 o 01616172 14 9 (DELETED) 

HD011C-ZEPO DATE 140770 PAGE 97 
ZERO CODf 'RELOCATA8LF. 25 JUN 70 12&27&18 1 01010370 24 1 !DELETED) 
o 01616420 14 4 
&/J ~DG 
